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SUMMARY 

I 

CHAPTER  1. INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this study is to determine  the feasibility of 

establishing a blanket factory in the Kingdom of Lesotho    to 

supply the domestic market.      The consumption of blankets  in 

Lesotho is thought to be relatively high;     all the blankets are 

imported and they form about tf/0 of total imports;    at the same 

time the country has a large unfavourable trade balance;     and 

finally it is possible that domestically-produced wool might be 

used as part of the raw materials for blanket production. 

The method of the study is simple.      Chapter 2 provides  information 

on the market for blankets.      Chapter 3 looks at the resource 

requirements for blanket production and the general supply position 

in Lesotho.       Chapter 4 examines the feasibility of manufacture by 

estimating the likely costs of production in Lesotho,  converting 

these costs into prices, and then comparing these with the prices 

of present supplies. 

CHAPTER 2. THE    MARKET    FOR    BLANKETS 

2.1 The total consumption of blankets is estimated to be about 

700,000 pieces a year. 

2.2 Although a wide variety of different   types of blanket are 

Bold in Lesotho this total can be divided in four groups 

as follows: 



Fashion (or Fancy or Basotho) 350,000 •   500/0 

Domestic 140,000 20/0 

Rugs and shawls 105,000 15% 

Greys 105,000 15°/o 

700,000 100% 

2.3 No significant changes in the demand for blankets,   nor any 

important technical developments, are anticipated in the 

near future. 

2.4 Wholesale distribution is mainly in the hands of four firms, 

who also operate at the retail level,  along with many small 

traders. 

2.5 Details of the costs and wholesale and retail prices of a 

number of representative blankets are given.      The overall 

margin from mill cost  to retail price varies from 40 to 55%« 

2.6 Almost all the blankets are supplied by firms in a neighbouring 

country within the Southern African Customs Union (SACU). 

The industry is dominated by one powerful firm supplying 

about 9O/0 of the market which amounts  in total (including 

all the countries of the SACU) to about  13 million blankets 

a year. 

CHAPTER  3. THE    RESOURCE    REQUIREMENTS    FOR    BLANKET    PRODUCTION 

3.1 The raw materials and the technology used in blanket 

manufacture are discussed.      After examining the relationship 

between costs and levels of output we conclude that a mill 

producing about 600,000 blankets would be appropriate for 

Lesotho. 



.5. 

3.2    A mill of this size would require 950 tonnée of raw 

material a year.  Of the 1420 tonnes of clean wool 

produced in Lesotho only about 400 tonnes is suitable 

for blanket manufacture.  The actual requirement is 

231 tonnes and therefore a surplus would be available 

for export.  The remainder of the raw materials consist 

of man-made fibres, rayon, and cotton yarns.  All these 

would have to be imported, mainly from outside the SACU. 

3.3 

3.4 

3.5 

3.6 

There is a good supply of unskilled labour and, although 

there are no skilled or semi-skilled operators of the 

type required, no problems are anticipated in training 

Basotho to fill these positions.  AU skilled technicians, 

supervxsory and management staff would have to be expatriate 

After examining rates of pay in Lesotho and the SACU we adopt 

R 0.42 per hour as the rate for skilled machine operators and 

R 0.15 to R 0.31 for unskilled workers. 

No problems are anticipated as far as electricity and water 

supplies are concerned, but the quality of the water will 

need further investigation.  The mill will produce appreciable 

quantities of effluent.  The disposal of this presents certain 

difficulties which will require examinât; cion. 

Fairly large quantities of steam are required by a blanket 

mill but the provision of this should not present any 

particular problems. 

It will be necessary to ensure reasonably stable climatic 

conditions inside the mill.  We do not think that 

refrigeration will be necessary but some air conditioning 

will be required and the building will need to be well 

insulated.  No problems are anticipated in constructing 
such a building. 



3.7 The Government of Lesotho offers various tax incentives 

to firms.  Two of these, a utility and transportation 

allowance and a eitlen wage allowance are relevant to 
this study. 

3.8 

3.9 

3.10 

Transport within Lesotho presents no problem.      Materials 

from the SACU will have to be transported by rail,  which 

io slow and expensive.       We consider that larger stocks 

than normal will have to be held by the mill and we provide 
for extra storage space. 

A mill in Lesotho will  suffer a disadvantage because of the 

lack of supporting industries and facilities. 

We examine the question of location and conclude that the 

mill,  if established,  should be located at Maseru. 

CHAPTER 4. THE    FEASIBILITY    ÜF    BLAMAT MANUFACTURE! 

4.1 

4.2 

The alternative ways of producing blankets are discussed and 

we conclude that a mill  in Lesotho must carry out the full 

process from raw material  to finished blanket. 

In order to estimate the likely costs of producing blankets 

in Lesotho we construct a mill  «on paper'.      Full details are 
given in Appendix A. 

4.3 

4.4 

On the basis of this mill we estimate the prime cost of 

producing a number of representative blankets.  The details and 

methods of calculation are given in Appendix B. 

When Lesotho's prices are compared with those of present 

suppliers the position is as follows: 



Present 

"    § 

Lesotho Supplier's 

Price Price 
Rand Rand 

Fashion blankets Pitso 5-69 10.08 

Pitseng 4-74 6.60 

Lilala 
(75 x 80 cm) 1.48 1.40 

Lilala 
(110 x 115 en ) 2.75 2.97 

Domestic Mona Lisa 4.55 2.84 

Rugs and shawls Welwitschia 2.89 5.75 

The Lesotho price is below the present supplier's price 

for the Pitso, Pitseng and Welwitschia; about the same 

for the Lilalas, and well above in the case of the Mona 

Lisa, a typical domestic blanket 

These differences are explained by a number of factors. 

The bulk of the imported supplies come from one 

producer.  This firm makes some 10 to 11 million blankets 

a year and has, by virtue of this large output, some 

considerable cost advantages over a small mill in Lesotho. 

It can gain economies by long production runs aniby spreading 

its overheads over a large output.  It can buy raw materials 

well below the prices at which a small unit could obtain them. 

This is particularly important as raw materials form, on 

average, about 45% of the total cost of making a blanket. 

Lesotho will have some advantage over the present supplier 

because of lower wages but this will have little effect on 

the final price as labour costs account for only 15%, on 

average, of total costs.   Thus the foreign supplier will 

have lower costs than a mill in Lesotho, though the cost 

advantage will be more marked in some products than in 

others. 



Given that the major supplier has these lower costs the 

prices actually charged for particular products are 

determined by market conditions.      Where strong elements 

of exclusiveness and prestige are attached to a blanket 

and there is little or no competition,  then a high price 

relative to cost is charged.      At the other end of the 

scale where the product is basically 'cheap'  and meant to 

satisfy the requirements of large numbers of poorer people 

then thf price must be low and closely related to the cost. 

4.5 Although we consider that a mill in Lesotho would have higher 

costs than those of the foreign supplier we examine various 

policies which might,  even in these circumstances,  make the 

mill viable.      These are:    the adoption of a certain price 

and output policy by the mill;     changes in the scale of 

production;     the use of quantitative controls on imports 

of blankets;     tariffs,  and subsidies.      We consider that 

4.6 none of these will be effective and we therefore conclude 

that it would not be feasible to establish a blanket mill 

in Lesotho. 

4.7 There may be other textile possibilities in Lesotho which 

might be worth investigating.       A very brief outline of 

these is given in Appendix D. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1    Objective 

The objective of this study is to determine the feasibility of 

establishing a blanket factory in the Kingdom of Lesotho to 

supply the domestic market. 

There appears to be a strong prima facie case in favour of 

undertaking this study.      The consumption of blankets in Lesotho 

is thought to be relatively high as the Basotho use blankets as 

a form of apparel as well as for bedding purposes.      All the 

blankets are imported and the  total value of these imports in 

1972 was R 5.3 million,   or nearly 8% of total  imports  (R 43 million), 

In the same year total exports were only R 0.1  million.       Hence 

Lesotho had a very large unfavourable trade balance.      Prom another 

aspect the Kingdom is a large producer of wool and it was thought 

that this might form part,  possibly the major part,  of the raw 

material for the manufacture of blankets.       Clearly if Lesotho 

could add value to her indigenous raw materials then this would be 

to her economic advantage.      Finally,  Lesotho urgently needs more 

employment opportunities for her people.       One of the targets of 

her First Five-Year Development Plan was  'to create 10,000 -  15,000 

new employment opportunities,  mainly in non-agricultural activities', 

A blanket factory would make some contribution towards the 

attainment of this target. 



It is clear that  if the production of blankets turns out to 

be feasible then this would have important beneficial effects 

on the economy of Lesotho.    Our task is to examine  in detail 

the prima facie  case outlined above and to report. 

1.2 Method 

I 

The method of this study is simple and straightforward.      Chapter 2 

presents information on the market and Chapter 3 deals with various 

aspects of the production of blankets.      Chapter 4 builds on the 

material provided in the two previous chapters and examines 
feasibility. 

Our main objectives in Chapter 2 are to determine the size of the 

blanket market in Lesotho;    to classify the products  in appropriate 

groups, and to select from these groups representative blankets 

which we can analyse in detail  and use subsequently for comparative 

purposes.       We also consider future trends in consumption and possible 

technical developments,  and we provide information on methods of 

distribution and the costs and prices of blankets.       In conclusion 

we look at  the sources of the present supplies of blankets and at 

the market for blankets in the  whole of Southern Africa. 

Chapter 3  is concerned with the  resource requirements for blanket 

production.      We  first of all give information on blanket manufacture 

in general,   dealing with the types of raw material used,  the 

technology employed and the economic aspects,   in particular the 

question of the economic scale of production.       The remainder of 

the chapter examines the availability of the required resources in 

Lesotho.      We look at raw materials,  including the possible use of 

Lesotho's wool,  human resources,   services, buildings,   transport, etc. 
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In Chapter 4 our objective  is to compare the likely costs and 

prices of blankets produced in Lesotho with the  costs and' 

prices of present suppliers  and so determine the  feasibility 

of a new mill.      We first construct a mill   'on paper'.      We 

then estimate  the costs of producing a number of  representative 

blankets.       The costs are converted into prices  and these are 

compared with prices of current supplies.       On the basis of 

these comparisons we reach our conclusions on feasibility. 

I A 1.3 Country detail1 

2 
The Kingdom of Lesotho    is a small country of about 30,000 square 

kilometres which is entirely surrounded by another member-country 

of the Southern African Customs Union (SACU).       It is bounded in 

the north and west by the Orange Free State,  to  the south by Cape 

Province and to the east    by Natal. 

About one quarter of the country lying to the west is lowland at a 

height of about  15OO metres above sea level.      The remainder 

comprises foothills and mountains rising in the  east to around 

35OO metres.     Although Lesotho is only about 800 kilometres from 

the Tropic of Capricorn the climate is strongly influenced by the 

altitude and tends to be extreme.       In the  lowlands temperatures 

vary from a maximum of 90 F or more in summer to a minimum of 20°F 

in winter.       In the highlands the temperature range is considerably 

wider and temperatures as low as 3°F are common in winter.     Frost 

has been known in every month of the year. 

It is only proposed to give here such general  information about 

the country as appears to us  to be particularly relevant to the  study. 

2 
The country -      Lesotho 

The people -      Mosotho - singular 

Basotho - plural 

The language        -      Sesotho 



I 

Accurate  statistics of the size,   distribution arri rate of increase 

of Lesotho's population are not available.       Total population is 

currently estimated as 1.15 million and it is assumed to be 

increasing at  around 2.2% per annum .      About half the resident 

population live  in the lowlands,   a quarter in the foothills and 

the remainder in the mountainous regions to the east.       Because 

of insufficient  job opportunities  at home large numbers of Basotho 

migrate and seak employment  in other countries of the SAGÙ.       It 

has recently been estimated that  about 60)d of the Kingdom's active 

male labour force is employed outside Lesotho  . 

Lesotho  is a poor country.       Reliable national,  income  statistics 
5 

are not available but recent estimates    suggest  that GNP per capii 

has remained fairly stable in the  last few years at around R 150. 

Communications witnin the country have improved considerably in the 

last decade bm,  in    many parts  still remain difficult.      There are 

good metalled roads joining the towns of the northern and eastern 

lowlands and connecting these same  towns to centres  in the SACU. 

However as one moves into the foothills,  and particularly into the 

mountain areas,   the position deteriorates considerably.      The 

topography of  the country and the  late development of internal 

communications has meant that  the economically important flows of 

trade and people have been,  and still largely are,   in and out,  along 

a number of routes connecting Lesotho and the GACU rather than within 

the Kingdom itself.      The improvements in the road network are obviously 

modifying this pattern but it  still remains easier to supply many parts 

of Lesotho from a number of points on the periphery rather than to 

distribute fnm some central area. 

3 

4 
Annual  otatistical Bulletin,   1972 

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,      The 

Economy of  Lesotho, Report No.   331a - LSO,   IBRD, Washington, 

1974,   PP.   18 -  19 

IBRD,     op.   cit.     pp.   14 -  15. 
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Lesotho ìB a member of the Southern African Customs Union. 

There are generally no barriers to trade between the members 

of this Union and they use the Rand as their common currency. 

Throughout this study we assume the following rates of exchange: 

US ft  1 = Rand O.77     Rand 1 = US f  I.30 

r 

J 
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I 

CHAPTER 2 

THE MARKET FÜR BLANKETS 

In this chapter we present information on the market aspects of our 

study.   In Section 2.1 we estimate the total market for blankets 

in Lesotho.  In Section 2.2 we analyse the total consumption breaking 

it down into various categories.  In doing so we not only describe 

the nature of the market but we try to identify representative or 

typical blankets which we can use later in evaluating the 

feasibility of production in Lesotho. 

Section 2.3 gives our views on future trends in consumption and 

possible technical and product developments 

In Section 2.4 we describe the system of distribution and in 2.5 we 

discuss the costs and prices of blankets, including wholesale and 

retail margins and regional price variations. 

Finally in Section 2.6 we look outside Lesotho at the present sources 

of supply and at the blanket market of Southern Africa, of which 

Lesotho forms a part. 

2.1    Total domestic consumption 

There is no published information giving the consumption of blankets. 

As there is, as yet no domestic production then consumption should 

be given by the import statistics.  However these latter figures 

have certain disadvantages and therefore in addition we use two 

other approaches.  We make estimates on the basis of information 

gathered from a variety of trade sources and we endeavour to estimate 

total consumption by examining levels of income and related patterns 

of expenditure.  None of these methods can be regarded as being 

completely satisfactory but we feel that a combination of the three 

may be enable us to reach reasonably reliable conclusions. 



2.1.1 Estimates of total consumption based on import statistics 

Details  of  the value of imports  of blankets into  Lesotho are g;ven in 

Table 2.1.       There are no statistics for imports  in quantity terms. 

Table 2.1 The value of blanket  importa  into  Lesotho,  Rand  'QUO 

Year 1970 1971 1972 197? 1974 

1st quarter 529 724 955 
2nd quarter 972 1215 

3rd quarter 904 1205 

4th quarter 877 1140 

Total year 1794 2034 3282 4302 

bouree: Annual Statistical Bulletin. 

The figures   show an increasing trend over the period concerned.       This 

is deceptive   in that considerable changes have taken place in recent 

years  in the methods of collecting information on imports generally. 

Following the  new Customs Agreement  in 19C>9,  which came  into force 

1 March  1970,   Lesotho's share  in the common revenue pool has been 

largely dependent on the value of  its imports and special efforts 

have been made  to improve the comprehensiveness and accuracy of 
1 

import data   .       In particular from 1  April  1972  the value of imports 

has been derived directly from declarations made at border posts by 

traders,   migrant workers and personal shoppers,   i.e.   persons crossing 

the border on shopping expeditions.      This change  in procedure accounts 

in large measure for the substantial increase which took place  in 1972 

1 
See   'Notes  on Trade Figures,   1972'  contained Annual Statistical 

Bulletin,   1972 and also International Monetary Fund,   Surveys of 

African Economies,    Vol.   5.   PP«   149 - 150,  I.M.F.,     Washington,   1971. 
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as compared with 1971.      Since these basic changes  in 1972 further 

efforts  have been made to improve the accuracy of  the data but  it 

is generally thought  that imports may still be somewhat understated. 

If we are  to estimate total  consumption in quantity terms we need to 

know the average price of imported blankets.       It   is not easy to 

estimate this as blankets may  be imported at mill  prices,  at wholesale 

prices,   or at  retail prices,   i.e.   blankets bought by personal shoppers 

in nearby towns or brought in by migrant workers  returning to Lesotho. 

In Section 2.2.2 below we estimate  that the average retail price of 

blankets   in  Lesotho in September 1974 was between R6 and i?7 - say 

R6.5O.       In the last  two years the  retail  price  of blankets has 

increased by over 40%,  rising by 2}. 5% from October 1972 to October 

1973 and by a  further 18.2% by July 19742.       If we assume that retail 

prices were on average 25% lower in 1973 as compared with September 

1974 then this would give an average re4 ail price  in 1973 of R5-50; 

a wholesale price of R4.IO  (assuming a  35% margin wholesale to retail) 

and a mill price of R3-70 (assuming a 10% margin). 

Such information as we have  suggests that the bulk of imports come in 

at wholesale  prices.       We shall assume that 5Qtf of imports enter at 

the average wholesale price of R4-10;    25% at the mill price of R3-70; 

15% are brought  in by migrant workers at an average price of R12.00 

(probably about 100,000 such workers enter Lesotho each year and it 

is reported that each worker almost invariably has at least one 

blanket  to declare and this blanket is nearly always of the more 

expensive type costing upwards of RIO.OO)  and 10% are accounted for by 

personal  shoppers at an average price of R5-50.       On this basis the 

average price of imports is R5-40 and total imports in 1973 would 

amount  to about 800,000 pieces. 

2    Information supplied by Bureau of Statistics, 
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Clearly this  estimate is subject to wide margins of error.       Apart 

from the obvious possibilities   that our estimate of average retail 

price may be faulty and our assumptions concerning the proportions 

imported at  the different prices may not be correct we have assumed 

that the  total  value of imports  is consumed  in the year in which the 

imports are  recorded.      In fact  about  75/¡í of  the annual sales of 

blankets   take place between the months  of March and July and 

presumably most  of the imports  recorded in the first, and last 

quarters of  the year consist rf orders  to meet the demand in the 

winter months.       There is no data on stocks  of blankets and it was 

not, therefore possible to make  allowance for these seasonal  movements. 

2.1.2 Estimates of total consumption based on trade sources 

Por a number of reasons it was  not possible  to  obtain as much 

information on total consumption as we would have liked from trade 

sources in  Lesotho.      First,   the blankets entering the country do  so 

from a wide variety of sources.       For example,   the  largest  trading 

company in   Lesotho supplies  its  own retail outlets,   numbering 50» 

as well as  about   1000 other retailers,   from   5 wholesale depots  in 

Lesotho itself and from 3 depots outside the  country in the 

neighbouring towns of Bloemfontein,  Ficksburg and Wepener.       It 

proved difficult  to separate the trade which  some of these branches 

carried on   in Lesotho from that  which was carried on outside the 

country.       Additionally we were not able to  interview the 

representatives  of as many trading companies  as we would have 

wished,  partly owing to a shortage of time and partly due to 

certain administrative    difficulties. 

Nevertheless  the company referred to above did provide us with details 

of its total  sales of blankets   in the period March to July 1974«     They 

stated that  75% of their total   sales take place in theBe months. 

Allowing for the balance sold  in the remainder of the year this  means 

that their  total   annual saLes amount  to about  260,000 blankets.        In 

their view  they have about 45% of the   total  blanket market.       Assuming 



this to be a correct estimate then this means that the number of 

blankets sold  in Lesotho in a year is about 580,000.       A very 

authoritative source in Lesotho considered  that the market' share 

of this company was much nearer  35%.       In which case  the total 
market would be  740,000. 

2.1.3 Estimates of total consumption based on income levels and 

expenditure patterns 

I 

In this section we try to estimate the total consumption of blankets 

by attempting to calculate the expenditure on blankets  in Lesotho 

and hence the number of blankets purchased.      We look first at the 
urban households. 

In 1972/1973 a household budget  survey was carried out  in the 

principal  low]and towns of Maseru,  Butha-Buthe,  lllotse,  Teyateyaneng, 

Mafetung and Mohales Hoek5.      The areas covered accounted for 9CP/0 of 

the total urban population.      The details relevant to this study are 
shown in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2. Urban Households -  Incomes,   size of households,   and 

expenditure on blankets.     1972/7 3. 

Incomes.  Rand Households Expenditure on 
blankets. Rand 

Strata Range Average Number 
of 

Average 
size 

Annual per 
household Total 

1 

2 

3 

4 

0-199 

200-499 

500-999 

1000- 

146 

342 

692 

2249 

2757 

3096 

1938 

1582 

3.40 

4.O5 

4.72 

5-96 

5.O4 

11.04 

15.48 

19.80 

13 794 

34 180 

30 000 

31 324 

119 29Ü 

Source:       1972/73 Urban Household budget survey 

Bureau of Statistics,   1972/75 Urban Household Budget Survey Report. 
Maseru,  October,   I973. 
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The table shows the division of incomes  into four strata:     the 

average income in each strata;    the number of households in each 

strata and  their average  sise;    the average annual expenditure on 

blankets per household in each  income  strata,  and total expenditure. 

It will be  seen that the  tota!, annual   expenditure on blankets was 

R 119 298.       If we make allowance for  the 10;o of the urban population 

not covered by the Survey  this total  then becomes RI52 500. 

Only j/o of  the population of Lesotho  live in urban areas.       There 

is no information similar to the above  relating to the vast bulk 

of the people who live in  the countryside.      As far as incomes are 

concerned we use some recent estimates  and details are given in 

Table 2.5. 

Table 2.5. Rural Households - Incomes,  number and size of 

households by regions,   1970. 

Low]ands Foothills 

1 

Mountains 
Orange River 

Valley 

Annual household 
income (hand) 

Prom crop cultivation 5-3.55 41.55 40.75 51.30 

Prom livestock 

Total farm income 

50.70 26.45 81.45 57.15 

84.05 67.80 122.20 68.95 

Prom labour outside 
Lesotho 95.80 78.00 57.80 92.5O 

From labour in Lesotho 

Total income 

21.50 15.45 17.55 24.25 

199.55 101.25 197.55 188.70 

Number of households 72 080 57 740 59 590 18 020 

Average size of 
household 5.59 5.04 5.54 5.37 

Source:     I.B.R.D.,    The Economy of Lesotho, Report No.   551a - LS0 

June,  1974, Table  17 
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These figures relate to  1970 and if we are to use them in 

conjunction with those  for the urban areas then some adjustment 

is necessary  to allow for changes in rural  incomes up to I975. 

There are  several reasons for thinking that  the   latter showed an 

appreciable  increase  in period concerned.       In particular the 

prices of agricultural  product:; rose considerably during these 

three years.       For example,   the value of exports of wool,  mohair, 

and hides  and skins increased from RI.5 million in I97O to R3.2 

million in  1972  .      This  is of particular relevance to households 

in the mountain areas who draw a higher proportion of their income 

from livestock than is  the case in the Lowlands and Foothills.       On 

the other hand these latter two areas gain a high proportion of their 

household  income from labour outside  Lesotho.       Over this period, 

whilst the  number employed in  the mines has increased by about   13% 

from 1970 to  1972, voluntary deferred pay has grown from R2.5 

million in   1970 to R4.7 million in  1973 and remittances from R2.1 

to R4.0 million  .      In addition to those Basotho who are employed 

in the mines appreciable numbers are engaged in other occupations 

outside Lesotho and it  is likely that they have also benefitted 

from the general increase in wages which has taken place in recent 
years. 

It  seems likely that these increases  in farm income by way of higher 

prices for farm produce and greater earnings from labour outside 

Lesotho may well have raised average total rural household income 

into the range of R3OO -  350.      We have no  information which could 

be used to  stratify rural  incomes on the lines applied to urban 

households  but the evidence suggests  that  they are much more evenly 

distributed than is the case in urban areas6.      Comparison with 

equivalent  urban income levels (Strata 2,  R200 - 499,  with an average 

income of RJ42) would suggest an annual  expenditure per household on 

blankets of RII.04.      This assumes the same expenditure pattern for 

both urban and rural households.      We do not however consider that 

this io a valid assumption.      First,   the average size of the rural 

4 

5 
6 

Annual Statistical Bulletin,   I972,  Table:     3I. 

Bureau of Statistics 

I.B.R.D.,     op cit,  p.   22. 
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household is greater than that of the urban, 5.27 persons as compared 

with 4.05 for Strata 2 and 4-54 for all urban households.  It is 

obvious that household demand for blankets is partly a function of 

household numbers, and figures given in Table 2.2 above provide some 

statistical evidence for this.  In addition other factors are likely 

to result in higher levels of expenditure on blankets in the countryside 

as compared with the towns.  Well over half the rural households live 

in areas which generally are colder than that of the lowland towns. 

In rural areas housing is less adequate and fuel is probably more 

difficult to obtain and certainly more expensive than in urban areas. 

Finally, rural society is undoubtedly more traditional in its dress 

than urban.  One has only to move into the countryside to observe how 

much more common is the use of blankets as a form of apparel as compared 

with the more -western- dress in the towns.  Whilst the above factors 

clearly point to some modification of expenditure patterns in rural 

areas in comparison with the same income groups in towns it is 

difficult, without carrying out a detailed and expensive survey such 

as was conducted in urban areas, to decide precisely what adjustments 
should reasonably be made. 

We have suggested above that the total spending on blankets by urban 

households in 1972/73 was R132,500.  Assuming an average blanket 

price of R5.5O this puts total sales at about 24,000.  If We accept 

that average rural household income in 1973 was in the range R3OO - 

350, say R325, and, if we assume for these rural households the same 

expenditure pattern as for Strata 2 of the urban households then total 

rural spending in blankets would be R2.1 million, or 376 000 blankets. 

However in view of our previous discussion we think we should assume a 

higher level of expenditure on blankets in rural areas7.  It would 

7 
It is also possible that we should use a higher average price for 

blankets purchased  in rural areas,  partly because rural consumers may 

tend to buy a larger proportion of the more expensive types of blanket 

and partly because blanket prices may be higher in rural areas,  but we 

do not feel that we have sufficient evidence on these points to make 
any realistic adjustments. 
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seem reasonable to suggest tM'„ with an aver,,,, household income 

of K325, annuaL spending on bankets would Lie between RI5 and R20. 

If we use the lower figure ti- 1 totaL rural expenditure would be 

U2.8 millier., or about 500,00. blankets.   This would mean that the 

total consumption of blanket*: Ln Lesotho would be about 5?5,000. 

If we use the higher figure e< R20 total rural spending would amount 

to IÏ5.7 million;  the number of blankets to W.000 and total 

consumption to 707,000. 

2.1.4    Total, consumption - ''onciusions 

We have at tempted to estimate 

three different methods.  We 

data used and we are conscioi•'. 

we have been obliged to make, 

consumption of y00,000 using » 

and 740,000 on the basis of t- 

expenditure method a range bei 

consider tiiat the last two met 

judgement is that the annual - 

and 750,000.  t'or the purpo;- 

assume a figure of 700,000. 

quantity of blankets would be 

of R6.5 per blanket. 

the total consumption of blankets using 

"ecognise the weakness of auch of the 

of the frailty of some of the assumptions 

Our examination suggests an annual 

'ie statistics of imports;  between 500,000 

•ide information, ;md applying the income/ 

•ween 525,000 and 70/,000.  On balance we 

'lods are tue mont reliable and our 

msumption of blankets lies between 650 

o of the remainder of this study we shall 

En money terms the annual value of this 

¡Ì4.5 million, assuming an average price 

2'2 Analysis of total consumption. 

In this section we classify th* blankets sold into a number of groups 

and detail the significant characteristics of the blankets contained 

within each category.   In cr^r to further our study we select from 

each group one or more blankets which we consider to be typical or 

representative of that group.  In subsequent chapters we use these 

»representative! blankets as +>- basis for estimating fibre requirements 

and generally for examining -i he feasibility of blanket production in 
Lesotho. 



2.2.1    Classification of t. Linke ta 

Tlie stock 1.if.t of the leading trading company in Lesotho details 

about 80 different makes or l ^ands of blanket and if all the size 

variations are included the i ' ;ure rises to over W.O.   Nor would 

this company claim to stock p". the different blanketr. that are 

available.   Clearly the ran¿ >   of blankets on rale in The Kingdom 

is considerable.  However tir y may be classified into four fairly 

clear groups - Fashion blanket ;, Domestic blanks us, Travelling rugs 

and shawls, and Grey blankets'.  We examine each group in turn. 

Group 1.    Fashion blankets. 

These are sometimes referred to as fancy, or .Basothe-, or tribal 

blankets but the term fashion Is in common use and we shall refer 

to them as such.  The vast D ¡ority of the blankets used by the 

Basotho as wearing apparel ai- of this type, the balance being rugs 

and shawls which we discuss Jr.ter. 

Fashion blankets are generally woven on Jacquard looms in powerful 

patterns and colour combinati nus often of double-weave construction 

giving a different colour on e.'ich side.  The designs range from what 

appear to be fairly tradition-* I. patterns to modern ones incorporating 

aeroplane and gun motifs.  I>ie;./ designs are introduced periodically 

both by the blanket manufacturers and by the leading trading company 

which has them made to its specification by the blanket producers. 

This trading company has a number of registered designs, such as the 

'Sefate', the 'Victory', and the 'Victoria' which appear to be in 

good demand and command appreciable prices.  Certain of the more 

highly-priced blankets are keenly sought after by some buyers because 

of the prestige which appears to accrue to the owners of such blankets. 

In recent years some blanket^, made on plush looms have been introduced, 

such as the 'Uandringham', selling at Rj5.00 but these form a very small 

part of total sales. 



Almost without exception the í bre composition of these blankets is 

stated on the; label. Practi ^-.lly all of them were made with a 

cotton warp. Home of the mor • expensive typer; contained about 9û% 

wool. The lower-priced qua! i '.ies had a much reduced wool content, 

for example, the 'Pitseng' will. 27% and the 'hílala' with %. The 

balance was made up mainly oí '-ayon with uomo man-made fibre, usually 

of an unspecified type. 

The normal adult size for faeMon blankets is I50 x 160 or 155 x 165 cm. 

In the 'Lilala1 quality a rarv •• of children's and maids' sizes is also 

made.  Details of these are /;iven later in this section. 

,..    9 The prices of the blankets rar.<;e from R7.2',> for a 'Lilala' ( 150 x 160 cm) 

to H29.00 for a 'Magician' or •'•.  'Sandringham' at K^.00.   In between 

these extremes are the popular 'Pitseng' or 'Standard' at around RIO.5O 

and the 'Crown/Pitso' at about, RI5.75. 

We estimate that fashion blar:• ts account for about 5^o of the total 

sales of all blankets.  The 'Míala' range forms about half the 

fashion blankets sold, or in "'her words, 25% of all blankets sold. 

The 'Pitseng/Standard' range i • the next most popular forming 14% 

of the total sold.  The 'Pit: >' meets 6% of the total demand and % 

is taken up by the more exper: ive qualities and heavy blankets of the 

'Mountain' type.  We summarii; .• below the significant features of the 

^ four categories of blanket that make up the fashion group. 



The 'Lila La« 

Sizes  Y5xüO 75x100 85x90 100x110 110x115 115x120 1)0x135. 150x160 cm 

Area 
per 2 
blanket O.'-O 0.75  0.77  MO   1.27   1.3Ö   1.76   2.40  m 

Weight 

blanket 0.3'. 0.45  O.46  0.66   O.76   0.05   1.06   1.44  kg 

Weight per m - all the same *t 578 g 

Fibre composition - all the EMie - 3.2% Wool, 09.2% Rayon, 7-6% Cotton 

% Gales 
of each 
size    14   4    14   "2    16    11     14    5 

Weight of one average Lilala blanket - 0.72 kg 

Share of total market - 25°/$ equivalent to 175,000 blankets. 

The 'Pitseng' 

Size 155 x 165 . 

Area 2.55 m2 

? 
Weight per m 551 g 

Weight per blanket    1.48 kg 

Fibre composition - Wool 27.2/,  Nylon 5-1%,  Rayon 54-9%,  Cotton 12.5% 

Share of total market - 14% equivalent  to 98,000 blankets. 

The  'Pitso' 

Size 155 x 165 cm 
2 

Area 2.55 m 

Weight per m 563 S 

Weight per blanket      1.53 kg 
Fibre composition - wool 80.4% Nylon 7-8%,  Cotton 11.8%. 

Share of total market - 6% equivalent to 42,000 blankets. 
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The   'Mountain'   types,   etc.       (n-re difficult  tu classify - these 

'fe the typical dimensions) 
Size 150 x 160 r-m 

Area 2.4O m2 

2 
Weight per m"      700 g 

Weight per blanket  1.68 kg 

Fibre composition - assumed to t>e Wool 4CÇO, Other fibres, mainly 

Rayon, 52%, Cotton 13)L 

Share of total, market - %  equivalent to 55,000 bLankets 

Group 2.    Domestic Blankets 

These blankets are used almost exclusively for sleeping purposes. 

They are usually produced in pinin pastel shades but invariably 

have one or tv/o stripes of soir* contrasting colour at each end. 

Looms equipped with dobby or c- '-operated shafts are used to 

manufacture these products.  •„•ite a lot of different constructions 

are used, but the most common one is a simple twill sometimes woven 

with two different sides i.e. 1 double-weave. 

Domestic blankets are made in Mo ut a dozen different sizes but by 

far the most popular are the single bed sizes of I50 x 180 cm and 

150 x 200 cm.  Prices in the 'SO x  200 cm size typically lie in 

the 4 to 7 Hand range. 

There are probably about 35 to 40 different qualities of domestic 

blanket on sale in Lesotho but certain ones sell particularly well 

and can be regarded as typical of the whole group. 

First in terms of sales comes the 'Mona Lisa'.  Its size is I50 x 

200 cm and it weighs I.75 kg.  In terms of fibre composition it 

contains, on a cotton warp, about G% of wool, '¿)i of nylon, and 

86% of rayon. 
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Typical of another popular gr<wp are the   'Swallow',   the  'Misty', 

and the  'Impala'.       They are   identical in size and weight to 

the  'Mona Lisa'   but have a sJ i.jhtly different  fibre composition. 

IÌ'l»i'<    -utative of a rather ht > der blanket  is   the  'Comfy',   of the 

same size as  those above,  bul   ueighing 2.1   kg' per blanket. 

Finally there are the acrylic   blankets which have become popular 

in recent years and may be ejimcted to increase their share of 

the market in  the future.       1!' :se  contain 9;v¿ acrylic  fibre,   usually 

on a cotton warp. 

We estimate  that domestic blsnKets  account  for about 2<J)o of the 

total market,   equivalent to  1«]<>,000 pieces.       Details of the four 

categories that we have discu;;::ed above are given below: 

The  'Mona Lisa' 

Area per 
blanket X        2 

3 m 

Weight per 
blanket 

2 
Weight per m 

1.75 kg 

570 g 

Fibre composit ion °/o Wool  0.2, Nylon 2.2, Rayon 86.0,  Cotton 5-2 

Share of total market - 10% equivalent to  70,000 blankets 

The 'Swallow' ,   etc. 

Area per 
blanket 

Weight per 
blanket as for 'Mona Lisa' 

2 
Weight per m      _,> 

Fibre composition   %       Wool 3.5, Nylon 5.0, Rayon 83.5, Cotton 8.0. 

Share of total market - 4% equivalent to 2b,000 blankets. 

1 
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The 'Comfy'T et,p.. 

Area, per 
blanket 3 m 

Weight per 
blanket 2.1 kg 

2 
Weight per m"      700 g 

Fibre composition % Nylon 5.0,  Rayon 08.0, cotton 7.0 

Share of market total - 2>/0  equivalent to 14,000 blankets 

Acrylics 

Area per 
blanket 3 m

2 

Weight per 

blanket I.75 kg 
o 

Weight per m      570 g 

Fibre composition % A-rylic 93,  Cotton 7.0 

Share of market total - 4% e -l'valent to 28,000 blankets 

Note: All tiie above blankets re size 1|j0 x 200 cm. 

Group 7;.    Travelling rugs and shawls 

These products are mainly used as wearing apparel particularly by 

female Basotho.  Rugs tend to be worn round the shoulders in 

winter and be replaced in summer by shawls often tied round the 

waist. 

Rugs and shawls are generally woven on looms with dobby or ex center 

shafts and consequently have ¿^metrical patterns.  Both products 

usually have fringes.  In tho case of rugs these are formed from 

the warp yarns and hence there are fringes on two sides only. 

Shawls often have a fringe on ; 11 four sides, as do a few rugs. 

i 



In terms of fibre composition /arying proportions of wool, cotton, 

and man-made fibres are used, uith the rugs tending to be made of 

better material than the shaviü. 

Shawls are made in the folloving sizes:  in cm, 125 x 110, 150 x 125, 

150 x 150, ISO x 1(0 and I50 •• 165, with the r;i/.es around I50 x I50 

being the most popular.  Ru¿ : are available in a rather more limited 

range of sizes i.e. I50 x 200, I75 x 225 and 180 x 250 cm. 

The prices of shawls vary frcr. R4.OO to R7.OO whilst rug prices show 

a much wider variation rangii f  from B5.00 to R20.00 but with the 

bulk of products in the R7.OO >,o R11.00 range. 

We estimate that rugs and shew!s account for about 15% of the total 

blanket market, equivalent te 105,000 pieces per annum, of which 

half are rugs and half shawl£. 

We selected the popular 'Welv;'schia' shawl as being typical of its 

category, and our representative rug is based on a 'Waverley' product. 

Details of both of these are given below: 

Travelling liug 

Dimensions 150 x 200 cm 

Area 7.    2 3 m 

Weight 1.7 kg 
2 

Weight per m 550 g 

Fibre composit ion %            V/ool í ,'iool 85.00,  Nylon I5.0. 

Share of total market - 7^0 - equivalent to 52,500 blankets 

Shawls 

Dimensions 

Area 

Weight 

Weight per m^ 

Fibre composition 

150 x 150 cm 

2.25 m¿ 

0.7 kg 

502 g 

% Wool (re-used) 57-00, Acrylic 43-00 

Share of totaL market - 7^>á, equivalent to 52,500 blankets 
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Group 4•    Grey blankets 

This category comprises grey ;nd cotton blank«tt: and the emphasis, 

in this section of the marke1, is on cost.  The blankets, in 

various shades of grey or br .n, are made from the cheapest materials 

available.  The warp is cot'-n, though in some cases tnis may 

include some rayon to lower 're cost even further, and the weft is 

likely to be made from cheap rayon or man-made fibre waste. 

There are probably twenty to * wentyfive different varieties of grey 

blanket on sale in Lesotho.  They are made in the following sizes 

(in cm), although 150 x 180 .-ini 150 x 200 are the most popular. 

110 x 120  125 x 130 135 x lr'0 150 x 155  1Î3Û x 200 195 x 205 200 x 215 

150 x 180  1B0 x 23O 200 x 220 

150 x 200 200 x 25O 

Prices vary from about R2.00 to about h'5.00 although there are a few 

types lying outside this rang' . 

Grey blankets account for abcit 15% of the total blanket market in 

Lesotho, equivalent to about 105,000 pieces. 

We con£±der that the "Super Grey' blanket is fairly typical of this 

section of the market and details of this product are given below: 

Grey blankets 

Dimensions 150 x 200 cm 

Area 3 m 

Weight 1.7 kg 
2 

Weight per m" 570 G 

Fibre composition      % Nylon 4.00, Rayon 88.00, Cotton P.00 

Share of total market - í%  0 oui valent to 105,000 blankets. 
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2.2.2 • uni mar y 

In Table 2.4 below we summarlr.w oui- classification of the blanket 

market and we also give our esimale of the average prices of each 

category and for blankets as -•• whole. 

Table M    Classification t.t the blanket market and estimate of 

average prices 

r Group 

1. Fashion  M La J a 

Pitseng 

Pitso 

Mountain 
etc 

2. Domestic 

3. Rugs and shawls 

4. Grey 

'4 

6 

etc 5 

5C 

2C 

i/l s 15 
15 

100 

rket share 
Estimate of 

average price 
Rand 

•000 

I 
¡        17'3 4.00 

98 

42 12.00 

Y> 15.00 

350 B.JO 

140 5.00 

103 7.00 

105 3.50 

700 6.7O 

We obtained  samples of the representative blankets.       These were tested 

and the laboratory report is  Included in Appendix A as Table A.I5. 

2«3 Trends in consumption and future developments 

We were asked to show any apparent trends in blanket consumption and 

to forecast  any likely future developments. 



2.3.1    Treads in consumpti" n 

There is not sufficient relióle data upon which to base any- 

detailed description of past trends or any confident forecast 

of future consumption.  Our investigations, .in particular our 

discussions with traders in i-'sotho, would not suggest any 

significant trends in recent yaars.  There appears to be some 

consumer resistance to the r'-.ent increase in the prices of 

blankets and this undoubtedly ¿ill have some effect on the total 

sales.   Given the lack of dMi it is impossible to say how 

great this effect will be, t>-?'. it seems reasonable to assume 

that the demand for blankets '3 relatively price-inelastic, 

and therefore the fall in saJ.;j will be small. 

With regard to the future der^eid for blankets we do not anticipate 

any fall in total demand in, r \y,   the next decade.  The population 

of Lesotho is increasing at mmt 2.Z;ÌJ  and we do not expect any of 

the factors which have caused t stagnation in the blanket market in 

developed countries to operai- in Lesotho in the foreseeable future. 

In ten years time Lesotho will still be a country of extreme temperature 

variations;  the majority of its population are still likely to live in 

the rural area:; and fuel will ".till be scarce and probably even more 

expensive.  All these factor:- will tend to maintain the demand for 

blankets.  On the other hand it seems almost inevitable that there 

will be some decline in the wearing of blankets as more Basotho adopt 

western-style dress.  However, given the importance of the blanket in 

the culture of Lesotho, we would not expect this trend to have any 

significant effect on total consumption in the near future. 

2.3.2    Future developments 

We have given our views above en the future demand for blankets.  We 

are concerned here with the product and technological aspects of change. 

Annual Statistical Bulletin. 1972, Table 05. 
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A fairly recent development Irus been the product, Lon of blankets on 

plush-type looms.  These bL?::'cets have had a mixed reception - 

some selling extremely well - others very poorly.  At present they 

occupy a very small part of i(,i market and although we think it 

likely that their share will .i aerease somewhat in the future we do not 

anticipate that it will ever 1») large. 

There appears to have been a ! airly rapid increase in the use of 

acrylic fibres in blankets ir Uie last few years.  Acrylic blankets 

for domestic use have become uopular and increasing quantities of 

acrylic fibre have been used ;¡i apparel blankets, largely at the 

expense of rayon and some nyJ< u  We do not think that i he use of 

wool, either virgin or re-usei. will decline as some kind of moisture- 

absorbing material is essential to make a blanket comfortable to use. 

This increased use of acrylic: does not raise any particular technical 

problems as these fibres can be processed on the same machinery as is 

used for the other man-made íihres. 

2.4    Distribution of blank•:, (^s 

The distribution of blankets ¡ >. Lesotho is somewhat complex.  The 

wholesale trade is dominated by four large firms, three of whom have 

their headquarters outside Lesotho.  These foui" finas have wholesale 

depots within the country and probably account for about '($%  of the 

wholesale business.  In addition other wholesalers from outside are 

active within the Kingdom.  Kwrthermore some of the larger retailers 

are able to buy direct from the blanket manufacturers and thus by-pass 

the wholesaler.  Ail these supplies enter Lesotho by a variety of 

routes.  Some are delivered from depots in the ¡3ACU to wholesale 

depots in Lesotho for re-distribution to the retail section.  Others 

are delivered direct to the retail trader from depots in towns just 

across the border, such as Fouriesburg, Ficksburg, Wepener, etc. 

Finally some blankets move by various channels direct from the 

manufacturer to the larger ret-1 iters. 



ïh. „.„ r»»u., or the Whoi—i- ri• is, of o«•., t. supply 

th. retail   traders but some of «.»also  operato .teres and trading 

nation, 0». ine direct with ,„ —,      ^ -^ «*  '«£* 

trading company has eleven w>,esale dopotc.  three of wbic:i a e 

liesûlho;     one hundred and „1=,, retai!  ouUets,   fifty c    which 

lai + inr.  «.»rres  over one thousand traders.       ihe^e in Lesotho  and m addition s«t /e-  ovex 

n^es  indicate „et only t*   -tent to  which  Ibis company is 

in7he «tait side but illustre the fact th.t »et or the co.pany- 

interests   , le outride Lesotho.      This  is  true of three of tne four 

v   ,    .. l„ firm" In ether words   these companies have a well 
larfe who euaLe una».       J-

11
       

IC
- . 

. i • +ion eoinr l'ar beyond  the boundaries 
developed distributive orgaiu ; ition goiri¿, 

of Lesotho. 

This hrief review of the distention arranGe,„c„ts in Lesotho tends 

to con«• our view expresse,  tn Section 1.5 tact it  is easier   o 

Z one or two depots.       Thi, situation and other factors  su« .t 

lit,  should a biuret facto,   he estable in Lesotho    t en there 

„oul4 be much to he said in ,:, our of   it „si,,, t„o «-t.bU.hed 

attributive system provided , : the present wholesalers.       1 hey have 
(ii,T,nuutiv.    j .     ,, • ,   r^M Thev distribute 
considerable knowledge and e>-„riesce   in thn,  ixeld.       xhey 

blasts aton,; with other Eo,.c thus reducing transport a«      h* 

and,  very important,  they have access   to wider „ar.ets out.ide 

2#5 Costs and prices 

2.5., rw,.  wholesale and retail_E.rices and sarins 

Table 2.5 shows the cost, and  the wholesale and retail prices and 

lgins    f a selection of Uaohets.       It is based on informen 

•  ,     „r »„.„-ces        The cost refers to the price obtained fron, a variety of soeces. 

charged by the major supplier for blankets delivered to the Lesotho 



a discount  of 10%.      The wholesale margin is  the percentage mark-up 

on this lower price.      The riHa.il price is  the price at which the 

blankets are Bold in the low!;iid towns. 

The wholesale margin on cost   .- iries from 4   to  Vf/,.      If we take  into 

account  the chare of the different groups of blankets in the  total 

we estimât _' the average mark-up to be about  9%« 

I 

The figures  in the table  shov   i retail margin ranging from 35  to 44%. 

This latter figure is somewh? ¡   exceptional.       The typical range for 

all blankets is from 35  to 4C "'• the mark-up varying because of the need 

to have a convenient selling p^ice based on a multiple of 25 cents,  or 

the desire  of the retailers !••> establish a range of appropriate prices 

over a number of sizes  or qu? I :.ties.      The  only prominent exception to 

the  35 - 4W> margin appears in the fashion  blankets.      Here the cheaper 

blankets tend to have a larger, margin than the very expensive  types 

e.g.   the small  Lilala sizes v'.'.h a retail price of between R2.25 and 

H4.75 have a mark-up of just >> rer 40% whereas   the Magician,   the 

Sandringham,  and the Victoria   retailing at R2').00,  R34.00 and R2G.00 

respectively have 20 to  25% ed'Led to the wholesale price. 

If we combine the wholesale a ci. retail margins we get a total mark-up 

from cost  to retail of 40 to 5:'%.      We do not consider that this 

overall margin is unreasonable. 



Table 2.5 Cost s'  whole»; '••  and retail  »ricco of blankets  and 

margins. ] _. Lees  in Rand. 

I 

Type of 
blanket 

Size ( Dost WholeE .ale Ketail 

cm Pill Less   10/, Price Margin          . 
0/           Price Margin 

Fashion 

Lilala 150 x 160 5-* 9 5.13 5.33 4 7.25 % 
Pitseng 155  x 165 7. 0 6.Í.0 7.55 14 IO.50 39 
Piteo 

Major 

155  x I65 

155  x I65 

11.-0 

6. i2 

10.08 

5.5I 

11.50 

5.7O 

14 

5 

15.75 

7.95 

37 

37 

Domestic 

Mona Lisa 

Swallov/ 

Misty 

Impala 

Demon 

liare ot 

150 x 200 

150  x 200 

150 x 200 

150  x 200 

150  x  200 

3.'5 

2,"2 

3- "7 

4..O 

5.4 3 

2.84 

2-54 

3.13 

3.78 

4. 86 

2.97 

2.69 

ó. 28 

4.O4 

5.O5 

5 

6 

5 

7 

4 

4.OO 

3.75 

4.5O 

5.75 

6.75 

35 

40 

37 

41 

34 

(Acrylic) 150  x 200 4.'? 3.80 4. jO 15 ü.15 40 

Huffs 

Waverley 150 x 200 6.eo 6.12 t .(j8 14 9.75 40 
Erne 150 x 20U 14.SQ I3.O5 14.65 12 20.25 38 

Shawls 

Welwitschia 

Kalahari 

Traveller 

150 x  160 

150 x  150 

125 x  110 

4. \>> 

3./0 

2.75 

3.75 

3-33 

2.48 

4.23 

3.78 

2.81 

13 

13 

13 

5.75 

5.25 

3.95 

% 

39 

40 

Greys 

Super Grey 150 x 200 2.-X 2.15 2.42 12 3.5O 44 



2.5.2 Regional   price var: ; i Lions 

The prices of blankets appears! to be fairly uniform in the lowland 

towns.      The  leading trading company informed ua  that their policy 

was  to charge   the  same pricer Cor blankets  in n 11 such areas.        In 

any case in  these urban arear  there are   suffi.: i ont numbers of  outlets 

to ensure that competition kc-ps prices  at reasonable levels. 

I 

We were infor-ned on a number "p occasions  that   priceQ were much 

higher in the rural   areas,  an' particularly so   in the more 

inaccessible regions.      Time -' id not permit us   lo investigate  this 

matter fully but we   did visit   lokhotlong.    '. smnll town in the 

mountains,   in order  to compas   prices there with those  in Maseru. 

The results  of our  findings íTH given in Table  2.G below. 

Table  2. o A comparison oi  blanket prices  in  Mokhotlong and Maseru 

Type of blanket 

Fashion 

Pitseng 

Sefate 

Candringham 

Pitso 

Victory 

Lilala 150 x 160 

100 x 110 

Standard 

Domestic 

Demon 

Connoisseur (Acrylic) 

Shawl 

Kalahari 

Price (Rand) 

Moki'1 i-long        Masen 

14.00 

21. bO 

%. b0 

1^.75 

16.00 

7.OO 

3.OO 

9.5O 

6.00 

14. f5 

.,'10 

IO.50 

17.50 

34.00 

15.75 

I6.5O 

7.25 

5.5O 

•IO.50 

6.75 

14.15 

5.25 

% Difference 
Mokhotlong over Maseru 

+ 33 

+ 25 

+   7 

+   6 

- 3 

- 3 

- 14 

- 9 

- 11 

+   4 

-   5 



It is  difficult to draw any .'inn conclusions  from this limited 

data.       First,  our visit  took  place at the end  of the main blanket 

selling season.      Stocks  wer.- clearly at a low   level  and possibly 

some  prices reflected season;-!   adjustments.        ¡t  may also be that 

Mokhotlong is not  typical   of  'he remoter region»,   for the presence 

of at   least   four stores  in th" town ensured a   lair degree of 

competition.       However,  acceding these qualifications,  the data 

does   suggest  that generally i-\ >i higher-priced blankets appear to 

be dearer in the mountains ar compared witli thu   lowlands and the 

cheaper ones appear to be  seJ ! Lng at lower prices as  compared with 

Maseru.      We  were not able  tc   Investigate the   reasons for these 

differences but it  seems  likt ! v  that the trader» recognise two 

sections of  the market.       In '.ne one containing the high-priced 

fashion blankets  they can incoase their margins.        (Prestige or 

scarcity factors are importar:•   in the case of  all  the first four blankets 

listed above) but  in the  sect' >n containing- the  cheaper products they 

are obliged,  because of the roture of the demand,   to accept   lower prices. 

Our investigation of regional   price differences was very limited, 

were not able to determine il   *.he pattern found   in Mokhotlong was 

typical.       However,   given tht   difficulty of communication in many 

parts  of Lesotho and the moncr-»ly position which many traders must 

of necessity occupy in the renoter areas,  it   would seem almost 

inevitable   that prices  in theso areas will be  well above those 

prevailing in the  lowland towns. 

We 

2.6 Present sources of suuulv and the market for blankets in 

the GACU 

There are three reasons why it  is necessary to examine in some detail 

the present  sources of supply of blankets to   Lesotho and the market 

for blankets  in the SACU. 



Hrst,   U iS not likely to 1... in the economic interest, of Lesotho 

to produce blankets uMess «,„, can be .„anufactured at   the ««, or 

lower cost than those of pr,:,„ BuppUers.      It is Indeed 0M Qf 

the centra,   task, of  this „,.,-ly to compare   the estimated costs  in 

Lesotho with those of curren,   producers,   and as part of this process 

»e need  information about «,, latter.       Bo,a<, of   this we provide  in 
this section. 

Second,   we have to see  the risibility of  producing blankets in 

Lesotho  in the  context  of tl , total   blanket  market of the GACU 

Production of blankets  in Lctho will add   to the  total  supply of 

bianket,   to this market.      I,,, big this new sUee  of output is  in 

relation  to the  total  market  ,il.l determine  the extent of the market 

adjustment required.       Clear,,, for example,   if the output fro. 

Lesotho was a  large proportion of the present total output the market 

adjustments required  in term, of reduction,   in price or output,   or 

both,  would be  greater than   M   the new output wan a small  proportion 

of the present   total.       Information is  therefore needed about the 

size of the present market a>,d about  the number and size of firms 

supplying that  market,   for t„, structure  of   the industry may have an 

important  bearing on the reason of established  firms to  the new 
entrant,   i.e.   the producer i.i  Lesotho. 

Third,  it is not possible for one mill to meet the blanket needs  of 

Lesotho and simply concentrate on the requirements  of that market 

One mill  could not economically supply the  variety of blankets 
demanded and even if it  coultJ  flo so it  could  rm hope ^ ^ ^ 

complete market  from establirh,d suppliers.        A mill ln Lesotho wiil 

have to limit its range of products and sell  some of its output in 

the aomestic market and  the balance in other  countries of the SACU 

We therefore need information on the blanket  market  in Southern 
Africa. 



2.6.1 Present  sources   of ripply -  the blanket  industry in 

the l'AOU 

Almost all  the blankets  consivied in Lesotho are manul'actured 

within the ilAL'U.       There  are ••  few blankets  on sale in Lesotho 

which  are made  in England  bu4    these form a minute proportion of 

the  total. 

The  total output of blankets   ' i 1973 from firms within the oACU 

was   12.7 million.       The  indu: '• ?y consists of .'.3  linns operating 
o 

13 plants  in  total   .       Three -i'." the firms  are  extremely small 

employing  less  than  100 perseas each,   so  the  bulk of the industry 

consists  of  '; firms  comprisii      12 mills  with  a  total  employment  of 

about  0^00.      The  industry is   lominated by  the  Krame Group of 

companies which controls  8 of   ¡.he 12 establishments referred to 

above and is responsible  for .<:>out 9O/Ó of the  total, output.       In 

addition  it  hats blanket  mil If   In Malawi,   Rhodesia and Zambia.       It 

is reputed  to be  the largest   r'¡.rm of blanket manufacturers in the 

world.       The head  of the  Fran • Group,  Mr.   Philipp Krame, has a very 

considerable reputation within  the ÍJACU as a   tough and shrewd 

businessman who does not   light'y tolerate any developments which 

threaten the established posi . ¡on of his companies.       In this 

connection,   and of interest  t> our purposes,   is  the announcement 

that Pep IJtores,  who operate '-Lout 270 stores   in the TJACU (including 

one  in Maseru) are about  to stnrt blanket production    '      The plant, 

to manufacture about  1  million blankets a year,   is expected to be 

completed in July 1975 and rench full production in 1976.      The 

blankets will initially be  soir!  through the group's retail outlets, 

with the possibility of selling to other retailers at a later stage. 

It is  many years since a new firm of this  size has entered the blanket 

market and there is much  speculation in the HACU as to what the reaction 

of Mr.   Frame will be to this new venture. 

9 / The sources of this inform« lion are:     The  Industrial Census,   I967/6U, 

and the "Bureau of Market Research Industrial   Directory. 

10 
'Will  Krane respond to Pep's blanket  venturo':1 ',   Southern Africa 

Textiles,  Johannesburg,   Au, >;st,   1974- 



su/v-est- th- f ^ information as we have 
o"bëe&t,o that the ma i ori tv ,.r + h~    • 

UttIeie!j:i weaving- machines. 

2.6.2 
-1B  bl*ntel mrVoi   ui  the  GACh 

Í 

Table 2.y ijhow3  the producta.... of M     ,    . 
1973.      Thor. -. blankets  in  the GACU from  ,%5 to 

- « ::si :::;;:;; r
thoGe are -— —" - 

«•e tota, mM.ket. 
td'    the=e PrUdu0Uo" «e«•. - represent^ 

Ration „f th!! totaI nenes 

considerable fluctuations ft,-, year t„ ^ beeI; 

::—- u„ JUSt _ ci;:: r:;;—- 
the period   hr/4  to   iyv6 wi]1   ,e . indications are  that 

'4 and  W-> aíld  «üfí-ht growth in 1976. 

3lo„i^ down ln the Mte      '""* °f •»«»"•«/ -cause of the 

* —. -e here z ::z\::^T^or the -*•*• 
output of about   1   , • , , • P reS ln 19?6 wlth an F^ oi  about   1   million blankets win   r    +1 
capacity and demand. "U  ^"^ "ito "» gap between 

We "ere not able  t° carry out a detailed sunrov or ,- 
blatte outside Lesotho but ln relat Ü t " '" 

two points are relevant ""* '""* the i°llo"i'« 

The imperi tariff on bla„: ets i- w . , 
Hi cents per ,,ound fdt.no „. '" ^ V",ore" °r "«'«oen ÈJ and 



Table 2.7 Production of bKnkets  in the Southern Africa 

Customs Union. '000 blankets 

Year Wool 
Wool 

blend 

1963 245 711 

1%4 517 863 

19Ó5 341 9I8 

1906 340 1141 

1967 3u7 1405 

1960 378 1201 

1969 515 1388 

I97O 709 1575 

1971 826 1899 

1972 770 1894 

1975 260 19I8 

Cotton 
& Rayon 
Mixtures 

3500 

3408 

4125 

4OOI 

3925 

3374 

2959 

2624 

34^5 

3956 

4478 

Rayon 

2C0'. 

2.',[// 

3140 

3514 

59(37 

4279 

4827 

4268 

4 1 35 

4277 

4985 

Others Total 

833 

930 

986 

620 

541 

616 

1077 

1124 

994 

9O6 

1081 

7892 

8263 

9510 

9o96 

10332 

9840 

10406 

10300 

11319 

11803 

12722 

bouree: Quarterly Bulletin of Statistics, Pretoria 
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lurst,   x„    geueTaL  the types or blanketB bo^,t outßide Leso^o 

are the same as those consumo!  within the country.       This  is 

certainly  true of the dornest J. - and grey type...      The typical 

Baeotho blanket  i.e.   the lash ; ,n type,   io not widely purchased 

m other areas of the GACu bul   there is a good demand for such 

blankets from Africans living   -.„ areas adjacent  to  Lesotho  and 

fro, Basotho who are working   ¡(l other parts of  the ÜAGU. 

Second,   it  is clear that man;   „f the big buyer, of blankets,   ,uch 

as the retail  chains and the   fading companies within the SACU,  are 

dissatisfied   with the polieie, pursued by the major blanket  producer 
and would i„ prlnciple weicoQi„ ^ ^^ Qf ^^       ^  ^^ 

not conclude from this that  ti- market for blankets would be 

•easy..       Kven assuming that  -, mill in Le3otho could compete  on 

prxce and quality it would  or. I;, be able to supply a ÜIuall proportion 

of the needs  of these buyers  , - ther in tern, of the quantities or 

types of blanket required.       T, these circumstances tne monopoly 

supplier migut well put pressée on  the buyers by threatening to 

restrxct  supplies of other bl-.Jcets  to them unless they confined 

all their purchases to him.       rn the other baud  some of these buyers 

purchase appreciable proportions of the supplier's output and may 

well be able   to resist such pressures.       The success of a mill  in 

Lesotho will  cle,rly depend t. some extent on tue reaction of the 

established major producer.       There are a number of possibilities 

and we return to this matter  ,r. Chapter 4 when we discuss  the basic 
question of feasibility. 



Ch/'PTER    5 
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THE    RESOURCE    REQÏÏIHEM: -JITS    FOR    BLAUKET    PRODUCTION 
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2.7    Conci unions 

We have examined the market for blankets and related matters.  Our 

main findings are, that the a<n.ual consumption of blankets in Lesotho 

is of the order of 700,000 pi>"es; that these are mainly supplied by- 

one manufacturer who dominate:' the blanket industry in Southern Africa, 

and that there is a very larg" market for blankets outside Lesotho in 

other countries of the SACU. 

Our conclusions are that a mi 1 1 in Lesotho must regard its total 

market as that of the ¡JACU an*' not be exclusively concerned with 

domestic demand.  As we have -'iready said above one mill could not 

economically supply all the v.iiety of products required in Lesotho, 

nor even if it could meet thai, requirement, could iL hope to completely 

take over the market from exiting manufacturers.  The major market 

difficulties facing a mill in Lesotho are the presence of a 

dominating supplier, uncertain-ly about his reactions to the entry 

of a new producer, and the pr"i lems associated with the over- 

capacity which is likely to evJst in the blanket industry during 

the next few years. 
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CHAPTER   _¿ 

l'Ili']    RESOlfflCE     Í^Q.UIl-!  fM'S    EOK     BLANKET    "HODIJCTION 

In this  chapter we give  infoi :•• ition on the  resources which are 

required for the production oV olankets and exam!ne the availability 

of such resources  in Lesotho.      ¡Jection   5.1   discuses blarucet 

production  in general,   dealii,   with  the raw materials required, 

the  technology involved and tv> economic  aspects.      In Sections 

'j.?   to   •'.'>  we   look at  the sii'n.iion   in   Lesotho Mtid consider raw 

materials,   human resources,   fr-"vices,   etc.       Lieo Lion 3.10 deals 

with location. 

3• 1 BLankob production ir' generaL 

3.1.1       Haw materiaLs 

Before the advent of synthetic!! wool was the main raw material used 

for the manufacture of blanket';.  In the industrially developed 

countries this was predominar i 'y cross-bred type wool.  It was 

either local or imported, usi 'Uly from South America, and had a 

fibre diameter of around 28^.  Wool of this diameter will give 

a fairly soft blanket with a npringy, airy texture.  In developing 

countries local wool was also used but this was often coarser in 

diameter. 

Virgin wool has always been a fairly expensive raw material and often 

re-used wool and cheaper fibres such as cotton wore (and still are) 

used in order to reduce the price.  These cheap blankets were often 

woven with a cotton warp and -\  coarse woollen spun weft of low 

quality. 
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With the  introduction of r(r<merated and  synthetic fibres,  this 

type of new raw material hi-:  come to be used  in blajiket 

manufacture.       Low duality i 'yon is mixed with a small   proportion 

of wool,   acrylic   (poiyacryl* '.itrile)  fibre,   nylon or  similar 

material   to make  cheap blan>>ts.       Rayon  can alno be  uued in the 

warp yarn,   either mixed with  cotton,   or by   i tro Lf.       l'or domestic 

uses blankets of   lOC^ acryli'    fibre in the  weft are used more and 

more. 

Thus  wool   is  not  necessary  '•••c producing  blankets,  but   even in 

rather   low Duality blankets   'here  is  usually a email   proportion 

of virgin or reclaimed wool   i a order to introduce a springiness 

to the blanket and give it ;m  open and airy texture.        The 

orimpincss of the wool fibre,   which is retained after washing, 

will make a blanket with a ]•) ^portion of wool,  less heavy and 

compact,   leaving it lighter.   Ciuf fier,  and   softer to  the  touch. 

3.1.: To c Li no logy 

Blankets are generally wover.   fabrics and are consequently 

manufactured  by combining tv>  systems of  threads, warp  and weft. 

As we have  said above,  before  synthetic fibres came  to   be used as 

spinning material,  wool was   t:t<e usual raw material for "both warp 

and weft.       This  is still th.>  case for very exclusive  and lightweight 

blankets.       The main bulk of blankets  is   today made with a very fine 

warp yarn mostly of cotton or  synthetic fibre.      The weft is much 

coarser and can consist of wool,  mixtures  of wool and  synthetic or 

rayon fibres,   or entirely of   the two latter types of fibre.      If 

rayon is used it  is generally mixed with a  small percentage of 

synthetic  fibres  like nylon,   polyester or acrylic fibre.       The 

fibres used are not necessarily virgin or new and often  the spinning 

material   for the weft yarn i¡;  made up of reused material,   stemming 

from rags,   waste  from other processes,   etc. 



Cotton yarns need to be prod" 'ed on a large  scale in order  to 

reduce  the cost.       Hence a blanket manufacturer will normally 

buy his  cotton warp yarns fr>:r. specialist  cotton spinning 

companies  rallier than producing them himself. 

On the other hand,   the weft y.irn should be produced by the  blanket 

manufacturer.       The whole ec" omy of making  the coarse weft  yarn 

necessary  for blankets  lies   ii.   the skilful   blending of raw materials, 

The manufacturer must make a  \ lend which,   though using cheap 

material G ,   will   still  produce   a yarn that   if;   strong enough  and 

good enough  to make a blanket,   of acceptable  quality and at   the 

appropriate price.      The sub' •- luent processes  of spinning and 

weaving need to  be carried 0"i.   as  economically as possible  but 

they are  not as   important for  successful blanket manufacture as 

the  initial   selection and mi ::ng of raw materials. 

Yarns for  blankets are general Ly spun by the   woollen spinning system. 

We disregard  in  this context  \ irp yarn of cotton.      In the  woollen 

system the components of raw i  iterL'ls used  in   the blends  are 

mixed either by hand,  or in c>intries with high wages,  by fairly 

complicated and expensive mi::;ng machinery.        in a country  like 

Lesotho  it will  not pay to use  blending- machinery of this   type for 

two reasons: 

1. Any blanket mill we can  foresee in Lesotho is too small for 

an automatic blending unit. 

2. The wages  in Lesotho ere  low and it  is  cheaper to make  the 

blend by hand rather than by machine. 

After the  blending the material   is put into  big carding machines and 

in the carding a  number of things happen to  the raw material.       The 

' ard consists of a number of cylinders covered  by so-called  card 

clothing equipped with a larg'-   number of tiny pins.      Between the 



surfaces of  the  cylinders,  wiich have a different  surface speedy, 

the  material   is   opened up,   fibres  are nade  para! ¡et and to  a 

certain extent  mixed.      The  vteriat will   emerge   from the   last 

cylinder as a   fine  web of pa<    ilei   fibres.        In   the woollen 

spinning system   this web is    I   vided  into straeds  by a device 

attached  to  the  carding mach • ne called a tape  condenser.       The 

carding web  is   consequently   'ivided  into a  nun,ber of equally wide 

and heavy strands  which are  •... und up to a kind   of crosswound package 

which  is used  at;  a yarn or r<>.ing in the subsequent spinning operation. 

The  spinning is   done on conv- "tic-nal   spinning  frames and because 

the yarn is fairly coarse th«•   bobbins produced on the spindles  are 

fairly big.       The bobbins ca. >   oe used in the  weaving department,   with 

or without rewinding,  depend i f g on the type  of weaving machinery 
employed. 

Cards used  in the    woollen s;e cera are very expensive, and it is 

essential  that   these cards a:-'-,  used on throe  shifts and at the 

maximum production per machin   -hour in order to reduce the cost 

of  the yarn.       A modern card     ill produce about   100 kg/h and 

consequently it   is of import;'.-;: e  that the  production in a woollen 

spinning mill  is  proportional    to a multiple  of   this production. 

The  spinning frames  used in the woollen manufacture are also very 

expensive.      livery ring spinning frame has a number of spindles, 

and  this number can be adjusted to suit the production of yarn 

per hour.      if  the number chor-en is  such that  ail  the spindles are 

fully occupied for  three shifts  then capital  costs per kg of yarn 

will  be minimised. 

The weaving of blankets is a fairly straightforward process. 

Ordinary shuttle   looms are uf:ed.       The only difference from 

ordinary looms  found in other  trades of wool   manufacture is 
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that shutties with big solid ..opa are used   in blanket  looms, 

making these machines fairly ..Low producing.       Blankets are 

generally woven as plain wea^3,  or as  twill,.       [f a blanlret 

with a different colour on tJ„ reverse side   in   rehired,  then 

simple two-wnft cloth constructions are used.       ,'ery often 

blankets have big pattemn,   .-.:,! if a multi-co I,,ur pattern is 

required,   a   loom with shuttle  boxes on each ,i.de of th.   need 

Is necessary.       :.;uch fabrics  , ,e character]^d   by a ^^ Qf 

weft yarn   for each single we-,  thread being inserted into the 
fabric. 

Today, fabric making machines n ther than the ordinary shuttle  looms 

are available for blanket  man,facture.       There are a number of 

different  types of shuttleler-  looms,  which are characterised by 

a special  weft  inserting am,-, sèment.      The weft  is drawn into 

the warp   thread shed by other ,leans than by a  shuttle.       As  the 

inertia of   the shuttie is   th, -oain reason for the  low speed of 

the shuttle   looms,  these   • shutUe-free«   loom,  work faster. 

Depending on  construction,   mc^.rn types of weaving machines are 

divided into  rigid-rapier  lo«,;,   flexible-rapier looms,  and 

gripper-shuttle looms,   just  1 > mention the most  commonly used 
types. 

Shuttle-free'   looms are much more expensive,   but more productive 

than shuttle   looms.      The  choice between the  two will   largely 

depend on the  cost of labour.       In countries where labour is 

expensive then  'sh ,t tie-free»   Looms will give  lower production 

costs.      Where wages are low tue situation is reversed. 

A disadvantage of modem shuttle-less weaving machines is that  true 

selvedges are  not formed.       Tn» selvedges are  usually not stable 

enough to be  used in the finished blanket and consequently blankets 

made on modern machinery have   ¡,o be bound,  by means of a  tape or a 

ribbon,  which  is folded alonf;  r.he edges and stitched.       On very 

cheap blankets,   this is an e> t ra cost to be considered. 
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The preparation of warn nnñ  ,•,-*<•+ K^P 01 warp and  i„.ut before weaving will offer no 
technical difficulties.       Thf,  ^, can  „, ,„,,„, on ^ ^ 

warpl„B «w• of the norma:   type.      „,. wort pr<äpar3tloIli  ^ 

the case of „olid cops,   is mi„; on quit<¡ nQmj]  ^ u 

machinery. 

It should bo pointed out  that   ,any blankets  ru,„e a Mg,   00,„pUoated 

pattern,   which cannot b6 pI.0(„; ^ by ^ ^.^  ^ ^  ^       ^ 

.- _ S °a!:0 a  jaC"Uard '•h•  "'«* be used  in „rtor t0 eive the 

p « shedding nectary for these    .„nplieated patte•.       Because the 
blanket „ea.e   lB 0I  falrly „...^ „„„^^ ^ ^ 

J7"d "Uh ° r0Stri0ted - •- i- -ed.       K,e„ so,   jacquard 
pa terns are a   little more e; „nsive to produce than plai„ patteras, 

obtained by using shafts for   -he warp sheddi,,,;. 

'1   •* finishing of blankets „il !   differ uUi^i ,   i 
- ""••     au,el widely depending on the quality 

the blanket.       Very expen, i ,e, ,l,.Ml  bl.,Ilk(Jt„ „m ^ ,e a 

fairly corticated finishing , ,ocedure.       The very cheap blankets 

on cotton warp and with a ver,   lew quality „oft might juet be glïen 

a steaming with or without pI.   Mous raising. 

»or^al blankets,   as sold in h-iotbo,  wla need  „  be ^^ 

«ashing,  drying.   some form oi    ,aisi„g, and by stealing.       The 

washing is generally done in order to remove impurities and to relax 

the blanket.       The raising „i M   add a certain amount of nap which is 

needed in order to produce w,r,:,th and give  the blaset a soft surface 

n steaming the blankets are treated in a machine „here steam is blow, 

through them and they are bribed at the same  time by roUer brushes. 

ft» «11 ultimately give a certain amount of 'set'  to the blanket 

and reduce shrinkage in household washing. 
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3.I.5    The economic aspect ' 

In Section '-.1.1 above we ha-., discussed in genoral terms the raw 

material sid- of blanket pro Motion and in Section 5.1.2 we have 

outlined the tedino Logy invo' ed.  Here we consider the economic 

aspects and in particular th- question of the economic scale of 

blanket production.  These n-tiers are of concern to us in that 

we have eventually to decide - n the scale of output for a blanket 

mill in Lesotho. 

We can look at the problem b/ comparing the costs for different 

sizes of mill.  From the teHnical point of view the production 

of blankets requires at least one carding machine plus the 

equivalent spinning spindles ;.tid looms.   (in addition we require 

appropriate dyeing and finis','ag equipment).   /V large mill will 

simply be a multiple of the .-.aller mill.  There wi'l be no change 

in technology and provided V    t there is a correct balance between 

the different types of machinery then the costs of production will 

not differ between mills of liferent sizes.  However a large mill 

will gain economies over a an.-LI one in a number of ways.   It will 

be able to reduce costs by pi-cessing larger batches of material 

thus cutting down on ehangeov r time, etc. and permitting greater 

specialisation by personnel, ¡mchinery, and departments within the 

mill.  Overheads can be sproni ever a greater output and both raw 

materials and other supplies can be bought at lower prices.   Some 

of the above advantages will he even more marked where a firm 

operates a number of mills for it will then be possible to concentrate 

production of a limited number of qualities in each of the firm's 

establishments.  Hills prodi .fing a few products, each in some 

quantity, are much easier and cheaper to manage than those that 

make small quantities of a wide variety of qualities.  It should 

be noted that many of the above advantages gained by the large mill 

are based on its ability to process large quantities of material. 

Where this is not possible, v^r  because of market considerations, 

then the small unit will be Able to compete on more equal terms 

with the larger one. 
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It  is not easy to quantify , »„ cost, of production of blankets 
at different  scales of outnnf        i\   r„ •   i 1 

°Utj ,U      A fa^ly recent   study1 .suggests 
that  the maximum economies   ¡n the  spinning of woollen blanket 

yarns will  be attained with ,n output  of about  55OO kg per hour. 

At hall   this  output,   2750 lr.  then costs would  be  about  # up 

at  1200 kg about ^ up,   an,   „t BOO kg about  U-.', hifher       Thf/ 

Position 13  similar with  r£, ,d to  weaving though   the advantages 

of large sea,e production a,, less Ma~ked.      ir We combine 
sprung ail(i weaving and   ,h; ;k in  terinc  ot. |iijiiiierQ  of bianketQ 

then the position is probabl;   seething like  this.       The lowest 

costs  are given with an out-, t of about   7 nul I ion  blankets a 

year;     at !,lf this scale,   . „Bt8 increase by p to   ^    around 

mxllion cost, are up by  7   ,.0 «^   and  at t; to  íiüü(000 t        ^ 

likely to be  15 to 2<# abov„  tho miniinuifl ^^^       ^ ^^ 

note  that  these figures rei, h, purely to production costa.      They 

do not  include any allowance  'or the buyl|]fi ^^ ^ ft large 

-11  may have.       We shüuM  ¿i, ,¡Q ^^  ^   ^  ^.^ ^^ 

° :°dern miUS  in ^°Pe<   -l ^iBt  the .onerai   picture presented 
«  likely tole   the same in £.,,them Africa,  we should not expect 
detailed conformity. 

Before wo consider the size ,' „in to be ontnM.i.hed in Le30tho it 

« ntere.tin, to look at th, si.es of ,„illE tranUj ln 0p9raUon 

« the SAC.      We liave enlpl0iI(!nt „^ fM ^ ^ ^ 

assu^ that  output is related proportionate!.» to  the „u^ers 

«Ployed the following u th, approximate portion with regard to 
size of output. 

National Economic Development Office,       The stratège f„tn^ 

of the Wool Textile Industry,    H.M.S.O. .     London,     I969. 

mm 
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The largest mill produces around 4 million blanket a year. 

There are lour establishment:; making around  1.? million each; 

two with 1  million each;     thr,-e with 800,000 each and two  each 

producing .00,000.       Thus  th,-e are no mil J,   ir, Southern Africa 

likely   to have  the very lowe   •.  costs.       Compared with  the  largest 

mill,   producing around 4 mil! 'on blankets,   a  mill producing  1 

million   is likely to have a    *  or o'/o cost  disadvnntage and a mill 

making 5/1-00,000 blankets on-  of  13 - 14^ 

With regard to  the size of nr i L  for Lesotho we nave decided to 

assume at this  stage that  it   ,ill  produce about ,00,000 blankets 

a year and in all our future e ilculations  we  shall use this  figure. 

An output of this size will  r.ible us to have a balanced mill  in 

terms of machinery and equipr,o:it.      The capital cost will be around 

R 2.2 million.       We apprécia^ that a plant  of   this size  is   likely 

to be at  some cost disadvanti'ro compared with  much larger units but 

generally we think Lesotho sh , ,id,   if possible,   start in a relatively 

small way and  if feasible gre,  later.      We  return to thi,  question of 

size in Section 4-5 when we consider feasibility.      We  shall   then 

consider  the possible effects-  of changes  in   the size of mill. 

3.2 Raw materials 

Assuming an output of 600,000  blankets a year and a composition of 

qualities based on the present Lesotho market  the annual raw material 

requirement will be 950,000 k,r.       The breakdown of this  total  is 

given in Table  J5.1 

51. 
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3.2.1 Woo I 

I 

Table  'j.2 below gives details'   >f the production of wool  in Lesotho 

in recent yearn  and Table  5-5   shows  the production by district  in 

1972/73 

Tab le 3.2 Wool   productior   .n Lesotho 

Year Bales 
Number 

Wt i ;ht 
! 

Cales   value] 
M Hand     ¡ 

A\ erage 
price 
c/kíí 

Clean yield 
r' 
/0 

1959/60 20, (.20 3,2' i,000 1 . t 1 5O.2 56.0 

1964/05 2o,130 3,r <),000 1.r.1 41.9 37-7 

1909/70 51,295 4,5' (,000 1.t2 35.4 35.0 

1970/71 27,761 4,1'- ,000 0.9*-' 23.1 n.a. 

1971/72 23,904 3,6V •, 000 3.53   ! 96,2 n.a. 

I97V741 21,853 3,0 \ooo2 
2.àl)J 95.2 38.7 

Source :      Wool Board,  SACU 

1. Preliminary according to  15 pools 

2. 16 pools   (Pool  152—168,   • ,' trading typos) 

3. First payment H  1,540,07   •'     second payment not noted (    75/0 

Table 3.3 Wool production by district -   197^/73 

District Weight kg % 

Mafeteng 192,000 5-2 

Maseru 1,045,000 28.4 

Mohaleshoek 214,000 5.8 

Quthing 217,000 5.9 

Quachas Nek 544,000 14.8 

Leribe 567,000 10.0 

Buthe-buthe 377,000 10.3 

MokhoLIong 220,000 6.0 

Unallocated 498,000 13.6 

3,675,000 100.0 

Wool Board,   SACU 
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The figuren given above for t,„3 production of wool  are based on 

levies paid  to  the Wool Boar.'   Ln the SACu and must  be treated 

with reserve.       Communication; in    many parts of Lesotho are poor, 

especially in  the mountainous-   eastern parts where   there are no 

truck-roads,  and quite a lot .,/ the clip  is  transported over the 

border on pack horses. 

This quantity is^not covered  ¡.y the statistics of  the Wool Board. 

Another es tímate2 gives a tot*;   clip for Lesotho of 4 M kg for 

1973/74 and a yield of  %%.        /e should note that   this  quantity 

is  30% higher than that given   .n Table  3.2 above. 

The Wool Board have produced .-,   'Type list«   for the   1974/75 season. 

Table  3.3 is derived from thir; list and shows the  quantities of 

the different types of wool  v,u.ch may be expected  from the forthcoming 
clip. 

Table  ?'-5 estimate of typ.vi of wool  _  1974/75  Reason 

Type of wc<.<' Weight kg /0 

Top making group 

i'Leece wool 

Bellies,  pieces,   'locks 

Coarse and coloured 

20 5,301 

1,1 CI, 542 

775,542 

030,015 

9.3 

30.0 

25.3 

27.4 

3,050,571 
  

100.0 

Source:        Wool Board,  SACU 

By Dr.  Phororo of the Livestock Marketing Board. 
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We cannot however accept thet» 

the work curx-ently being done 

cooperation with the Wool Beai 

shearing stations will have t 

The objective is to  collect t' 

and have the wool graded inuae'i 

that  the wool   is sorted at  th 

sorting cannot coiupletely i . i' 

The result of these developmei 

not be mixed with  the lower gi 

be obtained  for the  clip as a 

proportion of the total will < 

e.g.   at  least 20>o will be  top 

previously,   etc. 

figures without  taking into account 

t>y the Livestock Marketing Board in 

"..       By the end oí' 1(J74  about   100 

n established all over   Lesotho. 

'•  clip in  these  government  stations 

ateLy.       It   Is  of prime  importance 

shearing stogo,   l'or subsequent 

•'y mistakes wliioh are made earlier, 

's  will be  that   the better wools will 

des and  a higher average price will 

.hole.       It will   mean that a higher 

insist of the better qualities of wool 

making types as  compared with only 9/o 

Table 5-4 gives some revised p'.timates, taking into account these 

new developments, and is base|! on a total clip of 4.0 M kg greasy 

wool a year. 

Table   5.4 Istilliate of  typ. .:  of  wool  by end- one 1974/73 season 

Type of wool 
by end use 

Greasy 
M kg 

%  of 
Greasy 
Weight 

0/ 
A1 

Yield 
Clean 
H kg 

VA of 
Clean 
Weight 

For top making 0.84 21 42.5 O.30 25 

For fine woollen 
yarns I.96 49 34.'-' O.00 47 

For coarse 
woollen yarns 1.20 50 33.3 O.4O 28 

4.00 100 36.O I.42 100 

Source;    estimates made by th" Livestock Marketing Board and the 

Wool Board. 



Having established the quarrt i i;ies and types of wool produced in 

Lesotho we can now turn to l¡"-¡ question of their suitability for 

use in blanket manufacture.  Lesotho wool is a fine wool of the 

merino type, the fibre diame'-r of the bulk of the clip being 

about 20 - '¿\   , .       It is alt > a very soft wool, imparting a soft 

•handle' to fabrics made frc,•• it.   In some cases it can replace 

'lambs' wool in products whe- extreme softness is required. 

Lesotho wool is excellent fo' mixing with synthetic fibres e.g. 

in blended fabrics for mens ••< ar.   It has valuable uses in the 

fine woollen trade, especial:;, in making cloths of the flannel 

type, and because of its goo \  felting properties it is used 

extensively in the manufacture of felts for hats.  When blended 

with other types of wool e.g. Australian, it produces good knitting 

yarns. 

Wools of this uality are no' normally used by European blanket 

manufacturers.  They use a coarser, suffer and more 'springy' 

wool e.g. a South American c: ssbred wool with a diameter of about 

28,u.  In the Southern part -C Africa coarse wool like Karakul is 

used for some blankets.  Th< orices of these low quality blanket 

wools are much lower than thee for the top making and fleece (for 

fine woollen yarns) wools freni Lesotho.  New Zealand wool, 

bO - b2s, ?b -  '50^. will cosi <df Durban 1.é'"> - 1.U0 li/kg and 

Buenos Aires, Montevideo or !\ntn Arenas wool, 50s, staple 

2 - 2^", 1.4b" li/kg.      These prices may be compared with 1.90 R/kg 

for Lesotho top making wool and fleece wool at 1.ub" li/kg 

However the traditional Basotho blanket is of a softer 'handle' and 

not so springy and airy as the European one.  This means that the 

finer and softer Lesotho wool could be used to form the wool 

component of the blankets proceed in Lesotho.  The wool to be 

used would be that suitable fer coarse woollen yarns as shown in 

Table 3-4. 

I 
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On the basis of a mill producing 600,000 blankets a year,  Table %1 

shows that 231,000 kg of wool   would be required.       400,000. kg of 

suitable wool  is available.       : 'his would leave a surplus of 

170,000 for export along with  -.11 the  top making wools and the 

wools for fine woollen yarns.      Ve estimate the  price of the 

wool to be used for blankets ;•*. UG j¿ 1.89/kg and we have used 

this figure in our calculation:' in Chapter 4- 

5.?.2 Han-made fibres and 'ayon 

Table 5.1 above shows that th-1 requirement for wan-made fibres and 

rayon is roughly as follows, in tonnes: 

Nylon 40 

Rayon 554 

Acrylic 55 

4 fl"nier 

2.r) or 6 denier 

4 'i>:nier 

These fibres are obtainable in three forms - as first quality staple 

as sub-standard staple, and a:; waste.  The latter two types are the 

cheapest and are perfectly satisfactory for producing the type of 

blanket we are concerned with.  None of thetse fibres are produced 

within the L',ACU and there are •ery limited supplies of waste.  The 

bulk of the fibres needed wouJd therefore have to be imported. 

There are no tariffs on such imports.  Suitable fibre and waste 

can be obtained from a very wi.le variety of sources throughout 

the world 

The prices we have adopted and use in Chapter 4 are as follows: 

Nylon US j¿1.60/kg 

Hayon US #1.25/kg 

Acrylic US #1.50/kg 
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These prices ax-e based on information obtained from sources in 

Europe, North America and tb    .JACU.       The  prices of ail  textile 

fibres have  fallen considerai i/ in the   Last   six months.        The 

prices we une are those prev; . Ling in L'.outhu-rn Africa before thic 

fai'   took place^and they are  • cices which a relatively email mill 

in  Lesothc   would have  to pay   to obtain tlie  stated quantities.       In 

the  context  of this study th_>-  relationship  between the   price paid 

for raw materials and the qui'.'  ,ity purchased  iu an  important one. 

In Chapter  2 we  pointed out  n  it  the blanket   industry  in  the L'ACU 

was  dominated  by   the ararne GJ    up who produce  about ')Q/ó of  the 

blankets.       In   1'J7> this prof    >ly amo LUì tod  to about  11   million 

pieces.       Assuming an average   weight of blanket of î], kg this would 

mean a total   raw material requirement of about   H./jOO tormes, 

compared with about üüü tonne:   for a mill  in  Lesotho. This gives 

the frame Group a considerable   advantage.       We were reliably 

informed that  they are f re que   My able to buy al up  to  20,0 and 

."'ore below the normal market  ""ice.      V/e will  return to   this 

matter when we consider feasib'lity in Chapter 4. 

3.2.i Cot ton yarns 

We estimate  that a mill producing about uOO,000 blankets  would require 

about 70 tonnes  of cotton yarn.      Within the LìACU there  is only one 

independent  cotton spinning firm.      The remainder of the  spinning 

capacity is controlled by the   ¡'rame Group.       We do not  think that a 

mill  in Lesotho can rely on tu l s latter source l'or its  supplies  of 

cotton yarn.       Unfortunately  the independent firm has limited capacity, 

and whilst  it could at the present time supply yarns as  trade is 

currently depressed,  normally  it would not be able to do  so.       In 

these circumstances we think  H ¡at the cotton yarns will  have to be 

imported.       i.uch two-fold yarnu bear an import tariff of 2% ad valorem. 

This is the raw material  pr¡<'e upon which we presume  the prices of 

present supplies of blankets  ••" e based.       If we are to compare Lesotho 

and present suppliers'   prices   'hen we must,  as far a3 possible use the 

same raw material price. 
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In subsequent parts of our :'',udy we use the following prices for 

cotton yarns: 

Nm  10/2 - H 1.97 'g 

Nui  12/2 - R 2. 05/'-g 

5-5 Human resources 

3.3.I Th upply  of labour 

A blanket   factory in Lesotho would renuire   the following broad 

ca'egories of  labour.      The '• 'tuai numbers would of course depend 

on  the size of mill. 

Ca'cgory 

1.  Unskilled 

Appi ''ximate number 

a £e\ 

2.  Skilled and semi-   fairl/ large, the 

skilled operators   majoi ¡.ty of the 

wort Torce 

3. Skilled technicians 

4. Supervisors or 

foremen 

5. Management 

a few 

a few 

a few 

Hi lure of duties 

general duties, 

movement of materials, 

etc. 

machine minders, e.g. 

weavers, spinners, 

warpers, pirn winders, 

etc 

machine setting,  repairs, 

maintenance,   etc 

general supervision 

technical and commercial 

management 

With regard to categories  1  ano   2 there  is good supply of skilled 

labour and wiiiLst   there are at   present no skilled or semi-skilled 

workers of  the required type v;<-  are confident   that  this need could 

be met by training.       Our discissions with empLoyers   in Lesotho 

indicated that  the Basotho responded well to  training and showed 
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considerable aptitude  in per,, rming work of  the   type  with which 
we are  concerned. 

The position of categories   5   ' > 5  is  veiy  different  Mid  raises 

particular problems.       There   hi an acute  shortage  of  skilled 
technicians of all   types.       n.ia partly rello(jU;   lhp  Btafí8 Qf the 

economic and social  develop;*- , of  Lesotho.       it   is also du- to 

the fact  that  until   recently  « ,e educational   .,,:,tein was  not geared 

towards   the  provision of comr.  rcial   and  technical   skills. 

Additionally,   and most  iinporl wt,   skilled  wor^rs   tend   to  leave 

Lesotho and work  in  other coteries  whore  the wages  are  higher. 

In textile factories   the supervisory and  technical roles are often 

combined and what we have sai • above on  technicians would therefore 

apply to such supervisors.       •• ,wever even if we envisage a supervisor 

performing fairly non-technics  duties  then such persons  are not 

readily aval] ab le  in  Lesotho,    dthough  over a period  of   time we 

think  that  suitable  people cc„!d be  found and  trained  to  occupy 
these positions. 

On the  management  side  succès:'ml  blanket  production requires 

technical  and commercial   skil-   of a very iügn order.        Such skills 

are not  available in Lesotho,   r.or,   we venture to suggest,   are they 

likely  to be for some considerable time to come.       These would 

therefore have to be  provided  by expatriates. 

Our general  conclusions on th- supply of labour are  that  we would 

not envisage any difficulty with unskilled labour,  nor,   given 

suitable  training,  with skill -4 and semi-skilled operatives;    but 

there are problems with the r,maining categories of technicians, 
supervisors,  and management. 
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3. z). 2 Hfiiiimcration 

There are no  officiai  statis'ics  of wage  ratos,  earnings,   or 

hours of work.       The  followiiï    information was  gathered during 

the  courue  of  discussions witu  the Department  uf labour,   certain 

pubLic utilities,   and  some pr'vate business  concerns. 

The  rate of  payment  for unski ' led labour appears  to  be about 

10 cents an  hour.       Th-   Gove: orient pays   its unskilled workers 

between '!.') and  9  cents;     onr  of  the  -public  utilities  pays   10 to 

11,  and a hand  weaving conce]-   pays abo;t  10 cents   to untrained weavers, 

This latter rate   is  probably   •   little abo/e th<> rate that  is really 

required to  obtain such laboi-r but  it   is  the policy  of the firm to 

pay higher  ^igeo.       This is p•. "tly because  the  firiu thinks  it 

socially right  to do so and i i"tly because it  iu able to hire 

the best quality of labour' av-<!.lable. 

It  is more difficult to give   i   typical wage  for skilled workers for 

so much depends   on  the  level   .<r skill and training involved.      The 

following are  the hourly rate¡'  in cents paid by the Government to 

its employees:       apprentices   '" ,   technicians Grade C  19,   Grade B 25, 

and Grade A  [>0 -  (-2.       It was  suggested to us   that a  loom mechanic 

would fall   into  the Grade A c • egory.       One of the public utilities 

pays its artisans 48 to $0 cents an hour and a hand weaving concern 

pays about   1(> cents an hour for fully trained weavers. 

The wages paid  in the textile  industry within the GACIJ are also 

relevant to our study.      First,  we shall eventually be comparing 

Lesotho costs with the costs oJ   foreign suppliers and second,   to 

some extent  the wages paid to Hasotho must probably be related to 

the wages  they might get if thry chose to work outside the country. 

We return to  this point in th?  next paragraph. 
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Our information on textile wa; ' s outside Lesotho  is  that   in 

industrial  centres weavers ea.u 35  to 50 cents/n,   though one 

mill  paid 5?  c   Tor a weaver ending 2 pLain  looms  and  ',)0c for 

jacquards.       in the Border Ai--.s wages are much   lower,   billed 

mill operators  receiving 19 t, 27  cents and  .killed females 13 

to 20 cents/h. 

In decidir« what  rate we shou I, adopt  in Lesotho  there  are a number 

of points to consider.      All  r'-llled labour must  be  trained,  or 

attracted frou,   the SACU.      Wt,,.  it   is fully trni.-.ed  it  must receive 

a wage  related   to what  it cou ^   obtain in neighboring areas outside 

Lesotho.       I'oasibly the wage  r, ed not be equal  to  that  obtained ir, 

foreign employment  for no doul •   many workers would accept a somewhat 

lower reward   if   they can remai,  in their homela,«;     but,   if the wage 

ia too low,   they may migrate   >-  other countries  of  the  CACU. 

Similar considerations will  anly  to those  who ar*  attracted back 

into  Lesotho.        Finally,   thou-  trade unions are   in  their infancy 

at present,   they may become b-ter organised ir,   the coming years 

and may well   press  for wages   ".at are comparable  with  those m the 

SACU.       Taking all   these fact-8   into accou, t w,   have  adopted 

R 0.42   (US /: O.M)  per hour a,  the rate for «klllod machine operators 

and between R 0.15  (^ t 0.2)  -nd R 0.31   (UÍ3 ¿0.4)   for unskilled 

workers.      These rates have b«-n used to make our estimates of the 

prime costs of production in Capter 4.      It wil 1 be  seen there 

that we present our cost estimates  in such a way  that  different 

wage costs may be used,  should the view be taken  that   our present 

assumptions are  incorrect. 



5.3.5 Hours  of work 

With regard to hours of work,   .¡2 to 4
1

J hours a week appear to be the 

normal practico.       There are  " 'me regulations  Juid down  ir. the 

Employment Ad  No.   22 of 1%7   Kut these seem to  be   fairly flexible 

and  in any case  exemption frcr  some  of its  provisions  nay be 

granted on application to the  Minister of Commerce  and Industry. 

The maximum hours of work pei     orker per week art; 45«       Establisniiients 

may work a  [) or a t. day week.       In the  latter cast-  >i hour's per day may 

be  worked  on  Ine  first  5 days     rid 5  hours  on  the  <.th.       If a 5  day 

week is  in operation with a 9  l our day then there  must be a 1  hour 

continuous break during each ,l  y. 

There is a 12 hour per week l^.'it on overtime with an annual limit of 

150 hours.       If work takes  pl-'<<-e on Sundays   then  one  day's pay is  to 

be made for the  first  5 hours  nd double-time is  to be paid thereafter. 

There are no restrictions on  I > e operation of shift work systems either 

for male or female  labour. 

3.3.4 Miscellaneous 

In this final section we de-'il  briefly with a number of the more social 

aspects of employment.      The general picture is,   that as yet,   there is 

little legislation covering such matters as factory conditions, 

employee compensation,   sick le^ve,   redundancy,   etc,   and what there 

la  tends to be permissive ratVr than obligatory.       The Government 

of Lesotho is reviewing the SJ tuation and in due  course expects  to 

bring forth new measures.      The following presents  the position as 

it  is at the moment. 

There are no factory regulati :ms and employers do not have to pay 

any social charges. 
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Workmen's compensation, say J :<r  an injury received in the course of 

his employment, is entirely 11- employer's responsibility.-  There 

are no statutory arrangements ,   If injured tue employee is entitled 

to half pay and if death ensi - ; then the employée»a dependents are 

entitled to /|0 Uionths' wage c•.»• It 1< 00, whichever is the lower. 

If a female worker is preg-nai ' she cannot be d is'ni.sned 

within six weeks of the expec ,d date of her confinement.  She may 

get maternity leave with pay I lt this will depona on the terms of her 

agreement wit.h her employer.  Special arrangements may also be made 

for her in the six weeks foil >,/ine the confinement. 

Normally 12 days holiday with ,,ay are given each year.  A new 

employee would normally start :.o qualify for holiday at the rate of 

one day per month after havire completed three months service with 

the firm.  There are no stat-'.ory arrangement:: concerning retirement 

or redundancy pay. 

The general conclusion is tha ' social charges are minimal and we 

have not allowed for any in e,- cost calculations. 

3.4 >erv-Lcet 

3.4.1  Electricity 

We were informed by the Lesoti.o Electricity Corporation that the 

supply of electricity would not present any proDlem.  The tariff 

is H 3.0 per kW of maximum effect (registered monthly) and R 0.75/kWh 

for the first 100,000 kWh and i; 0.60 for consumption above this figure. 

Combining the two tariffs the rate is about ¡Ì  0.14 (US # 0.18) per kWh. 

We have added a little to thi. figure to allow for contingencies and 

use US #0.k0/kWh in our estimées of prime cost in Chapter 4.  As 

the cost of electricity is a v-ry small part of the total cost this 

will have a negligible effect. 
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3.4.2 Water 

A blanket mill of the size urrl^r consideration would consume about 
2 100,000 m'"  of water a year.       furing the  dry season in Lesotho the 

water in the rivers  falls   to -1 very low level and supplies often 

have  to be drawn from reserve."    provided by a natural  lake or 

reservoir.       There are such ai •angenientü   in Maseru and we were 

informed by an official of th • Water Authority  that  they could 

satisfy the  requirements  of tu- blanket  mill. 

The cost of  the water today i.- R O.50/IOOO gallons,   equivalent to 

US f>  0.14/m''  but a large consumer could anticipate a x'eduction of 

this price   to UG / 0.0'f or 0."''/m  .       A blanket mill  not only 

requires appreciable quantity :• of water but  it must  be  of a 

suitable quality,   not only fo>   the finishing of blankets but 

especially  if it is  to be usci as feed water for boilers. 

Table  3.5 shows an analysis of the Maseru water.       It   is derived 

from tests  carried out in con'- ction with a brewery in  197%      Water 

to be used  for textile dyeing   <nd   finishing should be as follows: 

total  dissolved solids - about   5 mg/l and total   hardness - CaCO    - 

^ 25 mg/l.       Thus  the Maseru i'ater needs  softening in order to 

reduce total hardness.      Fortunately water-softening equipment 

is not expensive and is available within the 'JACU.       The analysis 

does not specify the content of heavy metals like manganese and 

iron,  nor refer to the colour of the water.      These matters would 

require investigation before the water could be used.       The 

standard requirements are:    Mn 0.01  - O.O5 mg/l, Fe 0.10 - O.JO mg/l, 

and colour ^ çj pt - Co units. 
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J- J Water analysis •• Maseru 

I 

Composition       ] 
Town sample 

rag/l 
Hotel 
mf?A 

1 
pH                       j M 6.0 

Conductivity u.s.          | 199 207 

Total dissolved solide 140 144 

Loss on ignition 22 20 

Total hardness as CaCO, 

Ca++ as CaCO, 
) 

Mg++ as CaCO, 

76 80 

56 5Ü 

20 22 

Sodium as Na 5.0 5-2 

P as CaCO 0 0 

M as CaCO,, 24 24 

UGO ~ as CaCO, 
-)                 3 

CO,   as CaCO, 
3         3 

OH as CaCO, 

24 

0 

24 

0 

0 0 

Chlorides au Cl 3.5 3.4 

Nitrates as lì 2.Ö 2.8 

Sulphates as CO. 18.1 23.2 

fJ1°2 
20.5 21.5 

KMO. value as U 
4 

.... — • 

0.4 O.4 

Source:  Maseru Brewery, Henrik Foss, 29,3»1973 

Note:  Two samples were analysed, the normal drinking water of 

the town and the drinking water of the Holiday Inn. 



3.4*5 Kf'í'Luenb disposal 

' 

A blanket mill will produce a;.' 

which will have to be dispose1 

regulations in Lesotho in thi•• 

therefore, from the purely le.1 

into the Ca Ledon hiver but th; 

pollution when the river fall.. 

Ir: any case the river forms ti; 

this course of action could p' 

consultation with Lesotho's n : 

costly and especially so in t" 

The waste water from dyeing a"• 

combined chemical and biologi • 

(UG #1.0) but for a small pi- 

by about 2•>',''>. Kffluent from 

by any established method at >• 

a serious water shortage, sucli 

used. This is a fairly larg•• 

We have no estimates for a sm i 

expensive. Tliere are oleariu 

disposal which require further 

account of any of the costs in 

in Chapter 4« 

preciable quantities of effluent 

of.  There are, as yet, no 

area.        Untren tod water could 

1 point of view,   be discharged 

•   is likely to  cause considerable 

to   Low levels  during the dry season. 

boundary between  two states  and 

•bably not be  pursued without 

'ghbour.       affluent  treatment   is 

case  of water from wool scouring. 

1   finishing can  be treated by 
A 

1  methods  for about  tì Q.'fr>/ia 

•'j these  figures  should be  increased 

ool  scouring cannot be treated   today 

asonable cost.       In countries having 

as Japan,  distiLtation methods  are 

scale  operation and costs    R  2   -   f>/m' 

'1 plant  but  it  w.'uld certainly be more 

a number of matters concerning' effluent 

consideration and we do not  take 

solved when we make our cost  estimates 

„3 

;.5 Li team requirement 

The blanket mill will require about 6 - 8Û0Û ton of steam a year. 

It will not be economic to produce such large quantities of steam 

using electric power.  Coal or  oil must be used and there is 

apparently no problem in obtaining these from the SACU.  Coal is 

the cheapest and can be bought; to Maseru by rail.  A suitable 

boiler is the so-called 'stea-i bloc' type.  These are supplied 

ready to install, including f ' d water-pumps, etc.  Equipment for 

chemical-dosing would also ha '^ to be obtained but this, and the 

boilers, are available within the SACU. 
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1° Buildings 

Ve discussed   this question w:: '.La firm of architecte in Hauern. 

No particular problems will  í 'LSG with regard   to  the actual 

construction of an industria]   building.       However  in textile 

processing it is necessary to  avoid wide variations  in temperature 

and humidity inside the mill.       The insulation standards  of a mill 

and  whether air conditioning  '.:.tn or without  refrigeration is 

necessary are determined by 1 '   ; climatic conditions  in the area 

concerned.       Lesotho  is  a cov;.ry with strong sunlight  and with 

appreciable temperature varié'1 ions,  but one which is dry in the 

sense that high relative humi ' ,.ty is unusual.       Tne position is 

illustrated in 1'igure  3.1. 

Refrigeration is expensive  te    ¡.ristali and run and in these climatic 

conditions we think that  its   '.''¡e can probably be avoided provided 

that  the building is suitable    -'.nsulated and wo do not uso the more 

advanced teoluioiogy.       This   i^   another reason for selecting older 

type machinery for the blanke'   mill  (see faction 4.2).       If we take 

the most difficult climatic  c< editions during the year,   a summer day 

around  I40O hours, we can ant 6-ipate a temperature of 32°C and y>% RH. 

The enthalpy of this air is   1 >.lj k cal/kg dry air.       If we accept e.g. 

26 C and 65 lui inside  the mill   this air will contain  16.5 k cal/kg dry 

air.       It    is difficult  to  say,  without mailing up a complete heat 

balance for the building in Lorotho,  if this difference between the 

enthalpy of the air inside and  outside the building is  sufficient to 

cool the building in summer time with only ventilation and evaporative 

cooling inside.      Our guess   is that it would just about be possible 

and our mill is designed on th" basis of this assumption.       On the 

other hand,  air conditioning would be necessary in some parts of the 

building.      The insulation of   the walls,  windows,   and particularly 

the roof of the building must   he extremely good.       The heat 

conductahility expressed in e.r.  k cal/ui ,   h,   °C,   or W/m  ,   °C  (the 

k value)  should be about O.3   '• r the roof and O.4 for the walls. 
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We were   informed that a building of this type would cost R 05 
2 

per m    without air-conditioning but   including; toilets,   cloakrooms, 

etc.       Pu LI.  air conditioning - mid add li 25/1/.       it was  estimated 

that a building of the required size and type would take about  seven 
montha  to   build. 

3-7 Ta x   incentives 

r The Government  of Lesotho of J - 

companies   establishing or exj • 

Kingdom.        Fui i  details are £. ¡ 

Encouragement Act,   PJ09.      He 

allowances  against the capita i 

buildings .       These would bene ' 

its existence.       We are more  •• 

situation after the company h 1 

we wish to  determine the comp • 

of a mill,   in  Lesotho as compa 1 

SACU.       We  assume that the in ; 

and that   the associated costs   1 

' considerable  tax incentives to 

iding their operating within the 

-en in The Pioneer Industries 

• of  the incentives  consist  of 

costs of plant,  machinery and 

' t a company in the  early days of 

•ncerned with  the   longer term 

become established.       essentially 

itivenesc,   and hence  the  viability, 

d with its competitors within the 

ial  difficulties have been overcome 

ave been met 

There are   two allowances which relate to this longer term situation; 

First,  a utility and transportation allowance equal  to  *\% of the 

cost to  the manufacturer of electric power,  water or sewerage 

services,   transportation within the countries of the CACU of goods 

used for manufacture or finished products;     and second,   a citizen 

wage allowance equal to 10ça of the wages or salary paid to Lesotho 

citizens  employed by that man\.\i acturer.      We consider the effects 

of these   in  Section 4-4 
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3.6 Transport 

We do not foresee any partici;! ir problème with   regard to the 

movement  of finished goods wi t 'iin Lesotho.      Transport  from 

other parte of the CACU to L(;')tho  is more of a problem.       As 

we have  seen in Section 3.2 i-.b >ve  the mill will   Lave  to  import 

large  quantities of raw mate: i ils  from the :;A<JIJ and from other 

parts  of  the world.      These \¡\ il have to be move 1   LO Lesotho by 

rail  which is not only expem : ve but aleo slow and unreliable. 

The tax allowance referred tc   in Section 3.7 above will help to 

reduce  the cost  but little c« ;   be done to deal   with the  time 

aspect.       ]'.'•••      •   of this pre 1 Lem we think it necessary for the 

mill   to hold ;.   ...^ifr level cf stocks of raw material  than would 

otherwise  be the case and we  h'.ve made provision for this. 

3-9 external  economies 

By this  phrase v/e refer to tb- advantages  which a firm may gain 

by being located near to,  or v 'thin easy reach of other firms in 

associated,  or even very diffm ent,   industries.       l'or instance, 

if we consider the position o!   a blanket mill  in  the country 

bordering Lesotho,  it will hav,- fairly easy aueyss  to a range of 

services provided by other branches  of -¿he textile industry, by 

the electrical and mechanical   engineering industries,   and by firms 

engaged in m^rchanting,   shipping,   etc.      These services are not 

available  in Lesotho and a mill   located there will  suffer a real 

disadvantage because of their absence.      There is little that can 

be done  in the short run to rei;,edy this situation.       The mill will 

have to try to be more self-reliant  than would normally be the case. 

In the  long run the development of other industries  in Lesotho may 

provide some of the services mentioned. 
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3-10    Location 

Whilst we can appreciate the 'I >sire of the Government of Lesotho 

to locate industry away from tue Capital we consider that Maseru 

would be the best site for tb^ blanket mill.  It is one of the 

few places where water supplì'- • are adequate and reliable.  It 

is on the ra.il head and if a r  ouring plant is established then 

the blanket mill should clearl,' be nearby. 



r CHAPTER     4 

THE    FEA3IBTLT '.-/    0F    BLAJHff.T    nnmn 0ÜUCTION 



TIE    LMSmn.rr     OF    BL/UiHlyT     |.|«i,ui•.,n„ 

In Chapter 2 wo presented information „n  the mrket for 
bluets and  in Chapter 3 .   dlacussed  in £0„ml ^   ^ 

resource retirements for banket production.      1„ this chapter 

we 00», to the core of our   ,,*,.     Wu m..,t 0, aU ^.^ 

action 4.1   the technologic   :   alternative* available in the 
product«,, „f blasts,       s.-tion 4.2 £ivM doLaila Qf a 

«ill    which we have const• ,ed in order to e„tiKUe the  costs 
of production in Lesotho.      „ese estimat,= ,u,, ^ ifi ^^ 

4., and in   the subsequent s, ion they are converted into prices 

and compared with those cf 1, , foreign suppliera.      Section 4.5 

deals „it,,  feasibility and c  conclusions „re Klvm ln  the final 

section. 

4,1 TechKJlo^ical altem., • v^ 

At first si,;ht  it might appe,.   that the simple way of starting 

to make blankets would be to „ave the» fro. „-,„ „hich „as bought 

fro» an outside supplier.      .,,  „ould then only be necessary to have 

a weaving plant and see sia,,,,, finishing.       The i,„estaent reouired 

«udbe s„ali.      There are a number ef reasons why „ do not think 
that this method is feasible  in Lesotho. 

First, the weft yarn is normal iy1 proauced on „,, mllm ^^ 

An alternative method is t:, use the se„i-„orsted system      However 

ZlZ: ^."^ — «-»"»"•* - «U. for »ore expensive 
materu  than  is presently us, ,< in Lesotho blankets. 
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As haß been described earlie]   (Section 3.1.2)   HUB system requires 

the preparation of a blend ol   ribres and the subsequent processing 

of this blend on a carding mi'  'line preparatory to tlie  spinning stage. 

The componi I. ion of this blend   in terms  of different  fibres  of 

different  qualities and price  is vital   in determining not  only the 

price and nature of the yarn | -oduced but more  important  the price 

and quality of the final  blai. • it.      It   is  therefore essential that 

a blanket    manufacturer contres the composition of the original 

blend.       To  buy yarn from an -itside supplier would mean a considerable 

reduction in his ability to è so and lie would suffer appreciable 

disadvantages as compared wi1'   hie competitors who operated integrated 

plants. 

Second,   even if the disadvantages referred  to above could be overcome 

(which is very doubtful)  and :' m was bought  from outside,   other 

problems arise.       If the yarn  ''as bought  in colours  then,   in order 

to reduce delivery times,   tin'   required for sh;«ie approval,   etc,   it 

would almost certainly have t- be purchased from a country within the 

GAGU,  but   there is only one E<. -11 independent woollen spinner in that 

area and he could not meet tb> requirements of .1 mill  in Lesotho.       It 

is hardly conceivable  that a blanket manufacturer could purchase coloured 

woollen yarn from countries o'rside the GACU. 

Another alternative would be to buy undyed woollen yarn and dye it as 

required.      This would overcome the delivery problem but this course 

of action is precluded for another reason.       It is  not possible,  in 

our experience,   to dye  low quality woollen yarn:; uniformly enough for 

blanket manufacture. 

Third,  we have suggested that a small proportion of Lesotho wool could 

be used in blanket manufacture       It would be clearly advantageous  to 

use such indigenous raw material, but  it would hardly be feasible to 

export the wool in a g-reasy s'-te,  have  it  scoured and spun,  and then 

import  it back into Lesotho.       In any case as we have already said 

there  is no surplus spinning -opacity in the I'.ACU and therefore one 

could not expect  to have the   . <rk done on commission at an acceptable 
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price.       A further problem is   ; hat the bulk of the Lesotho wool 

to be used in blanket manufac   re would be used au part of. a blend 

of man-made fibres and rayon   >,.d  it would again hardly be feasible 

to have this spun abroad. 

i'or these reasons then a blane t mill in Lesotho must produce its 

own weft yarn.      This would b-  spun from material,   blended and dyed 

at the mill.      No such problem    arise with cot,toa yarns  for use as 

warp  threads.      These are ava ¡'able in standard qualities;     only one 

or two yarn counts are requir • i,   and they are used in an undyed form. 

They  can be bought  from any p <   t  of  the worLd where  the price is 

acceptable.      Our conclusion  iLerefore is that,   if a blanket mill 

is erected in Lesotho,   it shoid consist of dyeing,   spinning, 

weaving and finishing. 

We have referred to the use o-' some Lesotho wool,  amounting to about 

230,000 kg,   in blanket produci;on in Lesotho.      Before this wool can 

be used it must be scoured.      Ve know that  the Lesotho national 

Development Corporation is ne -tiating with a firm from outside 

Lesotho with the objective of • stabl.ishing a scouring pLant  to scour 

the whole  Lesotho clip.      If  ' • is project is  implemented  this will 

of course facilitate  the use   'i   Lesotho wool in a blanket  factory. 

If the scouring plant does nof   materialise then it will  be necessary 

to have the wool  scoured abroad  or alternatively,  and preferably,  to 

scour it using hand-operated  n ' ohinery in Lesotho itself. 

4.2 A blanket mill in Lesotho 

We have argued in the previous section that a blanket mill  in Lesotho 

must carry out the full production process from raw material to 

finished blanket.       We have constructed such a mill   'on paper'  and 

details are given in Appendix A.       This mill  is used as  the basis 

for estimating the costs of p—iucing a number of representative 
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blankets    (Section 4-í) and ih ;se costs are subsequently 

compared with the mill-price V present  supplier;  (Section 4.4). 

We should emphasize  that this    all has  been constructed purely 

in order to carry out  these c    :t-price comparisons.        It is not 

meant  to represent an actual   :';.ll which would be erected. 

The proposed mill  is  desired   f.o produce  COO,000 blankets a year 

on the basis of "5-shift workir ; in the main departments.      The 

numbers and types of blankets    0 be produced are as  in Table A. 5 

The machinery   consists of 2 ceding machinée,  y tí spinning spindles 

and 4Ü  looms,   plus associated -quipment  for preparation and finishing. 

We have generally chosen simp1-- machinery of the most   labour--intensive 

type.       This machinery,  being unsophisticated,   is easy and simple to 

maintain.      Only in cases v/he'" considerations of quality are 

important,  e.g.   in carding,  h--.e we chosen the latest   equipment. 

We should point out  that thes- modern machinée are no  more difficult 

to operate than the  older typ>:".       Appendix A gives  full technical 

details of  the mi LI  including  'he methods  of processing, machinery 

requirements,   production at e •'•h stage,   etc. 

The total employment will be n proximately 24U persons. About 6500 m¿ 

of floorspace will be required and the mill will have air-conditioning 

where required. 

The total capital cost will bo about US $ 2.0 million   (R 1.5 million) 

for machinery and auxiliary equipment and US j¿ 0.9 million (R O."/ 

million) for buildings. 
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4.5    kntiimtion of prime c. :;ts 

Before explaining the basis c * our estimates of prime cost and 

the method of calculation use-) we should make three general 

points. 

First, we said above that the ulanket mill had been constructed for 

the purpose of comparison ano Miat it was not meant to represent 

in detail an actual mill.  £ ; ••dlarly the prime cost estimates are 

made in ordoi- to compare the • ;.kely costa of producing blankets in 

Lesotho with the prices of bl >^ets currently being supplied. 

They are not, nor are they ir tended to be, precido costings of 

particular products.  However' despite this lack of precision we 

consider that they can be use) with some confidence for comparative 

purposes. 

Second in presenting these pi i e cost estimates we indicate clearly 

the information and assumption upon which they are based and show 

the methods of calculation us• ••.  We have also tried to structure 

the final ou Limâtes in such a -ay that the various cost elements are 

easy to manipulate should we (-• others) wish to adopt assumptions 

different from our initial on--;-. 

Third, the estimates relate t) a mill which has; been running for a 

few years.  We therefore take no account of any costs associated 

with the establishment of the mill and its »running in' e.g. training 

costs etc. 
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4.5.I The   basis  of the  pri'Qe  co3t calculations 

Wo cive below  the information and assumptions upon which our prime 

cost calculations are based.      The prices we u'iu  tor raw materials, 

labour etc are   those given  in   ¡hapter 3 when we discussed the general 

question of resource requirei••••its.       For machinery the prices are 

those ruling today plus the c^st of transport a,id  erection.      We do 

not at this  stage take any ac>unt  of the tax allowances which would 

reduce some  of   the costs.       Tin; effect of these  is considered later 

in Section 4.4 

In allowing for the use of capital,   either fixed or working,  we have 

used a rate of interest of  14».       The current rate for loans from 

the commercial  banks  in Lesotho is  between 12 and 14%.       We have 

adopted the higher figure.       '; Len estimating the annual capital 

cost of a machine we have use'i a method that is   in common use in 

parts of Europe.      We have a£i'u'aed  that  a machine will   last for 

10 years and  will then have r." value.       Wo have assumed that the 

money capital   to finance the rrchase of  the machine has been 

borrowed at   14% and that the <• pital is  repaid  in equal  a-miai 

instalments  over the life of Me machine.      The   interest  payable 

on the bala rice of the capital • ut standing averages out  over the 

10-year period at T/o per annui:, and we have therefore made an annual 

charge of Vt/o of the initial vlue of the machine.       It  will be 

observed that  this method maker- no specific provision for the 

replacement  of the machine at the end of the period.       One could 

of course regard our V(% char,:') as consisting of  10% for depreciation 

and T/o as a contribution to the cost of the capital.       There is roc 

for some difference of opinion on this matter,  but,  as our estimate 

of total prime cost  is divided into capital labour and other costs, 

it  is possible t>   make adjustments depending on the view taken. 

30m 
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AB far as  investment in auxiJ Ury equipment,   ;juch as  trucks, 

bobbins;,   apare parts,  etc.   a:n.   concerned we use  the same method 

as for machines except that M>- assume a  life of  5 years.      The 

annual  charge  is therefore   17'/ of the initial, cost of such items. 

In the case  of buildings we insume a 20-year  Life with no value 

at the end of the period.       I'sing the same method as  for machines 

this gives an annual charge H   12%.      We  are assuming here that 

the buildings  are provided b;   ',he mill company  itself.       However 

it is  likely  that the buiidir•;•.: would be provided by the Lesotho 

National Development Corporate and leased to   l.he company.      The 

Development Corporation woule   i.robably require a return of about 

12% on their  investment,   so vh^ther this annual  charge  is regarded 

as the payment of rent or a c   uital charge  is not material. 

Mill inventory  consisting of :-:ocks of raw material,  work-in-progress 

and finished goods are financi at   14%. 

4-3.2 Method of caJculatir•••• prime costs. 

Full  details  of the method of    ;alculating prime costs are given in 

Appendix B.       We give here an .«utline of  the procedure. 

We first estimate the annual costs of machiœry,   auxiliaries,  buildings, 

materials  (e.g.  dyes,  power,   w- ter etc) and labour for each step of 

production.       For example,   in  I he spinning stage we do this for the 

steps of warehouse,   opening a-vJ mixing,  blending,   carding and 

spinning.      For each step we lia ve to decide on the unit  that is to 

be the basis  for costing.      This differs as between the different 

steps.       In carding it is the kg;     in spinning,   the spindle-hour; 

in weaving 1000 pieki^etc.       The total annual cost is divided by 
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the appropriate cost unit and 'his gives the total cost per 

unit for each step.  This tc'...l is divided into capital, 

labour, and other costs.  Tl < ¡sum of the cost.-; of each step 

comprising a stage of product i >n  will give the total costs for 

that stage.  Calculations ai' carried out in tnis way (see 

Appendix B) for spinning dye!. g, weaving and finishing.  The 

same method is used for oveii ads. 

The total prime cost for a pa''icular blanket is the sum of the 

costs per unit of the steps c~ stages necessary for the production 

of that particular blanket;  'he charge for store, inventory and 

mill overheads, and the cost •>' the raw materials.  We have 

calculated in this way the pii'-e costs of six representative 

blankets.  The method and re "Its are shown on the 1'roduct Data 

Sheets included at the end Ap!" ndix B. 

4• 4    Price comparisons - 1>> :;otho mill and present supplies 

Table 4-1 shows,for 6 represen'ative blankets, the elements of prime 

cost, total prime costs, and V-   prices for ,i   < i in Lesotho and 

the prices (competitor's prie • ) charged by pr...:;ent suppliers of 

these blankets.  All costs ami prices are expressed in Rand. 

1 
In order to set a selling price for Lesothc blankets ve have added 

10% to the total prime cost.  In estimating the ha tter (Section 4-3.1) 

we provided for the finance of inventory and assuming that our charge 

for machinery represents depreciation and a return on capital of 7%, 

the margin of 10% will provide for the finance required to service 

any working capital not alrea.h/ provided for and increase the return 

on the investment in machinery to 16 - 17% 
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In discussing tiie price diff< i onces there are soue general pointa 

which it is useful to bear ir ¡lind.  First, we should note the 

relative importance of the different categorie« of cost that 

make up the total prime cost.  Table ¿[.2  chows the percentage 

shares of each cost element jn this total. 

Table 4.2 Percentage char of cost piemen in total prime costs 

Type of bLanket Capital 

Pitso M, 

Pitseng 15 

hílala 
(75 x üü cm) 20 

hílala 
(100 x 115 cm) 18 

Mona Lisa 12 

Welwitschia 19 

Average 17 

j ¡'toro I 
L'-.bour Others 

Invent- 
ory and 
Over- 
Loads 

Raw 
í'iateria L 

Total 

11 14 50 100 

11 15 10 49 100 

16 13 12 34 100 

14 18 11 39 100 

7 10 12 51 100 

19 15 10 !    37 100 

13 16 11 1    43 
i 

100 

At this stage it is interesting to note the relatively small importance 

of labour costs and the large percentage of total cost accounted for by 

raw materials. 

Second, in ¡Jection 2.6 we notou that the bulk of the blankets supplied 

to Lesotho come from one large firm.  In Section 3.1.3 we discussed 

the relationship between costs and output and concluded that significant 

cost reductions are possible provided that the production is both large 

and standardised.  We would therefore expect this big producer to have 

some cost advantage over smaller units in certain product areas, but 

probably not in all.  Similarly on the market side the power of this 
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large supplier to raise prie . will vary in different segments 

of the market depending on t'i nature of demand and the state of 

competition In the partícula> segment concerned. 

If we now look, at the Lesoth- prices and the competitors' prices 

(Table 4.1 Columns ú  and 9) •••  «an see that the Lesotho price is 

below the competitors' price 'or the Pitso, th- Pitseng and the 

Welwitschia.  It is the sam  or very much th" same, for the 

Lilala blankets and is well ..' ove for the Mona Lisa. 

The Pitso and the Pitseng ax" ooth fairly exclusive fashion blankets. 

Together they form about 20'/,   >C the total blanket market in Lesotho, 

or about 140,000 pieces.  Le;"tho prices are considerably below 

competitors' prices, particu: - rly in the case of the Pitso.  The 

Lesotho price fur the latter ; .3 R $.</)  comparod with R 10.Oü and 

for the Pitseng R 4-74 as agí ;-ist R <..<<0.       We might first question 

the accuracy of our cost est.-ites.  We do not pretend that these 

are completely without error » it the price differences are so great 

that any reasonable, or even '"lite large changes in our cost elements 

would not substantially alte: the general picture.  The most likely 

source of error in our estim?' -¡s probably lies in our raw material 

cost figure.  We cannot be fu-e that we are basing our price on 

the same raw material cost ae 'hat used by the competitor.   however 

even if we add ljO}o  to our material costs Lesotho still remains very 

competitive with the foreign product.  Another way of looking at the 

matter is to compare in generi i terms the likely cost differences 

between Lesotho and the competitors - in particular, the main supplier. 

We consider that the competitor's capital costs are likely to be lower 

than those of Lesotho, partly because of the greater levels of output 

but mainly because of the lower depreciation charges on the old 

machinery in use.  The compet«+1rs' labour- costs are almost certainly 

higher than in Lesotho but we vh .aid note that such costs generally 

form quite a small proportion --.f total costs.  The competitors' 

other costs are probably a lit!le lower and certainly their overhead 

costs will be less as they ar" spread over a larger output. 
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The main supplier will also hare some advantage in buying raw 

materials at a lower cost then a relatively small unit in Lesotho, 

though in the caße of these two particular blankets we do not think 

this will be very great.  Ovei-all we have little doubt that the 

competitors' costs are basically somewhat lower than those of 

Lesotho.  The position is cl* ,rly one wher- the main supplier 

is charging a very high price for these two blankets (especially 

for the Pitso) in relation to 'heir cost.  He is able to do this, 

first, because there is very ! i.ttle, if any competition in this 

section of the blanket market, and second, both these blankets are 

in keen demand because of the vrestige and exclusiveness which they 

are thought to confer on their owners. 

The Lilala is also a fashion blanket but in a much lower price-range 

than the two types we have dim-uBsed above.  The Lilala range accounts 

for about 2% of the total market, equivalent to 175,000 blankets.  In 

the smaller size of 75 x 80 cm the Lesotho price is the same as the 

competitors', i.e. R I.48.  The Lesotho price for the larger size of 

110 x 115 cm is slightly lower than that of the imported product - 

R 2.75 compared with R 2.97.  Our general view of the relative costs 

of production in Lesotho and outside it would be much as outlined above 

when we discussed the Pitso and the Pitseng.  Possibly Lesotho would 

have some advantage here as it- wages are lower and labour costs are 

a higher proportion of total costs for the Lila I as as compared with 

the two higher-priced fashion blankets.  The present supplier will 

certainly have lower raw material costs due to his ability to buy- 

rayon, the main raw material for these blankets, at a lower price 

than Lesotho but this advantage is reduced somewhat as raw materials 

form a lower proportion of total costs than the average.  It seems 

to us that the main supplier makes only a modest profit on the Lilalas. 

Although there is little competition from other producers the price is 

kept fairly close to the cost of production largely because of market 

considerations.  The Lilala i H designed as a cheap substitute for the 

more expensive fashion blanket and is bought by the mass of people in 

Lesotho who cannot afford the latter.  A higher price could be 

charged by the main supplier but he finds it more profitable in these 

market conditions to sell the larger quantity at the lower price. 
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The Lesotho price for the Mona. Lisa is about 50% above the 

competitors - prioe and even useable changes in our cost Clements 

do not make much difference to the situation.      If, for example, 

we reduce Lesotho's raw material  cost by one half and all other 

costs by one quarter Lesotho is even then not quite competitive. 

We have chosen the Mona Lisa ,B    typical of the domestic blanket 

section of  the market.      The,, types of blanket account for about 

20/o of the Lesotho market,  e bivalent to 140,OOO pieces but here 

we have to take into account  ..he very much larger market for these 

same blankets outside Lesotho.       The total market for domestic 

blankets within the SACU is probably at  least 2.5 million, the bulk 

of which is supplied by one Jim.      With a market of this size 

the major producer can reap  th, economies of long production runs 

and product standardisation, .ad he can take full advantage of his 

power as a large buyer of xav materials and other inputs.      In this 

situation it is not surprising to find that a relatively small 

producer in Lesotho cannot m«M,h the prices quoted for domestic 
blankets. 

The market for Grey blankets h,s slmiiar characteristics to that for 

domestics.      There is a large. ,oarket within the SACU and the sa** 

economies are available to tl, aajor supplier.      We have not analysed 

a representative Grey blanket and hence have not estimated the costs 

of production but we are confident that a mill in Lesotho could not 

produce at a price to match the imported product. 

The Welwitschia shawl is typical of the shawls sold in Lesotho.      The 

Lesotho price of R 2.89 is appreciably below the competitors price of 

R 3.75.      It seems likely that the costs of this product in Lesotho 

are closer to the competitors' costs than is the case with any of the 

other products considered.      The min supplier's buying advantages are 

counterbalanced to some extent by the fact that the cost of raw 

materials forms a smaller part of total costs than is usual.      On 

the other hand labour costs are a relatively high proportion of total 

costs and tois works to the advantage of Lesotho with her lower wages. 

Present suppliers are charging appreciably above costs for this 

product although the margin i, well below that applied to the Pitso 

i 



and the Pitseng.      This is a aoction of the market where the major 

supplier has keen competition from other producers and this may well 

explain these lower prices. 

Shawls are part of the section of the blanket market which we call 

Rugs and Shawls in Chapter 2.       This  section accounts for about  15% 

of the total market,  equivalent, to 105,000 pieces.      We have not 

analysed or costed a represen t, .tive rug but we think that the 

position would be much the san'- as for shawls.     Most of the products 

in this section seem likely to have a greater than average share of 

labour costs and a reduced ra / material component and both these 

factors operate to the advantj¿:e of Lesotho. 

In comparing these prices we vi;we not so far taken into account the 

effects of the tax allowances  referred to in Gection 3.7.       These 

are a utility and transportation allowance of 1?X of their cost and 

a citizen wage allowance equal, to 10% of the wages or salary paid 

to Lesotho citizens.      We hav<; already seen that labour costs are 

a relatively small proportion ff total costs.     On average a 

reduction of 10% in them rfoul'1 reduce total prime costs by less 

than 1%.      Similarly payments   to utilities and for transportation 

are relatively unimportant and a 15% allowance would only have a 

very small effect on total cost.      We do not therefore consider 

that these allowances for utilities,   transport and labour will 

change in any way the conclusions made earlier. 

4.5 The feasibility of blanket manufacture in Lesotho 

4.5.1 General considération 

In the previous section we concluded that the costs of producing 

blankets in Lesotho are likely to be above the costs of the present 

suppliers, the excess varying as between the different productB. 

It therefore seems that a mill  could not operate profitably in the 

Kingdom. 
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However,  even in this situation, it might be suggested that a mill 

in Lesotho could operate at a profit given the prices currently- 

being charged by the present "uppliers.      If,  for example, a mill 

was established in Lesotho a.id was able to sell 600,000 blankets 

consisting of say, 400,000 fu: hion blankets,  shawls and ruga and 

200,000 domestics and greys;     and,   if the prices of the fashion 

blankets rugs and shawls wer"' raised above  the selling prices 

previously discussed (Table /I. 1 column 8) but kept below the 

competitors'  price,  whilst th'   latter's price was matched for 

domestics and greys;     then,  <' i ven these assumptions, a mill could 

make a handsome profit, for tho profits on the 400,000 would more 

than offset the losses on the: remaining 200,000. 

Unfortunately this happy sitv "t-ion is not likely to prevail.      A 

mill in Lesotho will not be ab le to gain such a large share of the 

total market nor will it gair r;o great a share of the presently 

profitable fashion,  shawls ami rugs section.      There are several 

reasons for this view.      First, such a small mill could not 

produce all the varieties of blanket required in Lesotho.      It 

would have to confine its prociuction to a limited number of 

qualities and thus would not b<- able to 'cover1  the whole market. 

Second,  and to some extent allied to our first point, consumers in 

Lesotho have attachments of varying degrees of strength to the 

present products.      A new mill could hope to break down some, but 

not all,  of the preferences.      In this connection it would clearly 

help if the leading trading company were to transfer the production 

of its registered designs to the new mill but we do not think that 

this would significantly change the position.      Third, it is almost 

oertain that the entry of a new firm into the Lesotho market would 

result in some price reductions by the main supplier and as its costs 

of production for all the typos of blanket are below those of a 

Lesotho mill it could,  if it no wiBhed, undercut the latter on every 

product.      Already Lesotho cannot compete on domestics and greys 

\ 
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accounts loi about ^ Qf ^ ^ ^^      ^ ^ ^^ 

in the price, of th. Lilala r,,«e and about a 2% reduotion ln 

he prices of shawls and ^ ,,ouW ^.^   ^ ^^ ^ 

7» and if the min supplier ,1*» to reduce the price of the 
Pitseng by 3a;i then in 9M of  the market  i». ,,„ ,k      .,, ? m ui    ne market the Lesotho mil would not 
t>e competitive ln price.      We Lav«, on f.- v 

* •E   ave 3° far been concerned with the 
market in Lesotho but even if ..» ... *v,„»  »,. 1J   K say that the new mill oould sell 
within the SACU the same cons,: ieratiche apply. 

Our conclusion Is that whatev  is the reaction of the present 

supplier to the establishment at a mill in Lesotho the new plant 

will not be able to gain . profitable share of the market. 

4-5.2 The possible .ff«^ of varyW tt|0 m,M  „,_. 

We ha     point , out the um,;:atieB wUch a WMkit 

rd: t ouldUker""'tooonEiderif«"»t•""*• *«* 
of a different else would be   I .kely to reduce these difficulties. 
In Section 5.1.3 „ disoussed  ,he ^.^ ^ ^ reM 

between costs and scaie of ov,.„ut.      We decided to base our estimates 

on a mill producing about 60CV«) blankets a year.      If we built a 

iÜTw   """^ 1 -1111- "-*•*••  «-t. of production 
-l*t be 6 - « lower than those of the smaller unit.      If the mill 

was 1«*- .«11. say at 2 million,  costs mig„t fall by about another 

- X     Ihese larger mills would clearly be in a better position to 

compete with the dominant surlier in the SAOU but they would still 

be at some disadvantage because, they would lack the ability to buy 

raw materials as cheaply as this very big producer does. 

However the main problem in establishing a larger mill vouid, we think 

be on the market side.      We ai.cu.sed the total size of the uZZ 

-rtrt in the SACV m Section i.6.2.       Total  sa!es were around 12 7 
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million pieces in 1973.      We •nticipate a fall in demand in I974 

and 1975 to between   12 and 1 • 5 million.       In I976 total Bales 

should be just over  I3 million and are likely to be approaching I4 

million in 1977.       We noted  i M the same section that there is ample 

capacity to satisfy demand at the 1973 level of 12.7 million.       In 

fact it seems likely that th- full capacity of the present blanket 

industry is rather greater V.vn this figure,  probably around 13 

million.      In addition we mentioned earlier that Pep Stores,  a 

trading group within the SAC", are to set  up a blanket factory. 

This factory,  producing 1 mi, Hon pieces,   will be in full operation 

in 1976.      So this means thar in 1976 there is likely to be surplus 

capacity as consumption will rcobably be about Vj million whilst the 

industry could produce about  14 million and this imbalance is likely 

to persist into 1977.      We d<> not think that in this situation it would 

be of advantage to have a larger mill in Lesotho.      Competition is 

bound to be very keen and th.- entry of a new firm would make it  still 

keener.      i\irthermore  the lavpsr the new firm was the greater would 

be the disturbance in the market and the fiercer would be the 
reaction of the main supplier. 

Our view then is that there v/culd be no advantage in building a 

larger mill in Lesotho, for any advantages gained on the cost side 

wov x be more than counterbaj aooed by market disadvantages. 

If this is our view it may bo risked:    "How is the Pep stores' 

venture going to survive and how do the other small plants in the 

SACU manage to exist?"      As lap as the new entrant is concerned 

we cannot yet say that it will be successful but it starts off 

with the great advantage of controlling outlets for its products. 

It can secure the share which l^sotho would find so difficult to 

gain.       The other four small producers with annual outputs ranging 

from 0.8 to 1.2 million blankets have been established for some 

considerable time.       We think they overcome some of their disadvantages 

as compared with the big producer by specialising on a relatively 

narrow range of products, or competing in other ways, such as on 

service or delivery.       Certainly one of them appears to concentrate 
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on shawls and rug3, but we cannot see any way in which Lesotho 

could emulate their policies.      Additionally it is not uncommon 

for a dominating producer to tolerate other small firms within 

an industry in order to preserve the semblance of competition. 

It was in fact  suggested to UB that  this was the case in the 

blanket industry within the SAOU but we have no evidence on 

the matter. 

4.5.3 The use of quantitative restrictionr;, tariffs and subsidies 

It may be suggested that the ur-e of one or more of the above methods 

might enable a blanket mill to operate profitably in Lesotho. 

Before we look at these possi hilities it may be useful to outline 

the benefits and some of the costs which would result from the 

successful establishment of su' h a mill.      If we assume that 600,000 

blankets were produced and sold in Lesotho instead of being bought 

from a foreign supplier then U<e consumer would be able to buy some 

blankets at lower prices.     However the net gain would be very snail 

amounting    in total to about H 200,000,  about 20 cents a head or 33 

cents per blanket.      We should note that the domestic production of 

blankets would involve a fall in the prices of some blankets and an 

increase in the price of otherr.      The prices of the Pitso and Pitseng, 

together accounting for about ¿V/o of the market, and the orly 

exoessively priced imported blankets, would fail.      On the other 

hand the prices of domestics and greys would rise considerably. 

These account for 35% of the market and are costly to produce 

domestically relative to the imported product.     Against any gain to 

consumers must be set the loss due to a reduction in choice as a 

single mill in Lesotho could not produce the present variety of 

blankets.      A mill in Lesotho would provide employment for about 

230 Basotho and this would clearly be of benefit.      The economy of 

Lesotho would gain as domestically-produced goods replaced imports. 

Making reasonable assumptions H bout the product-mix 600,000 blankets 

would cost about R 2.5 million if imported and R 2.3 million if 

produced in Lesotho.      The saving on imports would not however amount 



to the full R 2.5 million.      To produce R 2.3 million of blankets 

in Lesotho would probably require about R 1.5 million of imports 

(fibres, materials,  etc).       Thus the net gain would amount to 

R 1.0 million.      Naturally il   the production of the Lesotho mill 

fell below the 600,000 then  i »is gain would be correspondingly 

reduced.      Finally,   Lesotho vre aid benefit from the external 

economies arising from the eeï ;>blishment of the mill.      These 

effects are difficult to measvtu but include the development of 

industrial skills and knowledfto,  possible growth of ancillary 

services,  etc. 

As we consider the various me .-mures which might render blanket 

production profitable it may bi helpful to bear in mind the 

nature and extent of the benefits referred to above. 

Quantitative restrictions 

We have seen in Section 4.5.1  that a mill in Lesotho is not likely 

to gain a profitable share oí  the blanket market.      One way to 

ensure that it did do so might be to use some form of administrative 

control.      Quantitative restrictions on the movement of domestic 

products (i.e.  goods produced in any territory of the SACU) within 

the area of the SAGÙ are not permitted.      However it was suggested 

to us that conditions might be attached to a trader's licence 

requiring him to buy some proportion of his total purchases from 

the domestic mill.      The legality of this   course of action would 

need to be investigated but we will assume that it would be possible 

to impose such conditions.      The question then arises as to what share 

of the total market should be allocated to the local mill.      It would 

not be feasible to distinguish between different types of blanket and 

allocate those which are profitable to the domestic mill and give the 

less profitable to the foreign supplier.      If traders were required to 

make all their purchases from the Lesotho mill then prices would 

certainly rise as the mill wa? faced with a captive market and it would 

not be long before the consumer was not only paying more for his blankets 
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but he would also "be eufferir*; a serious diminution of choioe, 

and probably of quality.      Additionally such a restrictive, 

policy would raise problems w.i 'h persons crossing the border on 

shopping expeditions;    would '-••suit in an increase in illegal 

importation of blankets,  and •"•uld U3e valuable and scarce 

administrative resources.      If traders were required to obtain, 

say, half their requirements from the mill;    and, as we have 

said,  it was not possible to specify the composition of this 

half,  then the policy would no*   achieve its aim of ensuring 

the profitability of the mill   in Lesotho. 

Tariffs 

A second course of action whi^K might be pursued would be to 

impose a tariff on imported bl .nkets.      It is possible, under 

the terms of the Customs Union Agreement, for Lesotho to do this 

in order to protect a new indirtry and enable it to meet competition 

from other producers within th • customs area.      Such protection 

cannot normally be for more th--.n eight years.      Again,  as with 

quantitative restrictions, it  * ould not be possible to have a 

tariff which differentiated b' ¡ween the different types of blanket. 

If a tariff was applied it would have to apply to all blankets.     The 

objective of a tariff would b^ to ensure that the domestic mill gained 

a sufficient share of the market to operate profitably and it would 

do this by raising the prioe of imports.     We should note that this 

will inevitably result in increased prices for all domestically- 

produced blankets - indeed thin is partly the objective.      The 

question then is, what whould the level of the tariff be?      At 

present prices (see Table 4.1) the only product which is clearly 

uncompetitive with foreign imports is the Mona Lisa.       (We take 

this blanket as typical of the domestics and greys).      Its Lesotho 

prioe is R 4.3i> compared with the import price of R 2.84.      In order 

to make Lesotho competitive a    tariff of 36% would be required. 

r 
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If however the foreign supplì.-r reduced his price "by 10# then 

52% would be needed and this    level    would be applied to all 

blankets.      There is no doubi   that the prices  of all blankets 

would increase considerably 1 oaind this tariff wall to the 

detriment of the consumer.      These increases would bear 

particularly hard on the poorer consumers e.g.   the cheaper 

blankets such as the Mona Lií-a  and the Lilala range would become 

much more expensive.      Thus *-).3 tariff policy would bring losseß 

to the consumer,  but it  is a^o doubtful if it would ensure a 

profitable share of the mark«^  unless the tariffs were set at 

very high levels.      We  should also note the high administrative 

costs involved and the fact "that smuggling would be encouraged 

which might prove difficult to control given Lesotho's long 

border. 

Subsidies 

A final possible course of act Ion would be for the Government of 

Lesotho to subsidise the mil] over and above any tax allowances 

that are already given.  We i ally appreciate that this raises a 

number of wider policy issues beyond the scope of this report but 

for the moment we will assume that it is possible.  This 

immediately raises several questions.  What form should the 

subsidy take?  How effective is it likely to be and what will 

it cost?  In Lesotho's situation it is not likely to be to her 

advantage to reduce the cost of  capital.  If labour was 

subsidised to the extent of 10CÇO it would reduce the price of 

the average blanket by about 12% but we do not think that this 

would enable a mill in the Kingdom to gain a profitable share 

of the blanket market.  The cost of such a subsidy would depend 

on the composition of the blankets produced but assuming a total 

figure of 600,000 and making reasonable assumptions about the 

product-mix it would be about II 211,000. 
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Another alternative would bo to give an open ¡subsidy to the mill. 

This would  involve a commi ti'^nt  to make up any deficit between 

revenue and  expenditure.      /qart  from the effects such a subsidy 

might have  on efficiency,  il.  is  extremely difficult to  say how 

much this subsidy would turn out  to be.      Li the present main 

supplier were to cut his prices very considerably and the Lesotho 

mill was to  gain only a ver;.'  'îmall share of the market  then the 

subsidy could easily rise to  veil  over H 0.rj million.       A less 

vigorous reaction by the foreign firm and a larger share gained 

by the domestic mill might riluce  the figure to around R 100,000. 

In this situation we cannot   tuink that it would be desirable for 

the Government of Lesotho to inter into such an open-ended 

commitment and in any case n>'v h wider issues of economic policy 

are raised  if subsidies of this  type are to be employed. 

We have briefly examined the   ise  of quantitative restrictions, 

tariffs and  subsidies as possible methods of ensuring the 

viability of a blanket mill   in Lesotho.      All the methods involve 

the use of scarce administrative  skills and resources.       None are 

likely to encourage efficient  production.     Quantitative restrictions 

and tariffs  may not achieve   their aims, and if they do,   the cost to 

the consumer will be very hitfh and the saving in imports will be 

small.       Subsidies are likely  to  involve an open-ended commitment 

which we think cannot "be accfîpted.      For these reasons alone we do 

not consider that it would be desirable to use any of these methods. 

In addition there is a basic objection to all these courses of action. 

They all seek to make profitable a mill which basically has costs 

above those of its competitors.       This might be acceptable if in 

the long run i4 a costs would be reduced but we do not think, in the 

circumstances,  that this will   be possible and we do not think that it 

would generally be in the   interests of Lesotho to artificially support 

such an enterprise.     Furthermore a blanket mill in Lesotho faces a 

particularly difficult market rituation and we cannot at the moment 

forsee any amelioration of th^ position. 
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4.6 Conclusion 

In order to determine the fea: ibility of blanket production in 

Lesotho we estimated the lik"ly costs of production and from 

these coste we derived prices which we compared with those of 

present suppliers.      In some cases Lesotho prices were well 

below those of the imported  product,  in others about the same, 

and in one important section of the market they were considerably 

above.       These differences cu   be explained by a combination of 

market and cost factors but  '>-.r overall conclusion was that 

Lesotho will have somewhat higher costs than her competitors, 

the difference varying as between the products concerned. 

Given this co3t situation and oearing in mind the presence of 

a dominating supplier the vieUlity of a blanket firm in Lesotho 

depends on whether it can oV••-. in a profitable share of the market. 

Even if the price reaction oí   che major producer is relatively 

slight we do not think that  finh a share of the market can be 

gained and if the established  firm were to cut prices drastically 

then a firm in Lesotho would b-i doomed to failure.      Nor do we 

consider that the use of controls,  tariffs or subsidies would be 

effective or desirable in thi r; case.      We therefore conclude that 

it would not be feasible to establish blanket production in Lesotho. 

4.7 Other development possibilities in the field of textiles 

In the course of conducting oui- enquiries into the feasibility of 

blanket production it has occurred to us that there may be other 

possibilities in the textile field which might be more promising 

than the field we have just looked at.      We do not have time, nor 

have we been requested,  to lo^k at these in detail but a brief 

outline of them is given in Appendix D. 
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APPENDI)    Jk 

TECHNICAL   DETAIL    dl'1   BLANKET    MILL 

1. SPINNING 

1.1        Weft yarn - count requirement 

In order to produce 600,000 blankets a year,  equal to 880,000 kg yarn 

a year, the following quantities of weft yarn counts are needed: 

Table A.I Weft yarn - count requirement 

V >n/year in yarn counts below 

Nra    1 Nm 2 Nm 4 Nm 6 

Lilala 

Pitseng 

Pitso 

Mountain 

Domestic 

Aorylics 

Travelling rugs 

Travelling shawls 

Greys 

Total  ton 
= 880 ton/year 

Troduction in kg/h 
* about  160 kg/h 

'.6 -2 

177.6 

9?.0 

169.4 

59.1 

120.2 

150.4 

58.2 

O
D

 
1
*
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

 
O

 
494-2 

91.5 

59.1 

7.2 

508.8 

57.2 

58.0 

7.1 

The spinning mill is designed to work on three shifts equal to 5400 

h/year 

*, 
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1.2 Warehouse 

Consumption of raw material for.1 weft yarn is about 880 ton/year. 

The main part of raw material  is bought  from overseas and because 

of transport  time it is advisinle that the warehouse should be able 

to take five months storage,  '">r 370 tons.       60% of floor space 

occupied by material;    Btorage height is  4 m»    density of material 
2 

is 0.2, and total floor space  ¡s 800 m  .       In the storage we 

recommend one combined clamp ;md lift truck and one very simple 

baling machine.      Three worker:; per shift are expected to work 

here.      The warehouse is workirg on two  shifts only. 

1.3 Opening and mixing 

Because of the output of the machines used here,  only two-shift 

operation is necessary, of %00 h/year.       Here we need two Willey 

machines (Fearnaught).      Production is 4 - 600 kg/h.       Suitable 

machinery can be obtained from: 

a. Fearnaught, UK 

b. Rolando, Italy 

c. La Roche, France 

1.4 Dyeing 

We assume that 800 tons of raw material a year is dyed on a three 

shift operation i.e. 5400 h/year.  We get a production of about 

150 kg/h.  If we assume that the time for an average machine cycle 

is three hours, we get a batoh-weight of 45f kg.  It ìB suitable 

to have two machines each about 250 kg per batch, coupled together. 

Prioe for two maohinee inclusive of two extra material carriers is 
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US i 150,000 (Longclose UK).      Laboratory equipment, US fi 15,000. 

Drier for the dyed material irolusive of hydroextractor is 

US i 46,000 (Pétrie McNaught UK). 

1.5 Blending 

A two shift operation, 36OO h/year.      After initial teazing and 

dedusting of the raw materia], the blending is done manually by 

arranging the components of th«a raw material in  layers on top of 

each other on the floor.      Th» material is then manually put 

through a Fearnaught  (Willey unohine equipped with a hopper feed 

and oiling equipment).     From ¡.he Willey machine  the material ia 

transported pneumatically into bins.      Finally the material will 

be passed into similar tins situated in front of the woollen 

cards.      Cost for the machine consisting of the hopper, deduster, 

Fearnaught,  emulsion spray, bins and piping is US fé 110,000. 

The makers of this equipment are: 

Rolando, Italy 

Spencer &•. Ilalstead, UK 

Duesberg Bous s on, Belgium 

The production is 4 - 600 kg/h. 

1.6 Woollen carding 

AB yarn is of Nm 1,   2, 4 and 6,      Two oards are neoessary, one for 

Nm 1 and 2, and one for Nm 3 - 6.      The production of the first 

card is theoretically 110 kg/h and the number of good ends is 96. 

The card for fine yarn, Nm 3 - 6,  will produce up to 100 kg/h and 

has 132 good ends.      The production per hour or per card follows 
in the table below: 



Table A. 2      Carding 

Lilala 

Mountain 

Mona Lisa etc. 

AcrylioB 

Rugs, shawls 

Card with 96 good ends 

Tim 1 

^.2 

17 7.6 

92.0 

1»'"M 

Nm 2 

494.2 
L 

39.1 

39.1 

533.3 ton 
or   99.0 kg/h 

99. 

_Card with 132 good ends 
i 

Nm 4 

308.8 

Nm 6 

308.8 

38.0 

38.0 

346.8 ton 
or   64.2 kg/h 

It should be observed that the cards are not completely utilised on 
three shifts, 5400 h/year. 

1«7 Woollen 3pinning 

Table A. 3       Woollen Bpinnlfy production 

Yarn 
Count 

Nm 

1 

2 

4 

6 

Twist 
r/m 

75 

100 

145 

175 

Spindle speed 
r/min 

at 30 
m/min 

2250 

3000 

4350 

5250 

Practi- 
cally 

2250 

3000 

3500 

3500 

Effic- 
iency 

0.70 

0.70 

0.75 

0.75 

Prod- 
uction 
kg/sph 

1.26 

O.63 

O.27 

0.15 

Prod- 
uction 
kg/h 

91.5 

7.2 

57.2 

7.1 

Neces- 
sary 
Spind- 
les 

T 

73 

12 

210 

48 

343 

Sph pa 
kg 

yarn 

0.79 

1.59 

3.70 

6.70 

Three machines with each 120 ^Indies are necessary. 
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The three spinning machines with spindles on only one side will 

have the following properties: 

Gauge 165 una;    Ring diameter 137 mm;    Tube length 600 mm;    net 

oop weight 

Maximum spindle speed is restricted by maximum delivery speed, 

30 m/min. 

Suitable machines can be obtained from; 

Camiti, Italy 

Gaudino, Italy 

Duesberg Bous son, Belgium 

Tatham, UK 

The spin bobbins will be used directly at the weft spooling 

machines in the weavery. 
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2. WEAVING 

2,1 Produotion details 

Production 600,000 bl.,,.**.  (unita of differ(mt ^ ^ 

construction 5400 h/year, 3 Bn:ft operation) 

yable    h?Z Weaving - Pm^u-.-tlon detail« 

1.2 Pitseng 

1.3 Piteo 

1.4 Mountain 

2. Domestic 

Blankets 

2.1 Mona Lisa 

2.2 Swallow etc 

2.3 Comfy 

2.4 Acrylics 

3.    Travelling 

3.1 Rugs 

3.2 Shav.ls 

4.    Greys 
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The production of blankets car be split in 2 categories, maybe 3, 

depending mainly on fabric width.      It  is not practical to make 

all fabric widths on looms of  the same width in reed.     The ready 

width of fabrics varies  in tm-> table above between 0.75 and 1.55 m. 

As a practical compromise and without proper investigation we 

suggest 2 widths in reed of tlie looms,   130 cm and  I90 cm.      A 

complication is  if blankets with fringes on all 4 sides are to 

be made.       In this case extra width in reed in necessary for the 

fringes, but with I90 cm in :i:< 3d it is probably possible to make 

the 150 m ready width.       For the prime cost calculation this 

assumption is satisfactory.      Another problem i3 the number of 

looms equipped with jacquard!;,  dobby or tappet shedding.      Even 

here an investigation is necessary before a mill is built, but 

with some reasonable assumptions the prime cost calculation can 

be made. 

2.2 Storage for warp and woft yarns 

The warp yarns are probably bought from overseas in the form of 

croaswound packages and arrive in wooden or cardboard boxes.      Due 

to long transport we estimate that a storage space for warp yarn 

corresponding to 5 months oorsumption is advisable.      70 ton cotton 

yarn is consumed per year.      5 months correspond to 30 ton. 

Weft yarn will be stored in boxeB and here about 2-4 weeks storage 

is sufficient as weft yarn is made in own spinning mill.      Maximum 

weft in storage ìB about 7»0 ton.      All yarn together about 40 tons 
2 

at most.      Storage on shelves 2 - 3 in height.      Area necessary 350 m . 
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2.3   Warping and storage of beams 

The warping can be done on a very ordinary horizontal, section 

warper with a fixed creel for about 400 crosswouad warp yarn 

packages.  The number of ser' Lone per warp ir> decided by total 

number of warp threads per wfitp and the practical upper limit 

for the width of one section on the warper.  A modest warper 

will have a machine speed of 7>00 to 400 m/min and an efficiency 

of 12% with the simple creel r iggested.  Production per hour is 

0.12 x 400 x 60 = 2900 m/h effectively (in the form of one section). 

Prom Table A.5 we take figuri;;' in column 2 and multiply with 

corresponding figure in coluci'i 3 and get the length of each type 

of fabric as demonstrated in the table below. 

Table A.6   Warping requirement 

Type of 
Blanket 

Total ]^igth 
A 

(2 x 3. l'Miile A5) 

Sections in warp 
B 

Machine hours 
A x B T 29OO 

i 

Li1ala I6500 3 17 

56» ¡0 3 6 

I8500 3 19 
366OO 3 38 

28500 3 29 
I9OOO 3 20 

28800 4 39 
12800 5 22 (190) 

Fitseng 138600 6 287 

Pitso 594OO 6 123 

Mountain 48000 5 83 

Domestic 193800 5 334 
Acrylics 48000 5 83 

Travelling rugs 9OOOO 5 155 

Travelling shawls 675OO 5 116 

Greys 180000 5 310 

991800 1681 
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One warper will cope with the production in about one shift operation 

The storage of warp beams in Warning racks of paternoster type.  The 

warp beams can be standardised and about 20 beams in storage should 

be sufficient. 

2, racks, each 10 beams each 
2 

Necessary area inclusive of storage 220 m 

2.4   Weft-preparation (win!.ing of super cops) 

70 spindles, cost US #  39200 (iiuschamp UK) 

Necessary area inclusive storve of weft boxes 

Number of boxes 200; cost US '/>  5000.  Simple 

shelves coat US #1000 

Required area for weft windin.-r machines and 
2 2 

storage of 150 boxes weft y in is 100 m 100 m 

2.5   Looms 

The question of type of weaving equipment is always debatable. 

Sophisticated machinery like  v pier looms are not economical in 

oountries with low wages as i*) Lesotho.      Furthermore true selvedges 

are not obtained on these machines.      Many considerations speak for 

using ordinary shuttle looms, >,hich are cheap, easy to repair and 

maintain.      A loom will work at different speeds depending mainly 

on width in reed and equipment used for shedding.      Of course, the 

material in warp and weft yarn is also of prime importance.      Three 

shift working i.e. 5400 h/year. 
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Table A.7    Weaving - loom details 

Fabric 
Width 
in 

reed m 

Equipmt nt 
for 

sheddir; • 

Speed 
picks 
/min 

M picka 
per 
year 

Effic- 
iency 

of looms 

Number 
of 
looms 

Lilala 1.30 Jacquard 110 224 0.7 10 

¡ Pitseng 

Piteo 1.90 Jacquard 100 490 0.7 23 

Mountain 

Domestic I.90 Dobby 100 132 0.7 6 

Travelling 1.90 Tappet 
shedd. 

100 91 0.7 5 

Greys I.90 Tappet 
shedd. 

100 72 0.7 4 

1009 48 

All these looms have 4*4 shuttle boxes. 
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There is a choice between tappet and dobby shedding.  The use 

of dobby has advantages in correction with a change of fabric 

construction as compared with tappet shedding.  Hobbies are, 

on the other hand, more exper.i.ve.  In the prime cost 

calculation we have counted vi f,h 34 jacquard and I4 dobby looms. 

The preparation of the warp t?uns is simple as the warp yarn is 

coarse and th re are few ende per beam.  We suggest that all 

preparation is made by hand e,n<i consequently only simple racks 

are necessary for operations .Uke drawing-in (of the warp threads 

through the eye3 of the healo.»); drawing ends through the reed; 

putting on fallers (dropwiret) for warp-stop-motion etc.  The 

tying on of warp beams at the looms should also be made by hand. 

2.6   Winding 

Prom warping we get remnants, about 20# of total production, 

0.2 x 70 ton/year = 14 ton/yeru- need rewinding.  A simple, 

hand-operated winding-machine uill produce about 1 kg warp yarn 

per h, spindle.  Daytime operation 1800 h/year.  12 spindles 

will give the smallest winding machine (e.g. Schlafhorst, 

W. Germany, type BKN  US #10(X>0. 
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) 

5.    FINISHING 

3.1   Finishing requirement 

The blankets sold in Lesotho ?.v generally of low quality.  In 

spite of this fact most blanl-ts have an edging (braid) attached 

to the blanket on all four B?'1»B.  Only greya and some mountain 

blankets have an overstitchii*/' along the two shorter sides to 

prevent fraying; at the lon^ uides the bare aelvedge was left 

untouched. 

Only a restricted number of finishing techniques are necessary for 

this kind of blanket and listed in the table below.  This table 

has only been erected as a tonala for prime cost calculation. 



yable A^ Estimate of ^nrJceta  to be firH«^ 
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1 2 5 4 I 
Type of 
blanket 

Total sale 
in blanket 
per year 

% oí   total   Blanket 
s sale »er     size 

blarb.it size m x m 
  i 

Sale in 
m 

per year 

I 
|  Sale in 
|  m/year 
! per type 

1. Lilala 150,000 1 \ 
14 0.75 x 0.80 16,800 

1        1 
t 

4 0.75 x LOO 6,000 
1 

14 0.85 x 0.90 18,900 
??. 1.00 x 1.10 I  36,300 I 16 1.10 x 1.1Ü 27,600 
11 1.15 x 1.20 19,800 ! 

14 I.30 x I.55 28,300 1 

2. Pitseng 

3. Pitso 

4- Moun- 

84,000 

36,000 

5 I.50 x 1.60 

1.55 x I.65 

I.55 x 1.65 

12,000 167,900 

138,600 

59,400 

tain 

Domestic 

30,000 - I.50 x 1.60 - 48,000 

except 
Acrylics 

Acrylics 

Trav.rugs 

shawls 

Greys 

96,000 

24,000 

45,000 

45,000 

90,000 -. 

I.50 x 2.00 

I.50 x 2.00 

I.5O x 2.00 

I.50 x 1.50 

I.50 x 2.00 

- 

192,000 

48,000  i 

90,000  ; 

67,500  ' 

100.000  I 

991,400   ! 
——_ I 



3«2 Finishing routines 
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Table A. 10   Finishing rout.in. iga 

Routine 1 2 
! 3 4 5 Vyear ton/year 

Soaping X 
i 

Milling cents/kg 
— X IO7.40O 100 

Scouring' cents/kg X X X X _ 811,400 691 
Drying cents/kg X X X X - 811,400 691 
Raising cents per 

m; round X X X x X 991,400 
Steam, cents per 
Brush m; round X X X X X 991,400 _ 

Shearing cents per I 

ni; round - - X - - 48,000 _ 
Edging cents per i 

m of edge X X X I 
X 833,900 I 

Fringes cents per I ! 
i 

m of fringe - -     ! - í x   .: 
I 

- 157,500 -        I 

m/ye&x 
t 

498500 
i            i 

1074OO 480001575001800OO 

i 
Lila] a Pitsb Aery i Travel, Greys 
Pit-   , Mourn -lies i-ling. 
seng -tain' 'rugs & 

í j Dornet- shawls i 

i !   -tic, i i 
I (ex. I 

Aory- !          I 
i ,lios) 

!                     I i i    ! 

J 
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Soatxng   - A very simple fou],,«.      Speed ^ „^ efficiency ^ 

giving Mm/year 1.1 r^year on 2 shift operation, 3600 h/year 

Only 0.1 Vyear needed. 1 échine on 2 shifts is „ecessa* 
because milling ir on 2 shifts. 

MlUng   - Milling time (cy0]~ time) 2.4 h/batch of 30 units = about 

bO n/batoh.      3600 ^/year.       1.5 ^1,^ necessaryf   say 

2 machines as anov,.t of milling can increase with changes 
ln weft-°^POSitic,      A reserve of £ machine needed. 

Sçouxing - Cycle-tin* 4 h/baic,      120 units per scouring chines 

(about 170 kg/bate;,).      Length of ono unit 1.4 n. 

About 7 machines voting on 2 shifts necessary. 

drying     . About 65O ton bla,*-:*, have to be dryed per year.      With 

IOP/0 reparation an« ^finishing we get 715.000 kg per year. 

If the drying machinery (stenter fra») works on 2 shifts 

(3600 h/year) and  ti» cloth has  a moisture quotient of 

0.65, we get O.65 r. 715,000 - 465,Ü00 kg water per year 

to be evaporated.      If the efficiency of the drying machine 

is 0.7 the machine. ,aust have a drying capacity of 185 kg/h. 

A stenter frame w:l! evaporate about 1.5 kg/m2, h   185  î  13# = 15 m 

evaporation length.     The length of a section is generally 3 ». 

We need consequently 15 ï  3 = 5  layers or 2 sections with 3 

layers each (equal to 6 layers  in total). 

i 



Raising. 

11 

About 1 Mtu/year to be raised.      2 shifts =• 3600 h/year. 

Production per hour - 276 m/h.      Machine speed 15 m/min, 

efficiency 0.7 and each blanket needs averagely 2.5 rounds 

in a raising machine. 

Table A.11 Raising 

1 

Type of blanket 

2 
Nos. of 
rounds 

Lilala 2 

Pitseng 4 
Pitso 5 
Mountain 3 
Domestic 
Acrylics 3 
Travelling 4 
Greys 2 

:     3 
m per year 

I       per type 

2x3 

m/year 

167,900 335,800 

138,600 554,400 

|        59,400 297,000 

!       48,ooo 
I 

174,000 

|         48,000 144,000 

I      157,500 630,000 

¡       180,000 360,000 

I 2,500,000 

1.1 machine necessary,  say 2 nnohines 

A grinding machine for grinding oard wire on rollers in the raising 

machine necessary. 

Steam and brushing 

About 1 Mm per year to be steamed and brushed.      Machine speed 

20 m/h;    efficiency 0.6;   2 shift - 36OO h/year.       On two shifts 

we need 0.25 machines»    this 13 to say one machine will be busy about 

1000 h/year. 
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Shearing 

In finishing Table    A.9   only 48,000 m per year blankets need 

shearing,  one  time on each SJ.JJ.      A very simple shearing machine 

is necessary;     speed 25 m/min,   solid rest,   one cylinder,  efficiency 

0.3.      Operation time per yew is (48,000 x 2)  :  (25 x 0.3 x 60)  - 

250 h/year.       It is difficult   to say how many blankets need steaming 

as it depends entirely on fiv >.» length of material used. 

Edging 

0.83 Mm per year need edging of SOme kind.      The main part of the 

blankets need edging, either i-i form of narrow strip of material, 

e.g. knitted fabric or lace attached to the edges of the blanket 

(811,400 m m/year) or oversti h'jhing along the cut edges of the 

blanket to prevent fraying (U"),000 m). 

Table A.12 Edñh}R 

Type Size 
m x   m 

Blankets 
per year 

Edging in 
Blanket 

m per: 
vear 

Lilala 0.75 x 0.80 21,000 3.1 65,000 
0.75 x 1.00 6,000 3.5 21,000 
0.85 x 0.90 21,000 3.5 73,500 
1.00 x 1.10 33,000 4.2 138,600 
1.15 x 1.20 16,500 4.7 77,600 
1.30 x 1.35 21,000 5.3 111,300 
1.50 x 1.60 7,500 6.2 46,500 

Pitseng 1.55 x 1.65 84,000 6.4 537,600 
Pitso 1.55 x 1.65 36,000 6.4 230,400 
Mountain 1.50 x 1.60 30,000 6.2 186,000 
Domestic 
Acrylics 1.50 x 2.00 120,000 7.0 840,000 

2.3 Mm/year 

2.33 
Mm/year 
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Travelling rugs have generally fringes on the two short sides (in 

some cases just overstitching of short sides).      Travelling" shawls 

have fringes all round. 

Fringes: 

Travelling rugs        45000 x 3 n/nnit      = I35OOO m with fringes 

Travelling shawls    45000 x 6 n>/>unit      - 270000 m with fringes 

Tota Lly 405OOO m per year 

Overstitching 

Greys 90OOO m x 3 m/blanket =    270000 m overstitching per yea.1 

Some travelling rugs    20000 m x 3 m/blanket =      60000 m overstitching per yen 

Totally 3^0000 m overstitching per yea 

Edging takes 3-4 min/blankeJ.,   I50 x 160 cm;    of 110 m/h, worker 

Overstitching takes    2 uiin/bl^'lcet 

Fringes take 15 min per uhawl 

Fringes take 7 min per rug 

Edging   2,300,000  :  110 - 210000 man h/year.      1800 h/year, worker. 

210,000 :  1800 - 12 workers totally or 6 per shift, 2 shift operation. 

Overstitch    330,000 m : 90 m/h * 3600 h/year or 2 workers, one on each shift 

Fringes   405,000  :  24 - 16,900 h/year or 10 workers,  5 on each shift 

Workers per shift Edging 6 workers/shift 

Overatitch   1 worker/shift 

Fringes        _5_ workers/shift 

TotaL      12 workers/shift 

Í 
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Table A- ^ Average length of blankets in different fintnMWff 
CTOUPB« 

Type of 
Blanket 

1 \     ¿       i 
length'blankets 
m  [per year 

1 x 2 
m/year 

J 

I 
«'inishing groups 

II  III   IV V [ 
Lilala 0.80 

| 1.00 

'. 0.90 

1.10 

1.15 
1.20 

1.35 
1.60 

20600 

5800 

20600 

33300 

24800 

15800 

213OO 

8000 

16480 

5800 

18810 

3663O 

2552O 

18960 

28755 
12800 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
I I 

Pilseng 1.65 84000 130600 X 
Pltso I.65 36000 594OO X 
Mountain 1.60 

2.00 

3OOOO 

60000 " 

24OOO 
) 

48000 X 

Domestic 2.00 960('O I92.OOO X 
2.00 12000 I I 

Acrylic 2.00 24OOO 48000 X 
Rugs 2.00 45OOO 9OOOO I 

X 
Shawls I.50 45OOO 675OO X 
Greys 2.00 9OOOO 180000 I 

X 

987255 
i I 

Average length of all blanketn 

Average length of blankets in finishing group I 

Average length of blanketB in finishing group II 

Average length of blankets in finishing group III 

Average length of blankets in finishing group IV 

Average length of blankets in finishing group  V 

I.65 m 

1.50 m 

I.63 m 

2.00 m 

1.75 m 
2.00 m 
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AFPEHPIS   B 

PRIME    COST    CALCULATIONS 

1. Spinning Department - LVLSIB for prime coat calculation 

1.1        Warehouse,  unit of OOE t  is kg.      880 ton/year,  2 shift 

Capital oost for: 
US ífae&T      US oents/kg 

Buildings    800 ni2 x $ 130/m2      i 104,000; 
                                             20 years  14% 12,480                 1 Q6 

Machines      f 9,000;    5 yearB   \>i%\ 2,430 
Labour          5 workers/shift x 2  shifts x 1800 h/year, 

worker x fi 0.54/h; 5,832                 0.67 
Material      Gasoline 1,000                0.12 

1.2       Opening,  mixing»    unit  nf cost kg;    880 ton/ 
year,  2 uhift 

Capital cost for: 

Machines      #67,000;    10 year".   14% 11,390 

Buildings    i 39,000;    20 year".   14% 4.680 

2.65 

Labour 5 workers/shift;     V  shift 
5 x 2 x 1800 -   0.54 9,720 1.10 

16,070 1.82 

9,720 1.10 

Mai erial      Oil 2-40 

Electricity   Machines  32 kW y?  x 0.04 x 3600 x 0,02 922 

Light 800 in   x 0.005 W/m   x 5400 x 
0.02 c/kWh 432 

Steam 1.000 

2,354 ML 
5.59 
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1«3   Blending., binst unit of oost kgj 
880 tor/year, 2 shift 

Capital cost for: 

Maohine3 /,  90,000;  10 year.., 14% 

Buildings 200 m2 x # 130/m2, ;•;' 26,000, 
20 y are, 14% 

Labour 2 workerc/shift,  2 shifts, 
2 x 2 x 180'- x 0.54 

Material 

Electricity 

Light    200 m2 x 0.04 W/m2 * 54OO h/year x 
¿0.02/kWh 864 

Power 30 x 0.4 x 3600 x 0.0° 864 

Air conditioning 200 x 0.01 x 36OO x 0.02 576 

Steam 

US if/year    US cents/kg 

15,300 

3,120 

18,420 2.09 

3,888 0.44 

¿00 

2,804 0,32 

2.85 

1.4 Carding 300 m2 (# 154/w2) 880 ton/year, 
3 shift (not r^mpletely, 80% of 
54OO h/year). Unit kg. 

Machinée        #481,000,    10 years 14% 81,770 

Buildings      i   46,200,    20 yens 14% 5.544 

87,3H 9.92 
Labour 3 workers/shift,   •} shifts 

3 x 3 x 1800 x O.54 8,748 O.99 
Material 

Condenser bobbins j¿ 24,000j    5 years,  14% 6,480 O.74 

Electricity 

Light          300 x O.O4 x 5400 x 0.02 1,296 
Power           60 x 0.8   x 0.8    x 54OO x 0.02 4,147 
Air conditioning    3OO x O.O4 x 54OO x 0.02 1,296 
Steam ncQ 

7,489 0.85 

12.50 
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US ¿/year   US oents/aph 

1.5       Spinning   880 ton/year.  3 shift, 54OO h/year 
2,2571000 si>i/year; 
Unit » centi /upindle hour 

Capital cost for: 

Machines      # 149,625,  10 year*:,  14% 25,400 

Buildings    # 138,600,  20 year;;.  14% 17.000 

/ 42,400 1.70 
Labour 5 workers/shift, ? ühift 

5 x 3 x 1800 y. 0.54 14,580 0.60 
Materials 

Tubes # 35,000,    5 year*.  1496 9,450 0.42 
Electricity 

Light        700 x 0.04 x 54OO x 0.02 3,688 
Power        107 x 0.7    x 5400 :, 0.02 8,090 
Air conditioning   9OO x 0.04 x 54OO x 0.02 3,888 
Steam I.QQQ 

16,866 0.75 

3,47 

Yarn 

Nm 1 3.47 oents/sph x O.79 eph/kg- =  2.74 cents/kg yarn 
Nm 2 3-47 "   x 1.5?   " =  5.53      « 
Nm 4 3.47 "   x 3.7'-'   " = 12.85      " 
Nm 6 3.47 "   x 6.70   » m 23.3       H 

i 
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1.6 Spinning Department - Summary of prime cost calculation 

Costing area 

1.1 Warehouse 

1.2 Opening- 
Mixing 

1.3 Blending 

1.4 Carding 

1.5 Spinning 

Quantity 
per year 

Ü80 t 

880 t 

880 t 

880 t 

880 t 

Uni i. 
uscii 

k,; 

kr 

kg 

k,", 

spinile 

/> 

Prime cost in IK 5  cents per unit 

Capital     I,abour    Others    Total 

1.86 

1.82 

2.09 

9-92 

I.70 

0.67 

1.10 

0.44 

0.99 

0.60 

0.12 

2.67 

O.32 

1.59 

1.17 

Note£ 

2.65 

5.59 

2.85 

I2.5O 

3.47 1. 

1. 

Spindle h Prime 0; 
Nm per kg Capital 

1 O.79 1.33 
2 1.59 2.7O 
4 3.7O 6.29 
6 6.7O 11.39 

t in Uli c ents/kg 
Labour Others Total 

0.49 0.92 2.74 
O.96 1.86 5.52 
2.22 4.3'. 12.84 
4.O2 7.04 23.25 

The whole spinning process 

Yarn count 

1 
2 

4 
6 

Prime cost in US cents/kg 
Capital 

17.02 
18.39 
21.98 
27.08 

!abour 

3.69 
4.16 
5.42 
7.22 

Others 

5.62 
6.56 
9.O5 
12.54 

Total 

26.33 
29.11 
36.43 
46.84 



2. Dyeing Department - Bam"a for »rime onab calculation 

Dyeing       800 ton/year.        Urli; of cost is kg US ¿/year   US cents/far 

Capital cost for: 

Machines,       2 machines + 2 exVt-a carriers 

1  machine Lab. 
Dryer 

f> I501.JOO 
f> 1 Si »00 
#_J,<X)0 

2 p / 21li'00i     10 years l^ 
Building 150 m  ; #140/ni    $    2 ¡v'OO;     20 years 14% 

Labour    4 workers x 1800 h/ye-'r, # 0.54/h 
Light 
Power 50 x 0.6 x 540O x 0.<2 
Ventiilation    150x0.03 x 540c x 0.02 
Steam for ventiilation 

150 K    x 0.02 w/m2 7- 5400 x 0.02 =    350 
3250 

1)00 
1Ò00 

5100 

35,879 
21520 

38,390 
3,888 

Water   60 l/kg mat 8 c/m^ 
Steam heating water (60 x 90) 
Steam drying 

600 4.5 kg steam 
2.5 kg steam 

7.0 kg fi 6/ton 

3,840 
33.600 
37,440 

Cost for 

Light shades 
Medium shades 
Dark shades 
Medium dark 

Dyestuff Chemicals 

8 
16 
25 

21.5 

3 
3 

3.5 
3.5 

Total 

11 c/kg 
19 c/kg 

28.5 c/kg 
24.O c/kg 

We calculate with average medium shades 

Light shade 
Medium shade 
Medium dark 
Dark shade 

Capital Labour 

4.80 0.49 

4.80 0.49 
4.80 0.49 
4.80 0.49 
4.80 0.49 

Chemical 
Dyes 

11.0 
19.0 
24.O 
28.5 

4.80 
0.49 

0.63 

0.48 

4.68 
11.08 

Others Total 

5.79 11.1 

5.79 22.1 
5.79 30.I 
5.79 35.1 
5.79 39.6 
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3« Weaving Department - Ir.nJB for prime cost caloulatlon 

US ¿/year     US oents/kg 

3 • 1        Storage of warp and we í I yarn 

800 ton/year,  2 shift 
Unit for calculation is kg 

Capital cost for: 

Buildings    350 m2 x fi 130/m2, / 45,500, 
20 ye vi-B,     14% 5,460 

Trucks,  shelves       # 7.500;    l> years,  14% 2,025 

7,485 0.94 
Light,   steam ^000 0.13 

Labour    1 worker/shift, 2 Bhii'te 
1 x 2 x 1800 x 0.54 1,944 0^ 

1.31 

D 
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US {¿/year 

Capital cost for: 

Machinery     # 20000; 10 years, 

Transport 

Buildings 

Labour 

$   2000»  5 yearB, 14% 

220 m2 x i V)A/m2, 
fé  53880 20 yoars, 14% 

2 x 1800 x 0.14 
2 

Light 220 m x 0.04 x 36OO x 0.02 

Power 4 x 1681 x O.02 

Air conditioning 220 x O.O4 y .»4OO x 0.02 

Steam 

3,400 

540 

3,940 234 

4,171 246 

M40 86 

634 

135 
950 

1,000 

2,719 161 

729 

482 
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3-3 Warp  preparation,     day »ime operation 

US #/year #/beam of 
1000 threads Warp beams 2800 

Beam trucks 2900        5 years,   14% 2,079 
Preparation frames 2000 
Storage,  2 frames 3000       10 „ears,  14% 5-10 

IO70O 2,589 2.59 

Beam length is  I350 m;    .  74c heams/year; 
assume 1000 beams/year 

Average number of threads/beam 1000.    If 
work on day-time,  1800 h/y^-ir we need: 

Hand healding and reading in      5OO ends/man h 
Hand twisting 600 ends/man h 
Warp-droppers 1000 droppers/man h 

Labour cost 

3 persons day time for work above 
1  transport worker 

3 x 1800 x O.40 (women) 2 160 
1  x 1800 x O.54 (transport) 970 

3,130 ¿^ 

5.72 

3*4 Weft preparation 2  sh'its, unit Nm x kg 
M    uj ¿ US cent/Um x k/ 
Machines $ 3920O 10 years 14% 6,664 
Boxes, trucks shelves # 9OOO 5 years 14% 2,430 

9,094 O.47 

1 2 1x2 
Nm     ton/year       ton 

1 492.2 492.2 
2 39.1 78.2 
4 308.0 1235.2 
6         21*7          130.2 

1935.8 

Buildings 

150 m   x#158/m2;   ff 237OO;    10 years,  U% 4,028 0.21 
Labour cost 

3 x 2 x 1800 x O.40 4t520 
1 x 2 x 1800 x O.54 

Electricity etc 1 QQQ 

6,264 O.32 

0.05 

1.05 
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3-5 Weaving      3 shifts, -mit 1000 picks 
Totally 1(K» M picks/year 

Capital costs for 

.Machinery        / 486200 
Accessories   /   39300 

10 yen-s.   14% 
5 ye> 1*3 14% 

Buildings 

1100 m2 x ¿ 158/»2,    ¿ 174ooo,  20 years    1^ 

Labour costs.      Weavers 24 pe>  shift 
Tuners      2 per shift 

Warp changing    1  per shift 

Cleaning    1  per shift 

24 x 5 x 1800 x O.54 
2 x 3 x 1800 x 4.00 
1 x 3 x 1800 x O.54 
1 x 3 x  1800 x O.40 

PoS II00 * °'°4 y 5400 x 0.02 
A? 48 x °«75 x '400 x 1.1 x 0 0? 
Auditioning   1100 x O.O4 , 54oS 11.02 '' 

Jacquard weaving j¿ 500/pattem: 
Pattern will live 1 year --.vwüi   KX4.X    live 

25 M picks/patters 

JP tifo ear 

82,660 
10.610 

93,270 

20,880 

US if A 

0.54 
4.00 
O.54 
0.40 

US #/vear 

69,984 
43,200 
2,916 
2.160 

118,250 

4,752 
4,277 
4,752 
1,000 

14,780 

2.00 cents/1000 picks 

3.6 Winding.      Daytime,   18 spindles, 
Unit c/g warp yarn 

Capital cost for: 

m^neB $ 12000 10 years 14% 
3C% of 70 ton/year is rewound 

Per kg warp yam (70 ton/year) 
20 ton/year 

Labour 
1 x 1800 x O.54 

2,040 

972 

Machine is placed in weaving nr9R 

US cents/ 
100 Picks 

9.24 

2.O7 

11.71 

1.47 

24.49 

2,90 

1Ú2. 
4.29 
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3.7 Weaving Department -   Summary of prime cost calculation 

Costing area 

2.1 Yarn 
etorace 

2.2 Warping 

2.3 Warp prep. 

2.4 Weft prop 

2.5 Weaving 

2.6 Winding of 
warp yarn 

Quan- 
tity 
per 
year 

000 t 

1601 

1.0 M 
threads 
/year 

1935.x 
10p 

1009 M 
picks 
per 
year 

70 t 

Prime oorH   in II;..! centt; 
Hait 
nsed 

per unii, u aed Total Notes 

Capital Laboar Others• 

<G 0.94 0.24 0.13 1.31 

r! chine 
- h 402 Hh 161 729 1. 

-:ents 

1000 
tireadt 2.59 3.15 - 5-72 2. 

M x kß 0.68 0.52 0.05 1.05 3. 

1000 
p Lcks 11.51 11.71 1.47 24-49 

For 
jacquard 
2.00 
extra 
4. 

kg 2.90 i. y> - 4.29 5- 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Machine hours per 100 m ^arp for 

LiJ a La 0.75 - 1. 15 m width 
1.30 - 1.50 m width 

Pi Lneng 
PitíiO 
Mountain 
Acrylics 
Rug«,   shawls 
Greys 

0.10 
0.14 
0.21 
0.21 
0.17 
0.17 
0.17 
0.17 

If number of ends in wiirp is 1770 the total cost is 572 x 1.770 
1012 cents/beam. 
If the beam is 1350 m pud blanket length is 1.65      we get 
(1012 x  1.65)  :   1350 -  I.24 cent/blanket 

Um Capital Labour Others Total 
1 0.68 O.32 O.05 1.05 
2 1.36 0.64 0.10 2.10 

4 2.72 1.28 0.20 4.20 

6 4.08 1.92 O.3O 6.3O 

!; 
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4. 

5. If there „ 0.12, * »,, ia a blaiJcet we ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ 
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A» Finishing Department - Uasis for prime cost calculation 

The details of labour, materials, capital costs and lighting and 

ventilation are given in Appendix A, Section J. 

Table B.1 below gives the processing costs in finishing and 

Table B.2 shows the finishing costs for selected blankets. 
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Table B.g    Finishing costs of s. t,acted blankets 

oize cm x cm 
p 

Size m 

Weight kg 

Soaping and milling 

Scouring 

Drying 

Raising 

Steam and brush 

Shearing 

Edging 

Overstitch 

Ringing 

Transport 

Total finishing costs 
US cents per blanket 

r-! inket quality and finishing group 

Mona Lisa 
1 

152 x 203 

3.08 

1.75 

19.91 

6.91 

5.78 

0.81 

28.33 

1.44 

63.18 

Pitseng 
1 

!55 x 165 

2.55 

1.48 

16.84 

5.84 

6.27 

0.66 

25.53 

1.17 

56.31 

Li1aia 
1 

75 x 80 

0.60 

O.36 

4.O9 

I.42 

1.52 

O.32 

12.36 

0.% 

20.27 

Pitso 
2 

V/elwitschia 
4 

155 x 165 

2.55 

1.52 

27.01 

17.29 

6.00 

7-38 

O.32 

25.53 

1.17 

84.70 

160 x I65 

2.64 

1.44 

16.38 

5.68 

6.27 

0.66 

7.72 

1.17 

37.88 
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5«    Overheads 

5*1   Inventory.  Unit kg 

Spinning 

Raw material storage 

Max     370 ton raw mH srial    US # 

Wool 93 ton @ £ 2. i/kg 195,000 
Rayon 240 ton @ # 1. ? 'kg 288,000 
Acrylics I7 ton @ # 1.^/kg     25,000 
Nylon 20 ton @ <f>  1.' 'i/kg    33.000 u 

541,000 (0 - 541,000) 

Average storage is 50% of 54i,000 270 000 

Material corresponding to 4 <! ,ys production in the 
mill, corresponding to 20 ton material @ / 2.00/kg 40,000 

Probable inventory is £ x 54 >,000 + 40,000 or US # 310,000 

Weaving 

Process 

Storage 0.6 x 30 = 18 ton v-> p yarn, price # 2.90/kg 52,000 
0.5 x 70 = 35 ton w-ift yarn, price # 1.50/kg 52,000 

Warping, warp preparation 2 !;on warp yam price $  2.90/kg 6,000 

Weft winding          1.5 ton weft yarn price # 1.50/kg 2,000 

Weaving, 48 looms      2.6 •-. >n weft yarn price # 1.50/kg 4,000 
0.3 ion warp yarn price # 2.90/kg 1,000 

4OOO units,      price f>  6.00/kg 24.000 

141,000 

Finishing 

Grey oloth storage 1 weeks production 12000 units 
12000 x %  7.00/unit ö4t000 

Finished goods storage 

100,000 units maximum @ fi 8.5/nnit (850,000) 

Probably normal storage is 50^ of maximum 425.000 
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Summary;      Storage in US # 

1. Spinning including raw mn tarlai storage 
2. Weaving 
3« Pini chi ng 
4« Finished gooda 

(H90 
835 x 0.14 =   j¿ 116,900/year 

116,900 : 800,000 kg = 14.6I  .-snts/kg 

Add 50% for contingencies « T,1 cents/kg 

Average 

510,000 
141,000 
04,000 

300.000 

335,000 

Maximum 

580,000 
141,000 
64,000 

425.000 

1,230,000 

5'2 Storage of finished f uods.        Unit - blanket 

Unit - blanket.      Daytime oprvition 
About 100,000 blankets to be stored as,a maximum 
Volume of one blanket averages 0.015 m^; 
Storage 3-5 m high¿      60% of f '.oorspace'in shelves. 
100 blankets per m   floorspac..      1000 m    storage a per m~ floorspac 

Capital cost for: 

Building 

1000 x i 130/m2 = $ 130,000     vio years,  14% 

Labour   4 persons 
4 x 1800 x O.54 

600,000 blankets a year 

Materials 

area 

$  15,600/year 

J    3.900/year 

19,500 

3.25 cents/blanket 

2.00 

5.25 cents/blanket 
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5.3    Office mei genera], ad" niatration 

Personnel 

Unit kg 
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Personnel - as above 

Buildings 

200 m
2 x ¿130/m2 - S 2600, 20 years,  U% 3,100 

Auxiliariea 

S10.000,   5 years,   14% 2^0Q 

US ¿/year       ITS oents/kff 

114,400 

120,200 15.00 



•Product  Data ¡jhei io.   1 

Name of product:     Ditso 

..Àjt*t»v_ J^WI 

Width   155 cri   •  Length  I65 '.-; Fringes  No    ; Weight 1.50 kg 

WAHP:  Ends/cm 11.4 ; Totally '770 ;  Count Win 2ü/2 ; Material Cotton 

Yarn length/blanket 174 cm ; Warp c'rinkage %        ; Warp weight 0.22 kg 

Warp yarn price //kg  2.92   ; Cont of warp yarn c/blanket  64.2 

JËÏ! Picks/oT  19.5  ;  per blanK-t 3I85   ;  Count Urn 4  ; width in reed 17O01. 

Woven weight per blanket 1.35 kg 

Material: 

1. Wool 

2. Nylon 

3. 

91 

9 

we fi 
weig1 > t 

1.35 '•'•;> 

1.35 '"• 

kg 

weft yarn 

1.23 

0.12 

l'r Lee 

//'kg 
1.89 

1.00 

cost 
blanket c 

232 

19 

Total: 
cent 

251 

/ 

Loss in spinning 1CÇa ; Wt. weft rav mat. 1.49kg; Total cost weft c/bl. 276.1 

Loas in finishing  5%    ; Piniennd wt weft material/blanket 1.28 kg 

Manufacturing cost: 

Spinning 
Dyeing (Medium dark) 

Weaving    (jacquard) 
Finishing 

Store,   invenLory 
Mill overhead 

Haw material 

r'ost in lin cents/blanket 

Capital 

29.67 
6.48 

44.37 
26.26 

Labour 

7.32 
.66 

40.99 
23.02 

71.99 

Othon 

12.19 
40.22 

5.74 
35.42 

93.57 

Total 

49.18 
47.36 

91.10 
84.70 

38.25 
22.50 

340.3 

673.39 

Breakdown of weaving coat: Woven weight/blanket    I.57 kg 

Coat in US cents/blanket 

Capital Labour 0 ti 1er s Total 

Storage 

Warping 

Warp preparation 

Weft preparation 

Weaving 

Winding 

1.48 

1.76 

0.80 

3.67 

36.02 

O.64 

0.38 

0.31 

O.96 

1.73 

37.30 

0.31 

0.20 

0.59 

O.27 

4.68 

2.06 

2.66 

1.76 

5.67 

78.00 

0.95 

To tri I •l/!."-'.7 ¿IO. "O ''./M <~< 1 . 1 n 
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roduct  .axa òheet No.   2 

Name of product»    Pitseng 

Width      155 ca »    Length     165 cm:    Fringes     No ;   Weight   1.43kg 

J¿A£P:      Ends/cm   11.4    ;   Totally   177O  ,    Count Nm 28/2   ,   Material   Cotton 

Yarn ler^h/blanket    174 ca;    Warp shrinkage     %      ,    Warp weight   0.22 kg 

Warp yam price ¿/kg     2.92        ;    Cost of warp yarn cAlanket 64^2 

A«    Picks/an    18.1      ,    per blanket   2990      ,    Count Nm  4   ; width in reed 170om 
Woven weight per blanket     1.27 kg 
Material : 

1-  Wool 
2>  Nylon 

3«  Viscose 

% 

51.2 

5.8 

6J.0 

weft 
weight 
1.27 

1.27 

1.27 

kg 
weft yarn 
O.40 

O.07 

0.80 

Price 

1.89 

1.60 

1.25 

cost 
blanket e 

76 

11 

100 

Totally 
cents 

187 

L... in flni.hing     %        «    Fial.h.d wt «ft »at.rialAl^t    1-21 k- 

Manufacturing cost: 

Spinning 
Dyeing^iediua dark) 

Weaving (Jacquard) 
Finishing 

Store ,  inventory 
Kill overhead 

Raw material 

Capital 
Cost in US cents/blanket 

27.91 
6.10 

41.65 
11.24 

Total 

Labour Others 

6.88 
0.62 

38.57 
14.61 

87.10 60.68 

11*47 
37.83 

5.43 
30.46 

Total 

85.19 

46.26 
44.55 

85.85 
56.31 

36.71 
21.45 

269.90 

561.03 

•Breakdown of weaving cost« Woven weightAlanket     1.49 kg 

Storage 

Warping 

Warp preparation 

Weft preparation 

Weaving 

Winding 

Cost in US cents/blanket 

Capital 

Potai 

1.40 

1.76 

0.60 

3.45 

33.82 

0.64 

41.85 

Labour 

0.36 

O.31 

0.96 

1.62 

35.01 

O.31 

Others 

0.19 

0.59 

O.25 

4.4O 

Total 

38.57 5.43 

1.95 

2.66 

1.76 

5.32 

73.23 

0.95 

85.85 
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Name of product:     Oilala  (75 x 80) cm 

Width      75 cm ;     Length    80 cm     ;    Fringes        No ;    Weicht   0.4O kg. 

WAJiP:      Ends/cm    9.I        ;    Totally 6   •      ;    Count Nm    2ü/2 ;    Material   Polyester 

Yarn length/blanket    84 cm  ;    Warp shrinkage      %       ;    Warp weight       O.O4 kg 

Warp yarn price /í/kg       I.50 ;    C<\-t of warp yarn c/blanket      -6.0 

Wl'ii'T:    1'icks/cn     21.7        ;    per blan':   t    1736       ;     Count lira   4   ;   width in reed 80cn: 

Woven weight per blanket        O.38 kg 

Material: 

1•    Nylon 

2.    Viscose 

3- 

3.5 

wef               k¿j 
weigh!.      weft yarn 
0.38 ig         O.OI3 

¡'fice 

1.60 

cost          „   ,    -., 
i ,     ,4.         Total Ly blanket  c       cents 

2.1 

96.5 0.567 1.L'5 45.9             48'° 

Loss in spinning  w/a ;     Wt.  weft ra./ mat.   0.42kfc   'iota!, cost weft c/bl.     52.4 

Loss in finishing        5%        5    Finished wt weft material/blanket    0.36 kg 

Manufacturing coat: 
¡est in US cents/blanket 

Capital Labour Others Total 

Spinning 
Dyeing (Medium dark) 

8.35 
1.82 

__, _.,,_,„ .,„ 

2.06 
0.19 

5.^3 
II.32 

13.84 
13.33 

Weaving (Jacquard) 
Finishing 

21.72 
3.O9 

21.23 
5.O7 

6.29 
12.11 

49.24 
20.27 

Store,   inventory 
Mill overhead 

14.05 
6.00 

liaw material 58.40 

Total 34-98 28.55 3-;.15 175.13 
I 

Breakdown of weaving co3t: Woven weight/blanket     0.42 kg 

Storage 

Warping 

Warp preparation 

Weft preparation 

Weaving   (Jacquard) 

Winding 

Total 

Cost in US cents/blanket 

Capital 

0.39 

O.4O 

0.15 

1.03 

19.63 

0.12 

Ì1.72 

Labour 

0.10 

O.O7 

0.18 

0.49 

20.33 

0.06 

21.23 

Others 

O.O5 

0.14 

0.08 

6.02 

6.29 

Total 

0.54 

0.61 

0.33 

1.60 

45.96 

0.18 

49.24 



Name of product        Lilala (110 x 115) cm 

Width      110 cm ;     L-ngth    115 '":• Î     Fringes      No ;     Weight     0.84 kg 

WAJÌP:      Ends/cm    9.1      ;    Totally   I(,00    ;    Count Nni28/2    ;     Material Polyester 

Yarn length/blanket   121   cm ;    Warp .-.hrinkage       %      ;    Warp weight      0.09 kg 

Warp yarn price //kg       1.50        ;    Cost of warp yarn c/blanket     •     15.5 

WKl'T;    Picks/a-i     21.7      ;     per blaiik-ît  2500        ;    Count Urn 4     ;  width in reed 127». 

Woven weight per blanket     0.79 kg 

Material: 

1 •     Nylon 

2.     Viscose 

3. 

we J 

weighb      weft yarn 
5.5 0.7'-> 0.028 

96.5 0.762 

I'fice 
/Ag 

1.60 

1.25 

cost   _ . , , 
. ..  , .   Totally 
blanket c  cents 

4.5 

95-3 
99.8 

Loss in spinning 10% ; Wt. weft r£>.'/ mat. 0.87 ; Total cost weft c/bl. 109.3 

Loss in finishing % ; Finie.tod wt weft material/blanket  0.75 kg 

I! 

Manufacturing cost: 

Spinning 
Dyeing(Medium dark) 

Weaving (jacquard) 
Finishing 

!>tore, inventory 
Mill overhead 

Raw material 

Total 

Capital 

17.36 
3.79 

32.4 
6.4 

59.^5 

f'ost  in UC  centfj/bLankot 

!     Labour Others Total 

I 
4.28 
0.59 

7.15 
25-53 

28.77 
27.71 

51.11 
9.1 

9.1A 
19.8 

72.65 
55.30 

25.7^ 
12.60 

I23.3O 

44-88 59.60 324.O6 

Breakdown of weaving coat; Woven weight/blanket 

Storage 

Warping 

Warp preparation 

Weft preparation 

Weaving (Jacquard) 

Winding 

Total 

Cost in US cents/blanket 

Capital 

0.83 

0.58 

0.31 

2.15 

28.27 

0.26 

32.4O 

Labour 

0.21 

0.10 

0.58 

1.01 

29.28 

0.15 

31.11 

Others 

0.11 

0.19 

0.16 

8.00 

9.I4 

Total 

1.15 

0.87 

0.69 

3.32 

66.25 

0.39 

72.65 



Name of product:       Mona Lisa 

Width        152 cm ;      Length     203c-  ;     Fringes        No ;    Weight    I.63 kg 

WARP:      Frids/cm    4.0        ;    Totally    M-8     ;     Count lira 20/2   ;     Material   Cotton 

Yarn length/blanket,     213 cm;    Warp  !'• rinkage    % ;    Warp weight   0.093 kg 

Warp yarn price  '//kr;        2.92       ;    Co:.'t of warp yarn o/blanket       •   27.0 

Wii'T:    Pickc/a-i      4-7       ;    per blanl-rt      954 

Woven weight per blanket      1.62 kg 

Count. Um    1    ;   width in reed 170 

Material : 
(,/, wef ' \t Price cost 

1.       Wool 6.6 
weif It f 
1.6'" 

we ft yam 
0.11 

/•As 
1.09 

blanket 0 
21 S 

2.        Nylon 2.3 1.6'1 O.O4 1.60 4 
3-        Viscose 91.1 1.6'' 1.47 1.25 184) 

Totally 
cents 

211 

Loss in spinning ^çr^  ;     Wt.  weft rai- mat.1.78kg;    Total cost weft c/bl.     232.1 

Loss in finishing     b% i    Finished wt weft material/blanket 1.54 kg 

Manufacturing cos t : 
•!'>ct  in US centij/bl.anket 

Capital labour ül.horn Total 

Spinning 
Dyeing ^Medium dark) 

27.57 
7-78 

5.98 
0.79 

9.10 
48.26 

42.65 
56.33 

Weaving 
Finishing 

15.87 
12.55 

12.95 
15.76 

2.06 
34.O7 

31.09 
63.18 

¡"'tore,   inventory 
Mill overhead 

41.10 
24.45 

Iiaw material 259.IO 

Total 63.77 35.48 94.29 518.40 

Breakdown of weaving c oat:               Wc iven weight/blanket      I.7I kg 

( "Vat in US cents/blanket 

Capital Labour Othors Total 

Storage 1.61 0.41 0.22 2.24 

Warping 1.75 0.31 0.58 2.64 
Warp preparation 0.34 0.41 - 0.75 
Weft preparation 1.10 O.52 0.08 I.70 

Weaving 10.80 11.17 I.40 23.36 

Winding O.27 0.13 - O.4O 

Total 15.87 12.95 2.06 31.09 



Produci; Lata ohi  . No. C. 

Name of product:  WelwitBchia 

Width  160 cm    ; Length 165 c< ' ; Fringes all sides; Weight 0.80 kg 

WAKP;  'Ends/cm  9.1  ; Totally 1 V  0  ; Count Win  6  ; Material Wool/Acrylic 

Yarn length/biaukot 185cm ; Warp rkrinkage 10}u   ; Warp weight  0.45 kg 

Warp yarn price //kg   -     ; Cot't of warp yarn c/blanket 

WivKT: Picks/cn  10.3   » per blank' t  I7OO  ;  Count 14ra 6 ; width in reed 19001, 

Woven weight per biankot 0.54 kg 

Material : 

1 •    Reused wool 

2.    Acrylic 

3. 

57 

43 

yarn 
weigh ! 

0.99  ••« 

0.99  kg 

kg 
material 

0.57 

0.43 

!'i'i ce 
/Ag 
1.00 

1.30 

cost        m   ,   ,, , .     ,    ,        Totally 
blanket 0 

57 

56 
113 centi 

Loss in spinning    10%;        weight ra.' mat. '» -09kg;    TotaL cost c/bl.     124.3 

Loss in finishing «í 10/6       ;    FinieVid wt material/blanket    0.80 kg 

Manufacturing couk: 

(,ost  in UL)  centn/hlankot 

Capital Jjabour 0 ti Kirs Total 

Hpinning 
Dyeing/Medium dark) 

26.81 
4.75 

7.15 
• 49 

12.41 
29.49 

46.37 
34.75 

Weavi rig 
Finishing 

25.88 
8.4 

22.94 
34.6 

'OÙ 
7.0 

52.12 
50.O 

H tore,   inventory 
Mill overhead 

2?.35 
12.00 

liaw material 124.30 

Total 65.84 65.18 52.2 342.57 

Breakdown of weaving cost; Woven weight/blanket    0.99 kg 

Storage 

Warping 

Warp preparation 

Weft preparation 

Weaving 

Winding 

Total 

Capital 

0.93 

1.51 

0.7O 

2.20 

19.23 

1.31 

25.88 

ist in Ub ce nts/blanxet 

Labour Others Total 

0.24 0.13 1.30 

O.27 0.51 2.29 

0.85 - 1.55 

1.04 0.16 3.40 

19.91 2.50 41.63 

O.63 - 1.94 

22.94 3.30 52.12 
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I 

APPENI'H   C 

PERSONS    SEEÎ'    IN    LESOTHO 

The names of persons whom v*a »riw in Lesotho in the period 

11-27 September 1974 are giv'in in the order in which   we 

met them. 

United Nations Development Programme. 

B. V. Taylor - Resident Representative 

C. Klein 

Planning Office 

N. NchoLu - Assistant Secretary, Sectional Head 

Mrs. Moonyane - Assistant Secretary 

S. Monts i - Director 

Lesotho National Development Corporation 

Ph. K. H. Beohtel - Managing Director 

J. Creed - General Managet' 

S. S. Rapeane - Assistant Project Manager 

Ministry of Commerce & Industry 

Mr. L. B. Monyake - Permanent Seoretary 

Mr. J. von Gyldenfeldt - Industrial Planner 
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Bureau of Statistica 

Mr. Borotho 

Mr. P. Marress 

Fräsers (Pty) Ltd. 

Mr. Sampson 

Mr. Brown 

Collier & Yeats 

Mr. N. YeatB 

Mr. Clarke 

Barolays Bank International Iti. 

J. A. Bamber - Lesotho fcfauager 

Standard Bank 

G. M. Tabor - Chief Manager for Lesotho 

Sewerage and Water 

Mr. Wilson 

Mr. Ashford 

Lesotho Electricity Corporation 

Mr. Green 

Department of Labour 

P. R. Sekhomo - Labour Commissioner 
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C. Housham - Architeot 

James Lou 

Livestock Board 

Dr. Phororo 

Dr. Maoqui 

P. Radford - Animal Production Advisor 

Dr. Wacher 

Income Tax Office 

Mr. Brake 

Ministry of Finanoe 

Mr. E. Waddington 

Royal Lesotho Tapestry Weavers 

Henrik Thogersen - Managing Director 
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APPENDIX    D 

FUTURE    TEXTILE    POSRTT'P,ITIES    IN    LESOTHO 

1. Introduction 

If a country is to develop ne v.- industries then it is obvious that 

they should be based upon anj  advantages which that country possesses. 

Lesotho is fortunate in prodi, i.ng a very fine and good type of wool 

and she hau the advantage of  low wages.       It might be worthwhile to 

investigate the possibility c >' developing some textile industry on 

the basis of these two advani^s,  though an important limiting 

factor is likely to be the restively small amount of wool available 

in relation to the requiremer • • of economic textile processing. 

Lesotho might scour its own yr.,j  and the clean wool might then be 

subsequently processed into i >"s and yarns.       We give below a very 

brief outline of the possibilities and include some basic facts on 

the processes involved.      Beio re any decision is taken much more 

thorough investigation    would  i>e required and if such an investigation 

was to take place it is esser I; i al that all the aspects are considered 

as a whole for the individual possibilities are all related one to the 
other. 

2. Wool production 

The present wool production is assumed to be around 4.0 M kg/year which 

if scoured would yield 1.4 M kg olean. The clean wool is suitable for 
the uses shown below: 



4.0 M kg/j,jar greasy 

giA I; lg 

1.4 M ké/year clean 

14Y. 

O.4 M kg 

Tops 

Fine worsted 

for hosiery 

or weaving 

yarns or as 

a substitute 

for lambswool 

0.(   M kg 

Fine woe ! i.en yarns 

Fleruels 

Nm 10 - 20 

0.4 M kg 

Coarser woollen yarn 

Ladies dresses, 

Coatings, blankets 

It would be necessary to estan'ish more precisely what the actual 

production of wool is, what tl- composition of the clip is and how 

it is likely to change as a mult of the recent introduction of 
classing in Lesotho. 

3« Scouring 

The quantity of wool to be scoured is 4.0 M kg.     This amount could 

be scoured on a 4»   (120 cm) wine,  5 bowl conventional wool washing 

set which would have a production on this low yield wool of I5OO kg/h 

greasy;    yielding 525 kg/h clean.      At a working efficiency of 1% 

this would require 3600 h per year to process which is equal to 2-shift 

working,  5 days per week, or preferably 3-shift working,  3£ days per week. 

For maximum economy a wool washing plant should have sufficient work 

available to permit 3-shift working on a 5 - 7 day basis.       Further 

economies are gained by using =   6'  (1Ö0 cm) wide machine as the 

increased production (about 50'i more) from this machine more than 

compensates for the extra cost (about 20$more.    There has,  of course, 

to be sufficient wool available for the wider machine to give 3-shift 
working. 
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The costs involved in a wool washing installation must include 

the costs of a steam raising .I ant, water supply with possible 

pretreatment such a, softenir,, or clarification, the effluent 

may require treatment before   nscharge to a river, drain or 

soakaway and laboratory and t--. ting facilities would have  to 

be provided. 

The cost of the complete plani 

will be approximately: 

buildings,  labour and materials 

1. Machinery costs 

Services 

Wool washing and drying 

Pneumatic conveyors and store £/' bins 

US_¿ 

115,000 

250,000 

12.000 

377,000 

2.    Building costs 

Area required for machinery 

Area required for storage 

Area required for boiler 

2442 m2    @   130 #/m 

1782 m 

5OO m2 

160 m2 

2442 m2 

3. Labour oosta per year (}600 h) 

Direct and indirect, 28 worker«,  50,400 h O 0.54 ¿A 

Overheads at 20% of labour oc at« 

317,500 

27,220 

5.440 

32,660 
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4. Material costs, per ye^ 
US ¡i 

11,000 
ChemicalB 
Water and effluent 28,000 m5 ** 0.20 $/v/ 5,600 

,, 24,000 
Steam 4 M kg O 6 Ji/1000 kg 

Electric power,  light, ventilation —u2- 
52,350 

w„m «»HW coste oer kg ole»u_wool.      Based on 10 years depreciation 

on machinery and 20 years depr-.oiation on buildings at 14% interest. 

Production 1.4 M kg clean per -ear 

Capital cost'. 7-30 US cents 

Labour costs 2.34 US cents 

Material COEI- 3-75 US cents 

Total costs 13.39 US cents per kg clean 

4.68 US cents per kg greasy 

The cost for scouring compare:   favourably with the wool scouring 

charges of Gubb & Inggs Ltd.  r>i Uitenhage, SACTJ. Their 

charges for scouring wool as rUown in their Tariff No. 18, of 

1 September 1974 is* 

For wool yielding up to 35°/ó       8.4O   SA cents per kg greasy 
. 11.00   US cents per kg greasy 

However, as many of the cost factors used in the above calculations 

are estimates it would be necessary to carry out a more accurate 

costing before any decision could be made to proceed on these lines. 

Please observe that no labour for sorting is included in costs 

mentioned above. 
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4. Top making 

Of the 1.4 M kg clean wool, M« kg is suitable for the 

manufacture of tope which «i^ be exported.     We give below 

a rough idea of the coste etc. involved: 
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Top making.      400,000 kg wool     or top making 

Production I40 kg/h. 

1 shift    - 250,000 kg 

2 shifts - 500,000 kg 

3 shifts - 750,000 kg 

Whi -h is the smallest  industrial unit 
we recommend 

Total cost of machinery and e >  iliaries 

# 530,000 -i- 2u;6 </ 640,0c i 

Cost of machinery and auxi" Û' 

Description 
ma ' 

1.  Storing of scoured woo] 

2. Wheeled hand carriage 

3.  Opening machine 

4«  Carding 

5. Gilling GN5-15 
GN5-15 
GN5-20 

6. Combing' PB27LC 

7. Gilling GW5-15 
GN5-24 

0. Shelves in storage 

'•eg• .-. TpP makinr; niant (from scoured wool) 

.   of Machine Total Cost  of 
-anee price 

US / 
machine 

price  W¿ 
auxilia- 
ries US^ 

Notes 

3 100 300 

1 23,400 2^,400 

2 120,000 

17,900 
17,900 
17,900 

24,000 

17,900 
17,900 
17,900 

1,000 

9,000 

30 cans 
1200 x 1000rm 

3OO cans 
9OO x 600 mm 

8 19,000 

17,900 
21,800 

150,000 

17,900 
21,800 

4,000 

8,000 

20 container: 
wheels for 
handling and 
transport of 
bobbin to 
storage. 

507,100 22,000 

Total floor area 2,400 m* 

Cost of building inol. airconditioning etc.    #370,000 

Number of workera (incl.  1 manager) 

Power 

Light 

Air conditioning 

15 - 25 (15 is European 
standard) 

about      60 kW 

about      90 kW 

about      90 kW 

;>240 kW 
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5. Fine woollen yarns 

Atout 0.6 M kg of the clean vol is suitable for the manufacture 

of fine woollen yarns  in Nm l'! - 20 and it might be worthwhile 

investigating the feasibility  :>f producing such yarns.     It is 

possible  that there is  a market for these either within the SACU 

or outside it.      Semi-worste«'  3pinning is likely to be more 

economic  than traditional won'' Len methods for the production of 

such fine counts.      A compari/;on between the two aystems is 

given below: 



'.) «• 

Comparison of woollen and a^mL-worsted system of spinnjnfí 

0.6 M kg/year wool for fine wollen yarn 

Nm 16,     5400 h (3 shifts),       1'Okg/h 

O.4 Mkg/year wool 

Nm 6,       5400 h (3 shifts), ,4 kg/h 

Capital expenditure 

Blending- 

Carding 

Gilling 

Spinning 
Nm 16 

Nm 6 

Building 

Power 

People employed 

¥00!I en system 
1'!'X) US / 

.125 

1.125 

.855 

.155 

'.24O 

•'> '00 m 

f'75 kW 

24 

Semi-worsted 
1000 US $ 

.103 

.250 

.234 

.855 

.135 

1.577 

MOO in 

610 kW 

25 
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V.M. 

6. Coaraer woollen yarns 

The remainder of the clean w- L,  about 0.4 M kg,  ia suitable for 

the coarser woollen yarns uso1 in ladies dresses,  coatings, etc. 

Possibly this wool could be v\>m into yarn in Lesotho or alternatively 

it could be exported as is m <. the caße. 






